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ABSTRACf
Bowerman (1982) docunlents a pattern of syntnctic errors that children m~ke in learning
locative verbs--verbs like pour andfill~which express the transfer of some content to or from
some container. According to B,owerman, children between the ages of four and seven often
over-regularize the locative fonn with the content encoded as direct object, producing sentences
such as *1 filled the water into the glass (cf. I filled the glass witll water). Why does this
pattern of errors occur, and how d~s the child ultimately unlearn th~~;e errors? An account of
locative verb learning is proposed in which children learn the syntactic privileges of verbs on
the basis of their meanings. In particular, it is hypothesized that children make use of a
universal linking rule of Object Affectedness1 according to which an argument is encodable as
the direct object of 8: verb if the entity to which it corresponds is affected in the meaning of the
\'erb, For example, the meaning offill specifies the particular way in which the conlainer is
affected (i.e" it undergoes a change of state from being empty to being full), but does not
specify the particular nlanner (e,g., pouring or dripping) in which the content is affected, The
universal thus predicts that the container, but not the content, is encodable as the direct object
of[ill.
Six e~periments test the hypothesis that children make use of the linking regularity, but that
they must learn whal counts as affected in the meanings of particular verbs, From this proposal
it follows that chil~en will be productive~producing forms they haven't heard in the input..,-
and in fact, before they figure out what counts as affected they may overgenerate locative forms
(i.e., produce ungrammatical sentences). Furthermore~ it is predicted that instances of
overgeneration should be associated with corresponding misinterpretations of verb meaning, In
Experiments 1 and 2, the ability of children and adults to understand and produce common
locative verbs was tested. In particular, sets of drawings were used to assess the subjects-
understanding of fine-grained aspects of verb meaning. As predicted, it was found that children
made syntactic errors, Qvergenerating the locatives offill and empty with the content encoded
as direct object (e.g" saying things like "I'm filling the water into the glass"); that children
made semantic mistakes, misinterpreting the meanings of fill and empty as having ~omething
essential to do with the manner in which content changes location; and that instances of
ove~generationwere (weakly) associated with corresponding misinterpretations of verb
3meaning (e.g., children who interpreted the action of filling as llaving something essential to do
with the manner in which content changes location were likely to have uttered "I'm filling water
into the glass"). These findings were interpreted as providing support for the hypothesis that
verb meaning and syntax are linked in the lexicons of language learners, and it is concluded
that misinterpretations of particular verbs, coupled with linking regularities, may account for
the occurrence of the syntactic errors.
In Experiments 3-6, the co~espondencebetween verb syntax and semantics was tested in a
more direct fashion. Children and adults were taught novel verbs in a neuttal syntax (e.g., this
;s mooping), and then tested on their willingness to encode the content or the container as the
direct object of the verb. In these experiments, the semantics of the novels verbs was an
independent variable: the meanings of the verbs varied according to whether the content or the
container was affected in a particular and salient way (e.g., whether the content moved in a zig-
zagging fashion, or whether the container changed color). It was predicted that children and
adults should produce relatively more content locatives for verbs in which the content changes
ivcation in a particular manner, and relatively more container locatives for verbs in which the
container changes state in a particular way. The results of each experiment confirmed this
predi~tion, and were taken to support the conclusion that the Universal of Object Affectedness
mw·t be used under some circumstances.
In the General Discussion, the statement of the universal linking rule (given above) is defended
and developed. A survey of the cross-linguistic literature supports the view that the
affectedness of direct objects is a universal tendency, applying across domains in English and
in other languages. Finally, two sources of mediation were argued to be relevant to the use of
the linking rule: the operation of a set of linking rules in a domain and the clustering of the
verbs of a domain into subclasses. Based on these two factors, a proposal is outlined of how a
child may come to use a linking role to predict the syntactic privileges of verbs.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Steven Pinker
Title: Associate Professor of Cognitive Science
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6General Introduction
The purpose of this work is to understand how children master the verbs in one domain.
The domain we have chosen for study is that of locative verbs--such as pour,fill, empty, and
load--verbs which express the transfer of some content to or from some container. In
particular, we will propose an account of lexical learning in which verb syntax and senlantics
bear a certain correspondence to one another at various points in development. Although
studies on the relation of syntax and semantic are as old as linguistics itself (Arist()lle,
Metaphysics), much recent work in linguistics (Carter (1976b), Ostler (1980), Rappaport &
Levin (1986), lackendoff (1987» and psycholinguistics (Pinker, 1989) has posited the
existence of universal linking regularities between semantic or thematic roles (e.g., agent,
patient) and grammatical relations (subject, direct object). The present study provides nluch-
needed experimental evidence on the existence of linking rules in the acquisition of English
locative verbs. It is our belief that whatever issues are relevant to the acquisition of these verbs
will be relevant to the aC'{)uisition of all verbs, across all languages.
We have chosen to study locative verbs for several reasons. Besides the fact that they are
among the most common verbs in English, and they are learned early (Bowerman, 1982), we
believe that they constitute a true domain of verbs--not merely because they may be studied as
such, but because children learn them as such. By domain, we mean a class of verbs with
shared semantic and syntactic properties. All locative verbs share the semantic property of
expressing the transfer of content to a container (1 a), as in Mike filled the cup \vith water, ()f
the transfer of content from a container (lb), as in Fred cleared the table of di..'thes. Sl)111e
locative verbs are inherently nondirectional (Ie), as in Betty poured water intoffrom Ih~ cup,
specifying either the goal container, the source container, or both.
7(la) Mike filled the cup with water.
Lloyd covered the spot with a towel.
George loaded the gun with ammo.
Dan stuffed the hamper with laundry.
(Ib) F'red cleared the table of dishes.
Sally emptied the carton of ice cream.
Bob drained the sink of water.
Tess cleaned the draperies (of lint).
(Ie) Betty poured water into/from the cup.
Gus dumped garbage into/from the can.
Tom dripped paint onto the floor/from the brush.
Sue spilled coffee on Ned/from her mug.
These verbs may be further subdivided as to whether the content (2a) or container (2b)
must be encoded as direct object. We shall refer to these syntactic fonns as C{)lllenl and
container locatives, respectively. Some locative verbs (2c), which we shall call alternat()rs, nlay
accept either the content or the container as direct object. A comprehensive list of locative
verbs, arranged according to syntactic privileges, is provided in the Appendix.
(2a) Betty poured water into the cup/*the cup with YJater.
Betty poured water from the cup/*the cup of water.
Gus dumpe.d garbage into the can/*the can with garbage.
Gus dumped garbage from the can/*the can of garbage.
Tom dripped paint onto the floorf"the floor with paint.
Tom dripped paint from the brush/*the brush of paint.
8Sue spilled coffee on Ned/*Ned with coffee.
Sue spilled coffee from her mug/*her mug of coffee.
(2b) Mike filled the cup with water/*water into the cup.
Lloyd covered the spot with a toweV*a towel over the spot.
(2c) George loaded the gun with ammo/ammo into the gun.
Dan stuffed the hamper with laundry/laundry into the hamper.
Fred cleared the table of dishes/dishes from the table.
Sally emptied the canon of ice cream/ice cream from the carton.
Bob drained the sink of water/water from the sink.
Tess cleaned the draperies (of lint)/Iint from the draperies.
Several findings of Bowennan (1982) convinced us, early on, of the promise of studying
this domain. On the basis of detailed diary studies of her own children, plus relevant data from
six other children, Bowennan has documented a 'U'-shaped developmental pattern in the
production of locatives: although children initially appear to be accurate with these verbs, errors
emerge within the range of roughly four to seven years of age; after the age of seven, the errors
decline. Bowennan found that the most frequent errors involve children overextending the
content-locative fonn to verbs that ordinarily encode only the container as direct object, as in "I
didn't fill water up to drink it tl (Eva, 4; 1). Less frequently, children demoted the container
argument to oblique object, and the content argument was omitted. An example of the latter is
"pinching on the balloon lt instead of "pinching the balloon" (Christy, 4;2). More exanlples of
both kinds of errors appear in Table I. According to Bowennan, errors of the converse type--
involving a replaced or misplaced content--are much rarer.
E (4;5)
C (4;9)
C (6; 10)
E (5;0)
Table I
Examples of Overgeneralization (Bowerman, 1982)
Errors with fil:ure CO as direct object and eround IeJ as obliQue object
E (3;0) I'm going to touch it [f] on your pants [g]
C (4;3) M: Simon says. "Touch your toes" [g]
C: To what? [interprets~ as f. is now looking for gllNote: this is a
comprehension error]
Feel your hand [f] to that [g)
Can I fill SOO1e salt [f] into the bear [g) [= a bear-shaped
salt shaker]
I'm going to cover a screen [f] over me [g)
She's gonna pinch it If] on my foot [gJ
Errors with fieure (fl as direct object and eround [i:J omitted
E (4;1) I didn't fill water [f] up to drink it; I filled it [fl up for
the flowers to drink it
E (4; 11) And I'll give you these eggs [f] you can fill up [giving M
beads to put into cloth chicken-shaped container g)
E (5;3) Terri said if this [= rhinestone on a shirt] were a
diamond then people would be trying to rob the shin If)
Errors with Kfound [f:l demoted to obliQue object
C (3; 11) Eva is just touching gently on the plant (g)
C (4;2) Pinch on the balloon [g]
Errors with ~round [K] as direct object
E (2; 11) Mommy, I poured you [g)
E (4; 11) I don't want it [= toast] because I spilled it (gl of orange
juice [f]
-,-------
Note: figure [f] corresponds to content; ground [g) corresponds to container.
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Bowennan's explanation for this pattern of development is that a process of reorganization,
driven b~~ the semantic interpretation of locative forms, is responsible for the errors. l"his
process, she argues, is not unlike the familiar example of verb and noun inflectional
morphology: in the case of locatives, children first use unanalyzed syntactic forms (jill the
glass; cf. broke); then, after they discover the semantic correlates of the forms by abstracting
the correspondence between grammatical and semantic relations on the basis of particular
verbs, children overgeneralize the content locative (jill the water; cf. breaked); finally, the
container-locative fonn returns. Bowennan suggests (following Talmy, 1972) that the content
locative is overgeneralized more than the container locative because it is the dominant pattern in
English for expressing locative events. Accordingly, the overregularization of container
locatives is rare (e.g., "I spilled it [container] of orange juice"; Eva, 4; 11) for the fame reason
that the overregularization of minor past tense inflections is rare (e.g., brang on the pattern of
sang).
Instructive, also, are two explanations that Bowennan (1982) rejects. First, she rejects the
explanation that children are just making speech errors--for example, spontaneously
substitutingfill for pour because they are related in meaning. As Bowelman argues, there are
plenty of observed errors involving verbs with no ollvious substitutes, and furthermore, some
of these errors involve comprehension, not production (See l'able 1). Second, and nlore
imponantly, she rules out a purely syntactic explanation for the overregularization of locatives,
according to which the child would regard NP-V-NPi-with-NPj and NP-V-NPj-into/tJnt()-NPi
(NP-V-NPi-o!-NPj and NP-V-NPj-!rom/oul of-NPi) as interchangeable fonns. Relevant here
is that Bowerman did not find errors like J read Mary with a book (from I read a book 10 Mary)
and J ate a spoon into my pudding (from I ate my pudding with a spoon), presumably because
children know that read and eat don't take contents and containers as arguments: Mary (in */
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read Mary with a book) doesntt count as a container; a spoon (in */ ate a spoon inlo my
pudding) doesntt count as content. Thus, children appear to be constrained in their
overregularization of these fonns by the semantic roles of the verbts arguments. (Bowerman
doesntt speak of contents and containers, but of Figures and Grounds. We will use the ffiure
specific--and we think, more appropriate--terminology.) Locative verbs constitute a domain
because children become sensitive to a domain of arguments--an argument space--which
probably specifies the shape, size, and dimensionality of potential containers and the
mass/count properties of potential contents. The word become is important here; in
Bowennants view, the lateness of the errors implies that the argument space of locative fonlls
is not grasped from the beginning of language learning. (We shall elaborate on the notion of an
argument space in the General Discussion.)
In general, Bowennan sees her (1982) work as a corrective against strict anti-whorfianism
(or strict whorfianism, for that matter); she rejects the strongest assumption of "cognition-first"
semantics in which ttmeaning in language... is isomorphic with the nonlinguistic way of
viewing the world" (p.331). We agree with Bowennan that the lateness of the errors argues fOJ
the necessity of experience with language, and against the possibility that children map only
pre-established meanings onto fonns. In this paper, however, we take up the complenlentary
position of arguing against the sufficiency of experience with language, and for the necessity of
(linguistic) semantic universals. The postulation of linguistic universals is prompted by a
limitation of Bowerman's study of locative verb errors: although Bowerman's account of
reorganization explains how the errors arise, it cannot (and does not attempt to) explain how
they eventually disappear. As we shall see, a plausible account of how the errors are unlearned
will sugge~t a reconsidemtion of their source as well.
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Consider the case of a child who, like Eva, utters a locative fonn of fiLL with the content
encoded as direct object--for example, /'mfilling water into the cup. Here, we may say that the
content-locative form has been overregularized, just as the affixation of -ed onto verbs is
overregu~arized to mark past tense. The analogy breaks down, however, when it conles to
unlearning the elTors. The dis-analogy arises because whereas positive evidence provides
feedback on the overregularization of obligatory rules like past tense inflection, it does not
provide feedback on the overregularization of optional rules like locative formation. If a child
overgeneraIizes an obligatory rule by affixing the regular past tense olarking -ed onto IJreak to
fonn *breaked, the child will receive positive evidence of the error; adult speech will provide
an explicit contrast--broke--to the ungrammatical fonn. (The ability of ~he learner to recognize
this exception, on the basis of positive e\'idence, also assumes some version of the Uniqueness
Principle (Wexler and Culicover, 198]; Pinker, 1984). In this case, the le8'11er must assume
that the concept of BREAK + PAST TENSE is associated with one and only one form.) But if a
child overgeneralizes an optional rule of locative fonnation, no amount of positive experience
with the language will tell the child that (e.g.)fi/l only takes the container-locative fonn. ~fhis is
because no context of language demands the utterance of the content locative in the sanle way
that it demands the marking of past tense. For this reason, Baker (1979) considers the
exceptions to optional rules to be "embarrassing" compared to the "benign" exceptions to
obligatory rules.
Furthennore, the fact that a child never hearsfill in the content locative cannot be taken by
the child as ("indirect negative") evidence that the form is ungrammatical, upon pain of
rejecting every unheard fonn as ungrammatical. Sim.ilarly, adults do not provide the child with
direct negative evidence about which strings are not in the language (Brown and Hanlon, 197();
Hirsh-Pasek, Treiman, and Schneiderman, 1984; Pinker, 1989): parents rarely correct, or
otherwise provide more subtle feedback concerning, the utterances of their children; when they
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do, they are most often conctrned with the truth value of the proposition expressed by the
child's utterance, and only rarely with its ungrammaticality; and when they are concernerl with
ungrammaticality, children appear to be oblivious to the intended correction of fonn (BrJine,
1971). More fundam~ntally,Pinker (1989) argues that evell if negative evidence were available
and useful and used, it seems unlikely to tle necessary to language acquisition. The
unavailability of negative as well as positive evidence about ungrammaticalitYIl coupled with the
~roductivity of locative fonnalion (see Table 1) and the apparent arbitrariness of which verbs
take which locative forms (e.g., load alternates, but /ill does not), lead to an instance of
learnability problem known as "Baker's Paradox": the child has no way of knowing which
verbs are exceptional, and therefore no way of retreating from the false hypothesis of an
overgeneral grammar to the true hypothesis of the correct grammar.
In our view, explanation in developmental psychol\nguistics must be sensitive not only to
the phenomena of child lWlguage, but also to the demands of learnability theory. Accordingly,
Steven Pinker and his colleagues (Pinker, 1984; Pinker, Lebeaux, and Frost, 1987; Pinker,
1989; Gropen, Pinker, Hollander, Goldberg, and Wilson, 1989) have pursued a solution to
this paradox as it pertains to partial generalizations in the English lexicon--especially, datives,
passives, causative), and locatives. The hypothesis of Constrained ProductivitYt in its most
general Conn, states that children can--and to some extent must--leam the syntactic privileges of
verbs on the basis of their meanings (or sounds). The hypothesis thus denies a critical
assumption of Baker's Paradox that the syntactic privileges of verbs within a domain are
arbitrary. As we have already seen, a coarse-grdined semantic analysis of the argument space
of locatives plausibly accounts for the absence of certain errors (e.g., *' read Mary with a
book). By contrast, the hypothesis under consideration states that a liner-grained sell1antic
analysis ("within domain") accounts for the unlearning of cenain errors (e.g., */'m jilltllg
water into the cup). The hypothesis also suggests to us that mistakes about the fine-grained
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meanings of verbs might be the source of the ~yntactic overregularization; the learnability
problem would be solved, on this account, as children revise their interpretations of verb
meanings. In the remainder of the introduction, we shall first present a sub-hypothesis about
the correspondence between verb meaning and syntax in universal grammar, then show how
the universal applies to the adult lexicon (i.e., that the errors could be unlearned in principle),
and finally make specific predictions about the occurrence of syntactic and semantic errors in
child language.
Although the hypothesis of Constrained Productivity need not be centrnlly concerned with
universals of language, recent versions of the hypothesis have posited that the child is born
motivated looking for circumscribed correspondences betwe~n syntax and semantics. In the
case of locatives, we shall entenain the following sub-hypothesis: that the capacity of the child
to predict the syntactic privileges of a verb depends upon a universal linking rule of Object
Affectedness, according to which
(3) an argument is encodable as the direct object of a verb if [he entity to which it
cOlTesponds is affected in the meaning of the verb
This specific statement of the linking rule is motivated by the tendency, across languages,
for affected entities to be encoded as direct objects (Moravcsik, 1978; Hopper & Tholnpson,
1980). In English locatives, the question is whether the linking rule of Object Affectedness
detennines word order--that is, whether a given verb will take the content locative, the
container locative, or both. Also notice, in the statement of the linking rule, that dffcctedness is
a sufficient condition on which arguments may be encodable as direct object by the verb, and
funhennore. that the linking rule leaves open the possibility that more than one entity may be
affected in the meaning of a verb (i.e., an alternator). In the General Discussion, we shall
defend this statement of the rule and outline a proposal of how a child may come to use such a
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linl(ing rule to predict the syntactic privileges of verbs. For the present, we shall make the case
for affectedness by example.
()ne important point ~forewe proceed: if we think of the typical locative event, it might be
argu,~ (as does Bowennan, 1982) that both the substance and the location are to s(,me extent
affeclted; after all, the content changes location and the container changes state (e.g., from being
empl)' to being full). The essential thing, however, is not what happens in the wor!d, but rather
what the verb takes to happen in the world. Roughly speaking, our story is that the child learns
which verbs take which locative fonns on the basis of the verb's meaning, which specifies--
among other things--what essential changes of state or position an ooject ri.lust undergo in order
for the 'verb to apply. In this regard, we must distinguish between three levels of descriplion:
syntactic (in italics); semantic; and cognitive, or "what happens in the world. II rrhe latter two
levels of description have both been presented in plain text, for the reason that a particular
description (e.g., the change in the state of a container from empty to full) is systematically
ambiguous between intensional and extensional interpretations. Thus, in learning the meaning
of a verb, a child must abstract from the events of a verb's usage, in which a container changes
state, to the meaning of the verb, which specifies that change of state. Nonetheless, it is the
description at the semtrntic level that is relevant to Object Affectedness. In addition, we lnake
the distinction between components of loeaning which are essential to the meaning of a verb
(Le., which are pan of a partial decomposition of a verb's meaning), and those which are
merely typical of contexts to which a verb applies.
Let's consider the verbs fill, pour, and stuff. Most adult speakers of English share the
following intuitions: filling--essentially--tells you something about the change of state that a
container undergoes; namely, from unfilled to full. It wO~Adn't be filling if the container ended
up empty or, for that matter, 3/4-full. On the other hand, filling says nothing specific about the
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change of location that a substan~e undelfoes. One can certainly fill a glass by pouring waler
into it, ~ut it would still be filling if the water dripped into the glass fr<)rrl a f~!uce!. We can
summarize the~'~ intuitions, then, by saying that the meaning offill specifies the tNu)' in which
the container is affected, but does not specify the way in which the content is affected.
According to the univet sal, then, we should expect to find that the direct object of fill encodes
onl} th£ container argument. And indeed it does: one can say Sally filled the glass with water,
but no! *Sally filled water into the glass. Thus, the potential learnability probleln of a child
being unabl~-, to unlearn, and an adult saying, Jfilled water into the glass is averted.
This interpretation of filling is an instance of what has been called the holistic interpretation,
according to which a container becomes totally involved in the change of state indicated by a
locative verb if the argument to which it corresponds is encoded as the direct object of the verb
(Anderson, S., 1971; Schwartz-Nonnan, 1976). Thu:, Bob loaded the cart with apples iOlpiics
that the capacity of the cart has been exhausted) but Bob loaded the l~PI)les into the car! does
not. Indeed, we argue that the holistic interpretation is a special case of Object Af~ectedness.
What's new here, however, is the application of Affectedness to conlents. "fo take an example,
the meaning ofpour tells you something essential about the way a liquid moves through the air,
in a cohesive stream. It wouldn't be pouring if one drop at a time changed location; that would
be dribbling or dripping. Neither would it be pouring if an entire array of drops or particles
changed location; that ,vould be splashing or showering. On the other hand, pouring suys
nothing specific about a container or any other reference object. Certainly, one nlay pour water
into a glass, but it would still be pouring if the water missed the glass entirely. We can
summarize these intuitions, then, by saying that the meaning of pour specifies the way in
which the content is affected, but does not specify the way in which the container is affected.
According to the universal, then, we should expect to find that the direct object ofpour encodes
only the content argument: one can say Sally poured water into the glass, but not *Sally poured
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the glass with water. Notice that much the same f.xplanation holds for the correspondence
between meaning (Ie) and syntax (2a) for the other inherently nondirectionallocative verbs.
As a final example, the meaning of the verb stuff specifies both the particular change of
location that the c:ontent undergoes and the particular change of state that the container
undergoes. In fact, the manner and endstate of stuffing appear to be mutually constraining: in
stufting clothes into a hamper, for instance, the clothing must be forced into the hamper
(perhaps to the ext(~nt that the clothing is compressed) because the capacity of the hamper is
exhausted; c.oDversely, the fact that the clothing must be forced into the hamper seems to imply
that the hamper is already stuffed (perhaps to the extent that the hamper bulges). According La
the universal, then, the direct object of stuff should encode either the content or the container.
And this is what we fil1d: stuffis an alternator.
As we suggested above, mistakes about the fine-grained meanings of verbs, such as the
identification of which entity is affected, might be the source of the syntactic overregularization
reported by Bowennan (1982). On the face of it, this proposaJ comports well with the
observation made by Gentner (1978, 1982) that children are quite slow in fixing the standard
(adult) meanings of verbs, compared with the meanings of nouns, and that children have more
difficulty with functional components of verb nleaning (e.g., changes of state) than
perceptua1!actional components of verb meaning (e.g., changes of location). For example, she
found that children had more difficult)· in learning the meaning of mix, which specifies that a
homogenous combination of substances be the result of an action, than in learning the
meanings of shake or stir, which specify the panicular motions involved in an action. If we
therefore assume that contents are identified as affected more easily than are containers (on
perceptual/cognitive grounds), we have an explanation for why the contect locative occurs, and
is overregularized, more frequently than t:IC container locative. Notice that, on this account, we
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gain explanatory power at the expense of Bowennan's suggestion that children overgeneralize
the content-locative fonn more than the container-locative fonn because the content locative
occurs more frequently than the container locative. Even if this pattern exists, B()Welman is left
with the question of why the content locative is dominant, or unmarked, in tht: speech of the
parents (and in the speech of their parents, etc.); on our account, by contrast, the frequency
distribution of locatives is something which may be explained rather than an explanation in
itself.
In the six experiments that follow, we test the hypothesis that the universal of Object
Affectedness is used by children to predict the syntactic privileges of verbs, but that children
must learn what counts as affected. From our proposal it follows that children will be
productive--and in fact, before tlley figure out what counts as affected they will overgenerate
locative fonns. Moreover, we predict that instances of overgeneration shc)uld be associated
with corresponding misinterpretations of verb meaning. In the first two expe riments, we make
use of picture sets to test the child's understanding of fine-grained aspects of verb rneaning--
aspects which must be tested in a controlled, experimental setting. In designing these studies,
we have paid special attention to the source of seman!ic errors that might apply to verl)s such as
fill and pour, or empty and dump. In particular, we have assumed that a child might
misinterpretfill to specify a pouring manner, or pour to specify a full endstate; empty 10 specify
a dumping manner, or dump to specify an empty endstate. OUf rationale is simply that children
are likely to be exposed to many events which are both pouring and filling (since pouring is a
common means of filling), or both dumping and emptying (since dunlping is a comm()n means
of emptying). We also assess each child's willingness to produce both content- and clontainer-
locative forms. By thus testing for the syntax and semantics of particular verbs within child,
we can address three questions. First, will children overgenerate locative forms, producing
sentences like the man is filling the water? Second, will children misinterpret the meanings of
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locative verbs, perhaps thinking that (e.g.) fill specifies the particular manner in which a
substance changes location instead of the particular change of state that a container undergoes?
Third, and most crucially, will syntactic and semantic errors be associatec!--for example, will
c"tildren who misinterpret the meaning of fill to specify the manner in which a substance
changes location be more inclined to encode the argument corresponding to that substance as
the direct object? If the answer to each of these questions is yes, we will have strong SUPPOi1
for the hypothesis that verb meaning and syntax are linked in the lexicons of IWlguage learners.
In the final four experiments, we again test for the correspondence between verb syntax
and semantics, but in a illOre direct fashion. In these experiments, we manipulate verb meaning
as all independent variable by teaching subjects made-up verbs (in a neutral syntax; e.g., this is
mooping) that differ in -Nhether the content or the container is affected in a particular and salient
way. We then test each subject's willingness to pnxtuce locative fonns of the made-up verbs.
For verbs in which the content is affected, we predict that subjects should produce rcla(j"'el~:
more content-locative forms; for verbs in which the container is affected, we predict that
subjects should produce relatively more container-locative foons. If these predictions are borne
out, we have evidence that the meanings of verbs must be used under some circumstances to
predict their syntactic privileges.
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Experiment 1
In our initial experiment, we tested children on their ability to produce and understand six
common locative ,rerbs: pour,fill, dump, empty, st~ff, and splash.
Method
Subjects. Sixty-four subjects, all native speakers of English living in the Boston area,
participated in the study. Forty-eight of the subjects were children, falling into three age
groups: sixleen between the ages of 2;6 (years;months) and 3;5 (mean 3; 1); sixteen between the
ages of 3;6 and 4;5 (mean 3; 11); and sixteen between the ages of 4;6 and 5; 11 (mean 5;0). 'Ibe
children were drawn from middle-class day-care and after-school programs in Cambridge,
Needham, Newton, and Watertown. The remaining sixteen subjects were undergraduates at
MIT, ranging from 18 to 22 years of age. The adult subjects were paid for their participation.
Eight subjects, all children, were replaced in design: seven children were replaced because
of their unwillingness or inability to perfonn the production task; one child was replaced for
failing to cooperate with the experimenters.
Materials. The materials for the study consisted of forty-nine line drawings. Each drawing
was composed of two panels, much like a comic strip. The use of panels allowed us to separate
each action into a sequence of two parts, and thus to tease apart which component of an action
was taken by a subject to be essential to the meaning of a verb. Specifically, the first panel of
each picture depicted the manner in which a substance changed location during the course of
the action, while the second panel of tach picture depicted the endstate of a container as a r~sult
of the action. For example (Figure 1), the first panel might show a woman in the process of
pouring water from a pitcher into a glass; the second panel might show an empty glass next to a
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puddle of water--the inference being that the woman has spilled the water. By contrast, in
another picture (Figure 2), the first panellnight show a woman in the process of turning on a
faucet, allowirlg water to drip from a spigot into a glass; the second panel might show a glass
full of v,ater. A subject who knows that the meaning of pour has something essential to do
with the manner in which a substance chwlges location should choose Figure lover Figure 2
as the better example of pouring. On the other hand, a subject who knows that the meaning of
fill has something essential to do with the endstate of a container should choose Figure 2 over
Figure 1 as the better example of filling.
Of the forty-nine drawings, one depicted a boy first hitting a ball with a bat (first panel),
with ;he ball subsequently breaking a window (second panel). This piciure was used to enSl!re
that the subjects understood the fonnat of the drawings--in panicular, that the two states
depicted in the panels were causally related to one another.
'I'the remaining forty-eight drawings were used to te5t the ability of subjects to understand
and prcxluce six common locative verbs: pour,fill, dunlp, empty, stuff, and splash. In the
coml'rehension task for a particular verb, subjects were forced to choose which of two
pictures, differing in manner and/or endstate, best represented the meaning of the verb. The
choice of ltrawings depicting pouring and filling, dumping and emptying was govern~d by the
assumption that children might selectively confuse the interpretation of pairs of verbs; for
example, a child might interpret fill to specify a pouring manner or pour to specify a full
endstate; empty to specify a dumping manner or dump to specify an empty endstate. In
addition, this choice of drawings and verbs provided us with a built-in control: because the
verbs in these pairs are closely related in meaning, we were able to test subjects' interpretation
of both verbs of a pair using the same sets of pictures (across subjects). l-'his control helped to
insure that subjects' responses were not due to the salience of the pictures themselves.
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An example will clarify our use of picture sets for pairs of verbs. Every subject was shoy...n
the picture displayed in Figure 3. Som~ of the subj~.cts were told "this is pouring"; others, "this
is filling." We could do this because pour alldfill have overlapfJing exten~i()ns and because the
picture satisfies bot}} extens~ons.After estJblishing a cornlnon frame of reference of what is
pouring or what is filling, we then went on to test whether cr not subjects knew the difference
between the two verb meanings by presenting a forced choice between two nonoverlapI;lng
pictures--such as those in Figures 1 and 2. Notice that each of these pictures preserves one
panel from the original (Figure 3) and introduces a ne 9N ;>ane!. Figure 1 preserves the panel
depicting the manner j,n which a substance changes location, whereas Figure 2 preserves the
panel depicting a change in the state of the cOlllainer. We then asked, about these pictures,
ItWhich orl~ is pouring?" Or, for other subje<.;ls, It\Vhich one is filling?" B~CHL:Se of our choice
of new panels in these pictures, we can make the followlng claim about u subject 'I~J!U) knows
the difference between the verb meanings: when asked to choose which of these two pictlJreS is
pouring, he should choose the picture preserving the manner of the action (Figure 1); when
asked to choose which of these two pictures is filling, he should choose the picture preserving
the endstate of the action (Figure 2). Crucially, any systematic difference in response could
only be due to a difference in verb meaning, and not to a difference in ule pictures themselves.
Twelve pictures were shared for the verbs pour and fill. Of these twelve, subsets of three
pictures concerned the same scenario--that is, the same human agent, the same potential
container, and the same potential content. In each subset, one picture was always ambiguous
between pouring and filling (e.g., Figure 3). one picture depicted pouring but not filling
(Figure 1), and one picture depicted filling but not pouring (Figure 2). Silllilarly, a set of
twelve pictures was shared for the verbs dump and empty_ Table 2 lists descriptions of the
drawings used in the testing of pour/jlll and dump/empty, organized by scenario. Within child,
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Table 2
Picture Sets Used in the Testing of Pour/Fill 8;Jd Dump/Empty
PANEL 1 (MANNER)
Scel~moA1 (pow-Ifill)
man pouring water from bucket into sink
man pouring water from bucket into sink
man dripping wat~r from faucet into sink
Scenario A2 (pourlfill)
girl pouring honey from bottle into bowl
girl dripping hone~/ from fork into bowl
girl pouring honey from bottle into bowl
Scenario B1 (pour/fill)
boy pouring paint fu1m can into bucket
boy dripping paint from brush into bucket
boy pouring paint from can into bucket
Scenario 82 (pour/fill)
woman pouring water from pitcher into glass
woman pouring water from pitcher into glass
woman dripping water from faucet into glass
Scenario CI (dump/empty)
man dumping ice creal11 from canon into bowl
man scooping ice cream from carton into bowl
lnan dUlnping ice cream front canon into bowl
Scenario C2 (dump/empty)
girl dumping playdo from can onto table
girl dumping playdo from can onto table
girl scooping playdo from can onto table
Scenario Dl (dump/empty)
woman dumping salad fronl bowl onto plate
woman dumping salad from bowl onto plate
womac scooping salad from bowl onto plate
Scenario D2 (dump/empty)
boy dumping sand from pail onto towel
boy scooping sand from pail onto towel
boy dumping sand from pail onto towel
PANEL 2 (ENDSTATE)
sink filled with water
empty sink/spilJ.ed water
sink filled with water
bowl filled with honey
bowl filled with honey
empty bowVspilled honey
bucket filled with paint
bucket filled with oaint
empty bucket/spilled paint
glass filled with water
empty glass/spilled water
glass filled with water
empty canon/ice cream in bowl
empty canon/ice crearrl in bowl
1/2 empty canon/some ice creanl in bowl
empty can/playdo on table
1/2 empty can/some playdo on table
empty can/playdo on table
empty bowVsalad on plate
1/2 empty bowVsome salad on plate
empty bowVsalad on plate
empty paiVsand on towel
empty paiVsand on to\vel
Ifl empty paiVsonle sand on towel
Note: each line corresponds to a drawing conlposed of one manner panel and one endstate
panel. For each subset of three drawings (e.g., AI), the first drawing was displayed bef()re the
remaining two; the second drawing was always displayed on the experimenter's right (the
child's Jeft); the third drawing was always displayed on the experimenter's left (the child's
right).
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two subsets (six pictures) were used for the testing of each verb; across l;hildren, each subset
was used equally often in the testing of either verb of a pair. For the pourifill sets, the nlanner
distractor always depicted dripping and the endstate distractor always tiepicted an enlpty
container (the contents were spilled); for the dump/empty sets, the manner distractor always
depicted scooping and the endstdte distractor alw?ys depicted a half-empty container.
The I'icture sets for the verbs stuffand splash differed from those above. Consider the verb
stuff. Because the verb specifies both a characteristic motion and a characteristic ~ndstate
(according to our intuitions), we wanted to test a subject·s sensitivity to each asp-~ct of meaning
separately. We did this by treating stuff as if it were two verbs--one having to do with each
aspect of meaning. For example, a picture set for the "endstate" reading of Sluff \vas composed
of drawings which differed only in their endstate panels: first we showed each subject a picture
such as that in Figure 4, saying "this is stuffing'" Then, we presented two more pictures--
Figures 5 and 6--asking "which of these is stuffing?" Notice that each of th,~se pictures
preserves the same panel of the original--in lhis case the panel depicting the manner in which a
substance changes location. What differs between the two is the second panel. Using the
original second pane} (in Figure 4) as a foil, it is clear that Figure 5 (showing a stuffed
container) is a better depiction of stuffing than Figure 6 (showing a half-full container). And
the basis for this judgment has everything to do with our sensitivit}, to the change of state of the
container, and nothing to do with the change in the location of its content.
Table 3 lists glosses of the twelve pictures used in the testing of Sluff and lhe lwei ve
pictures used in the iesting of splash. Unlike the picture sets used for pouring andJl1/;ng, or for
dumping and emptying, none of these pictures is ambiguous in the depiction of the relevant
locative events. Each set of twelve is divisible into two subsets of six pictures, with each
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Table 3
Picture Sets Used in the -resting of Stuff and Splash
PANEL 1 (MANNER)
Scenario El (stuff)
woman dropping clothes into hamper
woman dropping clothes into hamper
woman dropping clothes into hamper
woman dropping clothes into hamper
woman forcing clotheG into hamper
woman scooping up clothes with hamper
Scenario E2 (stuff)
boy dropping toys into box
boy scooping up toys with box
boy forcing toys into box
boy dropping toys into box
boy dropping toys into box
boy dropping toys into box
Scenario FI (splash)
boy splashing water with feet from pool onto girl
boy splashing water with hands fr. pool onto girl
boy pushing girl into pool
boy splashing water with feet from pool or&~o girl
boy splashing water vlith feet from pool onto girl
boy splashing wa.ter with feet from pool onto girl
Scenario F2 (splash)
girl splashing water with feet from pool onto boy
girl splashing water with feet from pool onto boy
girl splashing water with feet from pool onto boy
girl splashing water \\rith feet from pool onto boy
girl pushing boy into pool
girl splashing water with hands from pool onto boy
PANEL 2 (ENDSTATE)
hamper filled with clothes
hamper l{l filled with clo~hes
hamper bulging with clothes
hamper filled with clothes
hamper filled with clothes
hamper filled with clothes
box filled with toys
box filled with toys
box filled with toys
box filled with toys
box bulging with toys
box l{l filled with toys
damp girl
damp girl
damp girl
damp girl
dry girl
drenched girl
damp boy
drenched boy
dry boy
damp boy
damp boy
damp boy
Note: each line corresponds to a drawing composed of one manner panel and one endstate
panel. For each subset of three dmwings, the first dmwing was displayed before the remaining
two; the second drawing was always displayed on the experimenter's right (the child's left); the
third dmwing was always displayed on the experimenter's left (the child's right).
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subset of six concerning a particular scenario; each subset of six :s further divisible into two
subsets of three pictures, with each subset of three differing in one panel (e.g., manner) bu: not
the other (e.g., endstate). The following panels were used in testing for sensitivity to the
manner of splashing (splashing with feet (foil), splashing with hands, pushing with hands); th~
endstate of splashing (a damp goal (foil), a wet goal, a dry goal); the manner of stuffing
(dropping in the contents (foil), forcing in the ~ontents, scooping up the contents with the
container); the endstate of stuffing (a full container (foil), a bulging container, a half-full
container).
Part of the reason for using two different types of picture sets was exploratoc:y; it was a
new method, and we wanted to test the waters. But let's be explicit about the (Iifferences
between them. The picture sets used for pour/fill and dump/empty were designed to assess a
bias in the interpretation of the verb's meaning. Specifically, alternative pictures in the forced-
choice task differed from each other in both panels (and from the original picture in one panel),
so that subjects were always choosing between a depiction of (e.g.) pouring, but not filling
(e.g., Figure 1) and a depiction of filling, but not pouring (e.g., Figure 2). Notie,e that what
these picture sets don't provide is a pure measure of sensitivity to a particular type ()f meaning;
bias towards a component of meaning necessitates sensitivity to that component, but not the
converse. As a consequence, if a child prefers the picture which depicts the manner in which a
substance moves, it doesn't mean that the child is insensitive to the endstate of the container.
For exampie, filling may be judged as having more to do with the pouring motion 'than the full
endstate, but it could be the case that both meanings are, for that subject, essential to filling.
But because the subject is forced to choose, we lose some information. The picture sets for
splash and stuff, on the other hand, were designed to assess sensitivity to a panicular
component of meaning. For these sets, alternative pictures in the forced-choice task differed
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from each other in one panel (and from the original picture in the same panel), so that subjects
were always choosing between two depictions of manner or two depictions of endstate (e.g.,
Figures 5 and 6). An obvious limitation of the sensitivity test, but not necessalily the bias test,
is its inability to distinguish prope:a1ies of verb meaning that are essential from those that are
merely typical. Thus, subjects never had to decide which of two COITlpOnents of meaning--
manner or endstate--was more important, and perhaps essential, ~o the nleaning of splash or
sluff·
A further note about the drawings is that they provided for not only a constant depiction of
verb meanings across trials, but also a simultaneous presentation of alternatives in the forced
choice between possible verb meanings. In this way, we eliminated any confound between
choice and temporal order of presentation which would have obtained had we acted out the
alternative verb meanings. In addition, the drawings themselves were rendered in black ink,
with a depiction of the container and its (potential) content occurring in each panel. Container
and content were thus given equal representation in the drawin8s.
Finally, we wanted to avoid a response bias whereby subjects would prefer one panel to
the other simply because verbs specifying manner outnumbered verbs specifying endstate, or
vice versa. According to our own semantic analysis, the verbs pour and dump specify the way
in which a substance changes location, whereas fill and empty are concerned with the
properties of a container--the goal of motion in the case offill, and the source of motion in the
case of empty. The verbs splash and stuff, we thought, could specify a manner and/or an
endstate. A second response bias which we tried to preempt has to do with the syntactic fran1es
in which adults accept these verbs: pOllr and dump take only the content as direct object; fill and
empty take the container as direct object; and splash and stuffare alternators. (To anticipate our
findings, we note that empty is actually an alternator: most English speakers accept the sentence
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John emptied the carton of ice cream; and some of them will also accept the sentence John
emptied iCE creamfrom the carton. Our intuition is that the latter sentence, with the content as
direct object, isn't as acceptable as the frrst (cf., John emptied the carton; ..Juhn emptied the ice
cream), and our guess is that no significant response bias was introduced by testing empty.)
Procedure. The procedure consisted of assessing each subject's ability to comprehend and
produce six locative verbs. Each adult was tested individually in a single session. Due to the
length of the procedure, however, each child was tested individually in two half-hour sessions.
The two sessions were separated by as few as 2 days to as many as 42 days, with a mean
separation of 11.3 days. Subjects were tested in an area which was as free as possible of
potential distractions (e.g., other children). For the children, the comprehension and
production tasks were introduced as games, the object of which was to teach English words to
puppets. Funhennore, two experimenters participated in testing each child: one experimenter
engaged the child and elicited the responses; the second experimenter ·,bserved the task and
recorded the responses.
Before testing their knowledge of locative verbs, we introduced subjects to the fonnat of
the pictures by presenting them with the drawing of a boy hitting a ball with a bat (first panel),
with the ball subsequently breaking a window (second panel). Specifically, subjects were first
asked to describe each panel separately, and then both panels together. OUf goal was to insure
that subjects ultimately interpreted both panels as part of a coherent drawing. Towards this
goal, the experimenter modeled the sentence the boy is breaking the window if subjects did not
spontaneously use an appropriate causative verb (e.g., break, smash) to describe the complete
drawing.
During the main body of the experimental session, we tested each verb one at a time. As
described above, we used sets of three pictures, frrst to assess verb meaning and then to
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prompt for productions. After a child had chosen one picture or the other as depicting pouring,
for example, the chosen picture was then used to elicit productions of pour. Furthennore, e,ach
cycle of comprehension and production trials was perfonned twice per verb or verb reading,
the second time with a new set of three pictures. (Notice therefore thalt 1\~1:~.~ as many
comprehension and production trials were conducted for each of stuffand. .. l-' 1:..11 as for each of
the other verbs.) The order of verbs itself was balanced across subjects so that verbs with
overlapping extensions (e.g., pour andfilf) were never tested in consecutive order. In fact, to
lessen the possibility that children would (artifactually) confuse verbs with overlapping
extensions, such verbs were never tested in the same session.
In testing the ability of subjects to comprehend the meaning of a verb (e.g., fill), the
experimenter began by introducing the "constituents" of the first drawing in a set, and by
explicitly labelling the drawing as a depiction of filling. For example (Figure 3), the
experimenter would say to a subject "Look at the frrst picture (panel): there's a woman, a
pitcher, water, and a glass. Look at the second picture (panel): there's the glass and the water.
Now look at both pictures: when the woman does this (experimenter pointing to first panel), it
ends up like that (experimenter pointing to second panel). And it's called filling. This
(experimenter gesturing with entire drawing) is filling. " The experimenter would then remove
the first dra·Ning and present the two altenlative drawings in the forced choice (e.g., Figures 1
and 2). The constituents in each drawing would be introduced, as above, starting with the
drawing on the experimenter's right. Neither of these drawings, of course, would be labelled
as a depiction of filling. Instead, the experimenter would ask, "Which of these (experitnenter
gesturing with both drawings) isfilling?" If a subject did not clearly indicate either one drawing
or the other, the experimenter repeated the question.
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As described earlier, two subiets (six pictures) were used for the testing of each verb or
verb reading. Across subj~cts, each subset was ust'd equally often in the testing of either verh
of a pair. Furthennore, th~ position of alternative pictures in the forced choices was balanced
within subject so that, for the two forced choices per verb or verb reading, a given type of
picture (e.g., 'pouring -&- emptying') appeared on the right as often as it did on the left.
In testing the ability of subject~ to produce a verb (e.g.,fill) in both locative fOnTIs, we did
more than simply ask the child to describe the picture that he or she had chosen in the preceding
comprehension task. In particular, we posed one of two queries--either a content-topic query,
which focuses the content (e.g., water), or a container-topic query, which focuses the
con~ainer (e.g., the glass). Thus, if the chosen picture corresponds to Figure 2, the
experimenter would focus the container in the following way: "Point to the glass; say glass
... (experimenter waits for response); say filling ... (experimenter waits for response); what is
the woman doing to the glass?" Notice that a natural response to this question is "She's filling
it with water"--where the container is encoded as direct object. In the same way, a content-topic
query will set up a discourse context favoring a locative response with the content as direct
object. Of course, whether or not a given form is uttered depends upon what the subject takes
to be a possible syntactic expression for a particular verb. Th~lS, we used the pragmatics of the
qu~ry in order to flush out the range of possible locative fonns that a verb can take.
Accordingly, each verb or verb reading was tested with both types of query (once after each
comprehension trial). (For a fuller discussion of the same methodology applied to eliciting
datives, see Gropen, Pinker, Hollander, Goldberg, and Wilson, 1989.) Furthermore, in those
trials where a subject failed to indicate an unambiguous direct object, we followed up with a
secondary prompt: "filling what?", or "filling _?ft where a completion by the subject is the
contextually appropriate response. (Note that this alternative query was always used instead of
"splashing what?" in the ttials for splash, where the content and container differed in animacy;
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otherwise, only "(splashing) w4\ter" would have been the appropriate response.) And if the
secondary query didn't work, we a~ked, ':18 the woman filling the glass or filling the water?"
(with order of disjuncts balanced within verb). In this way, we scored three levels of response
in the production task.
Because the topic of the queries in the production trials has a direct influencf: on the types
of productions elicited, we balanced the order of query topic used in the testing of each verb
across the subjects in an age group. In fact, verb testing order, picture set combinations, and
query order were counterbalanced across subjects within each age group.
Scoring. In the conlprehension task, responses were scored according to whether the
chosen picture was consistent or illCOllsistent in manner or endstate with the meaning of the
verb. In the case of the bias tests (for pour, jill, dump, and empty), the criterion of consistency
was equivalent to deciding whether the chosen picture preserved the manner or endstate of the
original drawing. In the case of the sensitivity tests (for stuff and splash), this criterion was
equivalent to de.ciding whether the contrasted panel of the chosen picture provided a good
match or a poor match to adult intuitions. Instead of presuming that we knew the meanings of
the verbs, however, we viewed the adult comprehension (and production) data as the standard:
the final arbiters of verb knowledge were the adult subjects in the experiment.
In the production task, responses were scored according to whether the direct object of an
acceptable locative fonn corresponded to the content or the container in the described picture.
An acceptable locative fonn was one in which the child or adult indicated both the appropriate
verb and an unambiguous direct object. The level of locative response was also scored:
whether the subject responded to the first query, the second query (e.g., "filling what?"), or
the third query (e.g., "filling the glass or filling the water?"). Responses which were
undecipherable or not clearly locative (e.g., intransitive responses such as she's pouring with
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the water) were coded as other. The experimenter alS·Q coded additional infonnation in the
responses, including the utterance of oblique objects (e.g., the cup in he poured water into the
cup) and particles (e.g., out in he poured water out).
Because we used queries which explicitly focused either the container or the content, it was
typical ~~r subjects to respond with utterances containing a pronominal reference. For exanlple,
to the query, "What is the woman doing to the glass?" a subject might respond, "She's filling
it. II Although this is an acceptable response in discourse, it does not satisfy our criteria for an
unambiguous experimental response. In panicular, we did not assume that subjects--especially
children--were fastidious in their use of it to refer to the previously focused entity. Instead,
pronominal reference to a content or container was counted as acceptable (at the first level of
response) if: a) the referent of the pronoun was disambiguated by the presence of an oblique
object or particle (e.g., it in she poured it into the glass or she poured it out can only refer to the
water); or b) the referent of the pronoun was disambiguated by the plurality or gender of the
pronoun (i.e., them, he, and she were considered unambiguous, versus the unmarked it; the
pronoun it was considered unambiguous only in the trials with splash, where the content
(water) and container (a boy or girl) differed in animacy); or c) the reference could be
subsequently tied down via the second query.
Design. For the comprehension task, we employed a 6 x 3 factorial design with the within-
subject factor of Verb (pour vs.fill vs. dump vs. empty vs. SIU!!VS .\plaj~h) and the betwe~n­
subjects factor of Age Group (2;6·-3;5 vs. 3;6-4;5 vs. 4;6-5; 11 vs. adult). The dependent
variable was the proponion of trials in which the chosen picture was consistent or inconsistent
in manner or endstate with the meaning of the verb. The adults· perfornlance in the
comprehension task was regarded as the standard for the purposes of establishing the nleanings
of the verbs.
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For the production task, we employed a 2 x 6 x 3 factorial design with the within-subject
factors of Query Topic (content vs. container) and Verb (pour vs.fill vs. dump vs. empty vs.
stuffvs splash), &Jld the between-subjects factor of Age Group (2;6-3;5 vs 3;6-4;5 vs. 4;6-5; 11
vs. adult). The dependent variable was the proportion of trials in which either the content or
container was encoded as direct object. As aoove, the adults' performance in the production
task was regarded nomlatively for the purposes of deriving the proponion of trials in which
children produced non-standard ("incorrect") fonns--sentenccs which could not have been
heard in the positive input, but were nonetheless uttered by children.
Results and Discussion
OUf principal findings were that children overgenerated the locatives offill and empty with
the content encoded as direct object (e.g., fill the water; empty the playdo); that children
misinterpreted the meaning of fill and empty as having something essential to do with the
manner with which a substance changes location; and that instances of overgeneration withfill
and (especially) empty were associated with corresponding misinterpretations of verb meaning.
In elaoorating on these results below, we'll look at production first, then comprehension, and
finally the association of verb syntax and verb meaning.
Production. On the issue of production, we will focus on the occurrence or non-occurrence
of incorrect locative forms. We will therefore not be primarily concerned with alternating
verbs, which occur in ooth fonns by definition. With regard to non-alternating verbs, then, is it
the case that children will utter locative fonns of fill or empty with the content, and not the
container, encoded as direct object? Or locative fonns ofpour or dump with the container, and
not the cont~nt, encoded as direct object? Before we can answer these questions, however, we
must fIrSt confinn or disconfinn our intuitions aoout the non-alternating status of these verbs.
In Table 4 we've presented the proportion of trials in which subjects produced content- and
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Table 4
Proportion of Trials in which C':>ntent· and Contai~ler-Locativesof Each Verb
were Produced as a Function of Qu~ry Topic and Age Group
AGE GROUP
2;6-3;5 3;6-4;5 4;6-5;11 Adult
VERB-FORM
Pour
Content Locatives
Content-Topic Query 0.94 1.00 1.00 1.00
Container-Topic Query 0.88 1.00 1.00 1.00
Mean 0.91 (18/10/1) 1.00 (29/3/0) 1.00 (29/3/0) 1.00
Container Locatives
Content-Topic Query 0.06 0.00 (). ()() ().OO
Container-Topic Query 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00
Mean 0.09 (1/2/0) 0.00 0.00 ().OO
Fill
Content Locatives
Content-Topic Query 0.56 0.62 0.19 0.06
Container-Topic Query 0.50 0.44 0.50 0.00
Mean 0.53 (9/8/0) 0.53 (9n/l) 0.34 (5/6/0) 0.03
Contain(7 Locatives
Content-Topic Query 0.44 0.31 0.75 0.94
Container-Topic Query 0.50 0.56 0.44 0.94
Mean 0.47 (4/10/1) 0.44 (10/1/3) 0.59 (9/9/1) 0.94
Dump
Content Locatives
Content-Topic Query 1.00 1.00 1.()O 1.00
Container-Topic Query 0.88 0.81 0.94 0.88
Mean 0.94 (19/10/1) 0.91 (27/2/0) 0.97 (26/4/1) 0.94
Container Locatives
Content-Topic Query 0.00 0.00 0.00 ().OO
Container-Topic Query 0.12 0.19 0.06 0.12
Mean 0.06 (2/0/0) 0.09 (1/1/1) D.()3 (1/0/0) 0.06
Note: The numerals in parentheses correspond to the frequenci~s of locatives produced at the
1°(2°/3° level of response. Adults always responded to tile primary (1°) query.
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Table 4 (continued)
Proportion of Trials in which Content- and Container-Locatives of Each Verb
were Produced as a Function of Query Topic and Age Group
AGE GROUP
2;6-3;5 3;6-4;5 4;6-5; 11 Adult
VERB-FORM
Empty
Content Locatives
Content-Topic Query 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.75
Container-Topic Query 0.50 0.56 0.50 0.25
Mean 0.59 (6/8/5) 0.62 (12n/l) 0.59 (13/6/0) 0.50
Container Locatives
Content-Topic Query 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.25
Container-Topic Query 0.44 0.38 0.50 0.75
Mean 0.38 (5/Sn) 0.34 (4/4/3) 0.41 (11/1/1) 0.50
Stuff
Content Locatives
Content-Topic Query 0.88 0.91 0.91 0.91
Container-Topic Query 0.81 0.69 0.59 0.56
Mean 0.84 (17/34/3) 0.80 (30/19n) 0.75 (36/11/1) 0.73
Container Locatives
Content-Topic Query 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09
Container-Topic Query 0.19 0.31 0.41 0.44
Mean 0.14 (2n/O) 0.20 (8/3n) 0.25 (12/3/1) 0.27
Splash
Content Locatives
Content-Topic Query 0.59 0.47 0.72 0.81
Container-Topic Query 0.56 0.44 0.25 0.25
Mean 0.58 (22/9/6) 0.45 (23/5/1) 0.48 (29/1/1) 0.53
Container Locatives
Content-Topic Query 0.31 0.47 0.22 0.16
Container-Topic Query 0.34 0.56 0.72 0.72
Mean 0.33 (15/1/5) 0.52 (23n/8) 0.47 (25/2/3) 0.44
Note: The numerals in parentheses correspond to the frequencies of locatives produced at the
lonol30 level of response. Adults always responded to the primary (1°) query.
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container-locatives of each verb, as a function of query topic and age group. As should be
clear, the performance by adults confinns our syntactic judgments about fill, pot,r, dump,
stuD: and splash; in particular, pour,ftll, and dump are non-alternators (we find a lack of jill-
content, pour-container, and dump-container utterances); stuff and splash are alternators.
Etnpty, contrary to our expectations, also turns out to be an alternator, with no apparent
preference for either fonn.
Viewing the adult pattern of results as the standard, we can look for deviations from the
standard in the production of non-alternators by the children. Specifically, the non-standard
fonns which could be produced by children, in principle, are of three types: jill-content, pour-
container, or dwnp-container. Of these three forms, however, children were much more likely
to produce the non-standardftll fonn than the other two: 30 children out of 48 produced at least
one fill-content fonn (11, 11, and 8 children from young, mid, and old child groups,
respectively), whereas only 2 children produced at least one pour-conta.iner fonn, an(j only 6
children produced at least one dwnp-container fonn. For each Conn, we perfonned an Analyses
of Variance on the mean proportion of production trials in which the fOrol was produced (Le.,
the mean proportion of queries to which a panicul:rr fonn was given in response). Th·e within-
subj~t factor was Query Topic, and the between-subjects fact, .. was Age Group. As expected,
we found a significant main effect for age group in the ANOVA for the f;/l-contc~nt fOrol,
indicating that there is a significant difference, across age groups (Myoung =0.53, Mmid =
0.53, IJold = 0.34, Madt =0.03), in the mean proportion of queries to which theft/I-content
fonn was produced (F(3, 60) = 6.63, p < .(01). No main effects fllr age group were found for
the production of dump-container or pour-container fonns.
We also found several effects which demonstrate the efficacy of manipulating f~uery topic
in order to encourage the production of both container and content locatives. First, we found a
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main effect of query topic for the production of dump-container funns, indicating that more
container locatives were produced in response to the container-topic query (M = 0.12; 8 fonns
out of 128 ttials) than in response to the content-topic query (M = ().(X»), F(I, 60) = 8.73, p <
.005. This main effect clearly demonstrates the predictable influence of discourse topic on the
subjects' choice of locative form; to the extent that any non-standard container locatives were
uttered, they were produced in a context in which the role of the container was the discourse
topic. Second, we found an interaction between age group and query topic for the production
of fill-content fonns (F(3, 60) = 3.27, P < .05): for the oldest children) but not for any other
group, subjects produced more content locatives in response to the container-topic query than
in response to the content-topic query. A post-hoc test showed that the oldest kids produced
significantly more fill-content fonns in reply to the container-topic query (M =0.50) than in
reply to the content-topic query (M =0.18), t(15) = 2.61, two-tailed p < .02. V.Je have no
explanation for why the oldest children flouted the discourse function of locative forms;
however, \J'e note that, for every group of subjects except the oldest child group, the query
which treated the identity of the content as old infonnation was more successful in eliciting
content-locative forms (though not significantly so according to post-hoc t-tests).
To address the issue of just which child groups deviated fronl the standard of adult locative
productioll for non-alternating verb~, a series of planned one-tailed I-tests was perfonned on
the difference, between child and adult groups, in the mean proportion of queries to which the
non-standard forms were produced. What we find is that between the adult (M = 0.03) and the
combined child groups (M =0.47) there is a significant difference in the proponion of trials in
which tnefill-content form was produced (t(62) = 4.11, p < .o() 1), but not in the proportion of
trials in which the pour-container or dump-container fonns were produced. Furthennore, the
significant difference in mean proportion offill-content productir +. was upheld for each of the
child groups analyzed separately against the adult group (from youngest to oldest, 1(30) =
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4.50, P < .001; t(30) =4.50, P < .001; t(30) = 3.01, P < .(03). We note here that the oldest
children produced fewer fill-content fonns (11 utterances, Mold = 0.34) than the younger
children (17 utterances for each of the younger groups, M = 0.53), presumably because the
oldest children have had more exposure tofill-container fonns than the younger children. A
post-hoc comparison revealed that this difference was not significant (two-tailed 1(46) = 1.48,
p ~ .14).
If children as young as 2;6-3;5 are producing jill-content forms, as our results show, what
are we to make of Rowennan's (1982) observation that children younger than four years of age
are accurate in choosing standard locative forms in their sp()ntaneous speech? We suggest that
part of the discrepancy may be due the efficacy of our production task in uncovering true
linguistic capacity; in particular, by controlling the salience of contents and containers, and by
manipulating the topic of our queries, we have encouraged children to utter rule-governed
locative fonns that they otherwise might not have been willing to produce. Indeed, the fact that
young children are unwilling to prortuce fill-content forms spontaneou£ly may reflect a
conservatism in linguistic behavior, not linguistic capacity--fostered by the positive input of
jill-container fonns that children receive (as well as the free will that they possess). For these
reasons, we suggest that the 'U'-shaped curve that Bowennan documents may reflect, in the
case of locative verbs, the advent of linguistic risk-taking as well as the advent of
reorganization.
On the other hand, given the discrepancies between induced and spontaneous production
and the marked difference between adult and child perfonnance, can we safely assume that the
production data reflect the syntactic knowledge that subjects have of particular verbs, especially
of the verb /ill? One potential basis for concern is that, by design, we gave each subject the
opportunity to respond at one or more of three levels of response. The issue here, in particular,
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is whether or not the responses to the second and tl.ird queries are true reflections of syntactic
knowledge; alternatively, these responses could be based on the relative salience of the content
or c~'1tainer. Setting aside the fact that many (17/41, or 41 %) of the responses to the second
que!) (in fill trials) included some indication that they were syntactic in nature (i.e., the verb, a
particle, and/or a prepositional phrase was uttered along with the direct object), we can
separately analyze theftll-content responses to the primary query, which were clearly syntactic
in nature. (See Table 4 for the frequency of locative production by level of response.) What ~'e
fmd is the same result reported above: there was a significant difference, between the adult (M
=0.03) and the combined child groups (M =0.24), in the mean proportion of primary queries
to which theftll-content form was produced (one-tailed t(62) =2.49, p < .01). Furthermore,
this result held true for each of the child groups (Myoung = 0.28; Mmid =0.28; Mold = 0.16)
analyzed separately against the adult group (from youngest to oldest, one-taileJ t(30) = 2.60, p
< .01; one-tailed 1(30) =2.60, p < .01; one-tailed 1(30) = 1.85, P < .05).
One other deviation from standard adult production is apparent in the child data for fiil.
Ordinarily, adults use the particle up in/ill-container fonns (e.g., she .filled the gla~'Js up) to
emphasize the completeness with which a container changes state (see Talmy, 1985; Fraser,
1971; Moravcsik, 1978). Some children, however, appear to use the particle up in a Ii teral
fashion, perhaps to indicate that the level of content in a container has risen as the result of the
filling action (cf., sheftlled the water up). Specifically, children in the production task forfill
used particles in 22 trials (out of 96); of these 22 particles, 18 were instances of up; of these 18
instances, 9 occurred infill-containt~r fonns and 9 occurred inftll-content fonns. The fact that
children were equally likely to use up in either locative form turns on the ambiguity of the
panicle, and bears on the issue of how children interpret theftll-content form. We shall return
to this issue in our discussion of the association between verb meaning and verb syntax.
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With regard to the alternating verbs--stuff, splash, and empty--we can also look at
children's deviations from standard adult production. In these cases, of course, the deviations
may simply be a reflection of the input that children receive, rather than the result of a
hypothesized universal of language. We will make the assumption, however, that the adult
pattern of production is a rough correlate of the input that children typically receive; under this
assumption, we can at least ascertain whether children have any stron4g non-standard
preferences for one locative fonn or the other.
Before we look more carefully at differences between age groups, let us e'mphasize that we
are not interested here in the occurrence or non-occurrence of incorrect forms. Instead, we shall
use a measure of tile preference of one fonn over the other. Specifically, the IJreference score--
for a given subject--will correspond to the proportion of trials in which a content locative is
produced minus the proportion of trials in which a container locative is produced. Preference
scores will therefore range from +1.0 (a strong preference for content lo,catives) to -1.0 (a
strong preference for container locatives). Note that our production data reflect preference for
one locative fonn or the other only insofar as the production task is a crude forced-choice
procedure (on the basis of the wording of the queries, in general, and the query topic, in
particular). Thus, the definition of a preference score assumes that, for example, if children
produce fewer container locative forms in the task than do adults, children must also be
producing more content locatives than do adults. This assumption, and accordingly the notion
of a preference score, are justified by the low mean proportion of ()ueries (in alternator trials) to
which other responses were produced (M =16/640 or 0.025). (l'he mean proportion of other
responses drops to three responses out of 384 (0.008) if one considers just the empty and Jtuff
trials; the relatively high proport~on of non-locative splash forms (13/25() or 0.051) is due in
part to the acceptability of intransitive fonns such as the girl is splal5hinJl (with water/at the
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boy). Most of what we say concerning the production results for the alternators will concern
empty and stuff, and not splash.)
Mean preference scores are listed for each alternator, as a function of query topic and age
group, in Table 5. In order to assess whether or not a preference for one locative fonn over the
other was significantly different from the null hypotllesis of no preference, we performed a
series of planned two-tailed I-tests on the difference of mean preference scores from zero, for
each age group. The adults showed a significant preference for the stuff-content form over the
stuff-container fonn (M = 0.47; t(15) = 3.38, p < .005), but they showed no significant
preference for either fonn of empty or splash. Each of the child groups, as well, showed a
significant preference for the stuff-content fonn (Myoung =O.7(), 1(15) =5.51, P < .001;
Mmid = 0.59, 1(15) = 4.54, p < .001; Mold = 0.50, t(15) =3.16, p < .01; Mcombined =0.60,
t(47) = 7.51, P < .(01). The combined group of children deviated from the adult standard,
however, in their productions of empty: children significantly preferred the empty-content fOlm
over the empty-container form (M =0.23, t(47) = 2.06, p < .05), despite the fact that adults
showed absolutely no preference for either fonn (M = 0). Furthermore, the non-standard
preference for the empty-content fonn was observed (though not significant) for each of the
ir.dividual child groups. These (nonsignificant) preferences obtained for responses to the
primary query as well as for responses collapsing across all three levels of query, with the
mean preference score for prirnary responses approaching significance for the mid-aged
children, (M = 0.25), t(15) = 1.83, P = .09. (See Table 4 for the frequency of empty locatives
at different levels of response.)
On the issue of differences in mean preference score across age groups, we perfonned an
Analysis of Variance on the mean preference score for each alternator, with the within-subject
factor of Query Topic and the between-subjects factor of Age Group. For each verb, we found
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Table S
Mean Preference Score for Each Alternating Verb as a Function of Query Topic
and Age Group
AOEGROUP
2;6-3;5 3;6-4;5 4;6-5; 11 Adult
VERB
Empty
Content-Topic Query 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.50
Container-Topic Query 0.06 0.19 0.00 -0.50
Mean 0.22 0.28 0.19 0.00
Stuff
Content-Topic Query 0.78 0.81 0.81 0.81
Container-Topic Query 0.62 0.38 0.19 0.12
Mean 0.70 0.59 0.50 0.47
Splash
Content-Topic Query 0.28 0.00 0.50 0.66
Container-Topic Query 0.22 -0.12 -0.47 -0.47
Mean 0.25 -0.06 0.02 0.09
Note: Mean preference score was calculated by subtracting the mean proportion of trials in
which container locatives were produced from the lnean proponio=t of trials in which content
locatives were produced.
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a highly significant main effect of query topic, showing a relatively greater preference for
content locatives in response to content-topic queries than in response to container-topic
queries: for empty, Mcontent-topic = 0.41, Mcontainer-topic = -O.(}6, F( 1,60) = 10.87, p <
.005; for stuff, Mcontent-topic = 0.80, Mcontainer-topic =0.33, F( 1, 6(» :: 21.81, p < .001;
for splash, Mcontent-topic = 0.36, Mcontainer-topic = -0.21, F(l, 60) = 29.62, P < .001.
These main effects demonstrate the efficacy of our method of using focused queries in order to
elicit the full range of locative constructions. In addition, we also found an interaction of age
group and query for the production of splash locatives, indicating that the difference in mean
preference score in response to content- and container-topic queries was greater for subjects of
increasing age, F(3, 60) = 7.00, p < .001. Follow-up I-tests revealed a significant difference in
mean preference scores for the oldest children (mean difference =0.97, F( 1, 15) = 22.01, p <
.(01) and adults (mean difference = 1.13, F(I, 15) = 22.09, p < .001), but not for the younger
children. This interaction suggests, quite plausibly, that the oldest children and adults are more
sensitive than young~r subjects to the discourse function of locatives.
What we didn't find were any significant main effects of age group. Furthennore, a series
of planned two-tailed I-tests on the difference in mean preference score between child and adult
groups also revealed no significant differences. In particular, we found no significant
differences, between children and adults, in the preference for stuff-content over stuff-
container fonns (though children in every age group showed a greater preference than adults
for the stuff-content over the stuff-container fonn); and no significant differences, between
children and adults, in the preference for empty-content over empty-container forms (though,
again, children showed a significant preference for the empty-content over the empty-container
form).
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In summary, we found that children in each age group were ·~illing to produce a significant
proportion of non-standard fill-content utterances, but were not willing to produce non-
standard forms in general: pour-container and dump-container fonns were not produced in
significant proportions. Children also showed a preference for the production of empty-content
over empty-container fonns, despite the fact that adults showed no such preference. These
results provide strong sup} 'ort for the claim that children prefer content locatives over container
locatives, and thus replicate Bowennan's (1982) findings from spontaneous speech.
Comprehension. Turning to the results of the comprehension task, we will again view the
adult performance as the standard, and subsequently focus on the occurrence or non-
occurrence of incorrect locative interpretations. Crucial to OUf discussion will be the distinction
between the two types of picture sets used in the study. The picture sets used for pourlfill and
dump/empty were designed to assess a bias in the interpretation of the verb's meaning; that is,
whether subjects preferred the manner or the endstate interpretation of the predicate. The
picture sets for splash and stuff, on the other hand, don't provide us with a direct test of bias--
just whether or not subjects were sensitive to a particular manner or endstate in the
interpretation of a verb's meaning. Putting aside the issue of production for particular verbs,
both types of comprehension tasks are potentially relevant, a priori, to the leal11ability question
of what licenses unheard forms. In other words, if the range of possible forms that a child
assigns to a verb is a function of ~he verb's meaning$ then it may be a function of the preferred
interpretations of the verb or a function of the possible interpretations of the verb. In either
case, we will focus on differences in sensitivity or bias between the adult and child groups.
Let's begin with the bias tests for pour, fill, dump, and empty. In order to assess bias
towards the manner or endstate interpretations uf particular verb meanings, we set the
following criterion: if a subject chose the sanle type of panel (manner or endstate) on both
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comprehension trials for a given verb, then he or she was considered biased towards (and thus
sensitive to) that interpretation of the verb's meaning. In Table 6, we've tallied the subjects, per
age group, who were biased towards the manner or endstate interpretations of verb meaning.
The underlined numerals indicate that the obtained frequency of biased subjects is significantly
different from chance, at p < .05, according to a two-tailed binomi&1 test. Just by chance, we'd
expect a quarter of the subjects in each group to meet the criterion.
As is clear from Table 6, we found markedly different performance for pour and dump
versus fill and empty. As we expected, adults unanimously treated pour and dump as having
more to do with manner than endstate, aDd/iii and empty as having nlore to do with endstate
than manner. Furthennore, the number of children who were biased towards the standard
interpretations of pour and dump was significantly higher than chance for every age group (p <
.05). Yet this was not true offill and empty. On the contrary, we found that none of the child
groups were significantly biased towards the change of state interpretation of fill and empty,
and furthennore that some of the child groups were biased towards the inc{)rrect meaning ofjill
and empty. Specifically, eight of the oldest children (out of 16) were consistent in their
interpretation ofl111 as having more to do with a pouring manner than a fl!ll endstate (p < .05).
In addition, in every child group more children than would be expected by chance (though not
significantly so) were sensitive to the incorrect meaning of empty; altogether, in fact, 19
children (out of 48) judged empty as having more to do with a dumping nlanner than an empty
endstate, a significant result, at p < .05, in a two-tailed binonliaI test.
Although we didn't test subjects' sensitivity to different manners of fillir:g (or emptying) in
this experiment (see Experiment 2), it seems plausible to suggest that (he willingness that
children have in choosing a picture of pouring-spilling over a picture of dripping-filling, as the
better instance offilling, derives in large pan from their particular interpretation ofjiIIing as
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Table 6
Frequency of Subjects Biased Towards the Mr.n"er or Endstate Interpretations
of Verb Meaning
AGE GROUP
Combined
2;6-3;5 3;6-4;5 4;6-5; 11 Children Adult
MANNER BIAS
POUT .u H II ~ II
Fill 2 4 B. 14 0
Dump 2 II !.n 40 II
Empty 6 7 6 12 0
ENDSTATE BIAS
Pour 1 1 0 2 1
Fill 5 7 5 17 14
Dump 1 0 0 t 0
Empty 5 7 5 17 14
Note: A subject was counted as biased towards an interpretation if he or she chose the same
type of panel (manner or endstate) on both comprehension trials for a given verb. Underlined
numerals indicate that the obtained frequency of biased subjects is significantly different from
chance, at p < .05, according to a two-tailed binomial test.
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involving a pouring manner. In other words, many children may take the meaning of fill to
include infonnation about a pouring manner because the events of filling to which they are
exposed are often eventS uf pouring as well; pouring is a common nleans to the end of filling.
Similarly, dumping is a common means to the end of emptying. Adults, by contrast, have
soned out that the causal connection between pouring and filling, or between dumping and
emptying, is a fact about th~ world, and DOL a fact about the senlantics and syntax of fill, or
empty.
A further question, given these results, is the following: can we conclude that children are
generally biased towards a manner interpretation, and against an endstate interpretation, of verb
meaning? Of course, the generality of this claim demands tile consideration of a larger sample
of lexical items. Nonetheless, we perfonned a series of planned two-tailed I-tests, for different
child groups, on the mean difference between the number of manner and endstate responses in
trials for pour,fill, dump, and empty. Because this set of verbs is balanced with respect to the
adult interpretation of verb meaning (the mean difference between manner and endstate
responses for adults was 0.12, not significantly different from zero), we predict the following:
if children are not biased in their interpretation of verb oleaning, the difference bet\\'een the
proportions of manner and endstate responses should not be significantly different from zero.
We found that children, in general, were highly biased towards a manner interpretation of verb
meaning (Mcombined = 0.40, 1(47) = 7.32, p < .(01). Furthermore, we found the same result
for the children of each age group: for the youngest children, M =0.28,1(15) = 3.20, p < .01;
for the mid-aged children, M =0.39, 1(15) = 4.28, p < .001; f')f the oldest children, M = 0.52,
t( 15) =5.26, p < .001. Children were more biased with increasing age) and there was a trend
towards significance, at p AI .09, in the difference in bias between the youngest and oldest
children, 1(30) = -1.78.
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Although we have considered only four lexical items, our findings are a clear extension of
Gentner's (1978) results with verbs like mix, stir, and shake (i.e., children had more difficulty
in learning the meaning of mix, which specifies that a homogenous combination of substances
be the result of an action, than in learning the meanings of shake or stir, which specify the
particular motions involved in an action). We would like to suggest, therefore, that the
particular misinterpretations of fill and empty (as involving pouring and dumping manners,
respectively) are neittler arbittary nor isolated, but rather are due to a general bias towards
interpreting verb meaning in tenns of th~manner in which a substance changes location. Notice
that the postulation of a general manner bias accounts not only for why children make semantic
errors with fill and empty (versus pour and dump) but also--in conjunction with the linking
rule--for why children prefer to overgenerate content locatives. The question remains,
however, as to what would motivate the child to ~arch for properties conceminb the manner in
which substances change location. Part of our answer, following Gentner (1978, 1982), is that
children are generally biased towards interpretations of verb meaning involving changes of
location, versus changes of state, sinlply because the former are more perceptually salient. In
the General Discussion, we shall take a closer look at the particular manners of locative verbs
that are subject to this general bias.
In examining the results of the comprehension task for splash and slul!, we set the
following criterion: if a child chose the standard panel on both comprehension trials for a given
verb reading (manner or endstate), then he or ~he was considered sensitive to that reading. rfhe
standard choice, as usual, was defined by adult performance, which agreed with our own
intuitions: adults were unanimously sensitive to the manner of splashing Csplashing with
hands' was chosen over 'pushing with hands'), the endstate of splashing (a wet goal was
chosen over a dry goal), the manner of stuffing ('forcing in' the contents was chosen over
'scooping up' the contents), and the endstate of stuffing (a bulging container was chosen over
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a half-full container). In Table 7, we've tallied the number of subjects, per age group, who
were sensitive to the standard or non-standard interpretations of verb readings. The underlined
numerals indicate that the obtained frequency of sensitive subjects i3 significantly different
from chance, at p < .05, according to a two-tailed binomial test. By chance, we'l1 expect a
quarter of the subjects in each group to meet the criterion.
We are most interested in those cases where children are insensitive to the standard
interpretation of a verb reading. What we find is that the youngest children are insensitive to the
endstate and especially manner interpretation of stuff, and that the youngest and mid-aged
children are insensitive to the endstate interpretation of splash. Table 7 also shows that none of
the subjects were sensitive to non-standard manners or endstates, a result which is not
surprising given the arbitrary choice of non-standard panels. (Compare the would-be manner
of splash which involves pushing with the characteristic pouring manner offill.)
The results for splash probably reflect the particular biases that English speakers have
concerning the verb's meaning. Although we did not test for bias in the interpretation spla.'th,
on our semantic analysis the manner of splashing (i.e., involving the nlotion of an array of
drops or particles) is more important or constrained in the meaning of the verb than is its
endstate; for example, in uttering John splashes water at Mary, a speaker implies that Mary
may not have become wet as the result of John's splashing. By contrast, it is not possible, in
using the verb splash, to imply that the content may not have changed location in a
characteristic manner. A further possible cause for the insensitivity of the younger children to
the endstate reading of splash is that young children, in general, may have difficulty identifying
the changes of state selected by predicates.
In the case of stuff, it is also possible that the insensitivity of the youngest children to the
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Table 7
Frequency or Subjects Sensitive To the Standard ()r Non-Standard
Interpretations of Verb Readings
AGE GROUP
Combined
2;6-3;5 3;6-4;5 4;6-5; 11 Children Adult
STANDARD SENSITIVIlY
Stuffmnr 5 ~ li! .u ~
Stuffend 7 .ill H n In
Splashmnr II H In ~ .l.6
Splashend 7 6 II 26 ~
NON-~TANDARD SENSITIVITY
Stuffmnr 4 4 1 9 0
Stuffend 2 2 0 4 0
Splashmnr 0 0 0 0 0
Splashend 1 4 0 5 0
Note: A subject was counted as sensitive to an interpretation if he or she chose the same type of
panel (standard or non-standard) on both comprehension trials for a given verb reading.
Subscripts on verbs indicate verb readings. Underlined numerals indicate that the obtained
frequency of biased subjects is significantly different from chance. at p < .05. according to a
two-tailed binomial test.
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endstate reading of the verb was due to a general insensitivity to the endstate interpretations of
verb meaning.. The insensitivity to the youngest children to the standard manner of stuffing,
however, is more difficult to explain. Unlike the case with splash, both the manner and
endstate of stliffing appear to be mutually constraining: for exanlple, a speaker who says l()hn
stuffed the box with toys is probably implying that the toys themselves were handled in a
fashiol1 characteristic of stuffing: they were forced into the box, not dropped or thrown.
Conversely, the manner reading seems to imply the endstate reading. l~hat is, why would a
stuffing manner be employed unless the capacity of the container was exhausted? Of course,
the crucial point is whether or not these intuitions are shared by every speaker who knows the
meaning of the verb s .uff. Our best guess is that they are. 11le qt:;estion, then, remains: why are
young children insensitive to the standard manner of stuff. One answer is that the result is an
artifact of the panels that we used in testing the manner of stuffing: the youngest children had
particular trouble in understanding the non-standard manner panel which showed an agent
'scooping up' the contents, using the container both as an instrunlent and as a goal; many gave
clear evidence (i.e., a spontaneous description) of interpreting such panels as depicting an
action in which the container was tr~ated as a source instead of a goal, and in which the
contents were b~ing "dumpedtt or "thrown outlt instead of stuffed into the container (as if the
"motion lines" of the drawing were misread). Of the sixteen youngest ~hildren, eight
misinterpreted at least one of the two 'scooping-up' panels in this way, and fl)Ur misinterpreted
both panels in this way. Curiously, of the total 12 trials in which the youngest children
misil~te!preted tllis panel, 10 chose that panel in the comprehension t2.sk~ Fortunately,
responses in which the drawings themselves were overtly rnisunderstood were rare (25 out of
768 child trials across age groups, or 3.. 3%), with most of thenl (18/25 or 72%) invc,:"ing the
'scooping-Jlp' p~.nels.
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In summary, we found that children are prone to harboring particular nlisinterpretations of
fill and empty, according to which typical manners of filling and emptying--the pouring of a
substance into a container and the dumping of a substance out of a container, respeclively--are
judged to be more imponant in the meanings of the verbs than the endstates of the container.
We argued that these particular misinterpretations are a reflection of a generdl bias to interpret
the Ineanings of verbs in tenns of changes of location, rather than changes of state. In support
of this conclusion, we found that while some of the child groups were biased towards the
manner interpretations offill and empty, none of the child groups were biased away from the
manner interpretations, or towards the endstate interpretations, of pOltr and dunlp. Further
support for this treatment of verb misinterpretations comes from OUf results wi~h splash, in
which we found that younger children were selectively insensitive to the endstate reading of
splash, and suggested that the endstate interpretation is less constrained according to adult
intuitions and perhaps less accessible to young children on general grounds.
Association. If it is indeed the case, as hypothesized, that verb nleaning and syntax are
linked in the lexicons of language iearners, we would expect to find a correspondence between
syntactic and semantic errors with locative verbs. Crucially, given that these are real verbs,
showing just any association between syntax and semantics is trivial--after all, because there is
a correspondence between syntax and semantics in adult speech, we would expect a sinlilar
correspondence in child spee~hjust on the basis ofinput. The question, then, is: are syntax and
semantics associated in cases of novel (non-standard) usage?
At this point, we can a1r~ady provide some unequivocal support for the linking hypothesis
simply by noting that those verbs which were subject to the children's preference for content
locatives (fill and empty) are the same verbs which were subject to the children's bias towards
manner interpretation; by contrast, pour and dump were rarely the sources of syntactic or
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semantic errors. Regardless of what our specific tests of association may yield, we argue that
this general association of syntactically overgenerated and semantically overextended or
misapplied predicates must be explained by any theory of verb acquisition.
The results from the production task, and the design of the comprehension task, leave us
with the following specific tests of association: for fill, we can assess the occurrence of non-
standard fonns as a function of a bias in interpretation; for empty, we can assess the non-
standard preference for a locative fonn as a function of a bias in interpretation. Other specific
tests of association, although pennitted by our design, have been ruled out by the fact that
children failed to utter non-standard foons: due to the production results for pour and dump,
we cannot assess the occurrence of non-standard forms as a function of a bias in interpretation;
similarly, for stuff and splash) we cannot a~sess the non-standard preference for a locative
fonn as a function of insensitivity to an interpretation.
A 2 x 2 contingency table was constructed for fill, with each child (per age group)
contributing Olle score to the table. The semantic levels of the table were defined as follows: a
child was scored as biased towards manner if both responses in the forced-choice task
identifiedfilling more with a pouring manner than a full endstate; a child was scored as biased
towards endstate if both responses in the forced-choice task identified filling more with a full
endstate than a pouring manner. For the syntactic levels, a child was scored as either producing
at least one fill-content form, or producing no fill-content forms. (In other words, the
production of any fill-content forms was taken to be critical; a numerical preference for fil/-
content forms over fill-container fonns by the children was judged too strong a test, given the
positive input of fill-container forms that children undoubtedly receive from parents. In
addition, two children who produced other fonns in the fill production trails were eliminated
from the analysis.) We found, for the oldest children (4;6-5; 11), that there was a trend (p <
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.08) towards association according to a Chi-Square test (X2(1, N = 12) =: 3.09): a child who is
biased towards the manner interpretation offill will tend to produce its content locative; In the
other hand, a child who is biased towards the endstate intelllretation ()f fill will not tend to
produce its content locative. We note, however, that this table of counts failed to reach
significance by a Fisher Exact Test (one-tailed p =:: .12). The contingency table for each child
group and for the combined child groups is presented in Table 8. No significant associations
were found for the other child groups or for the combined child groups.
To a first approximation, then, for the group of children who were nlost biased towards the
manner interpretation of verb meaning (according to our comprehension results), \ve found that
instances of overgeneration were somewhat associated with corresponejing misinterpretations
of verb meaning. This conclusion is tentative, however, in that the observed association is only
probabilistic: of the 12 oldest children who were counted in the contingency table, three appear
to have violated the predicted linking of syntax and semantics. Acrc)ss age groups, in fact,
sixteen children (out of 29) appear to have violated the hypothesized linking (11 were biased
towards endstate yet produced at least onefill-content fonn; 5 were biased towards manner yet
produced no fill-content forms.) Clearly, if childr~n do indeed make use of linking rules in
learning the syntax of new verbs, we have only managed a very crude test of these rules. At
this point, let us make three observations which will put these results--especially the
unpredicted findings--in perspective. First, some of the noise in the data is undoubtedly due to
the fact that some children have misinterpretedfill in a way other than we. predicted. In other
words, given that children are biased towards a manner interpretation of fill, there is no
guarantee that we picked the right manner interpretation. For reasons outlined in the
introduction, we have simply settled on the 'pouring' interpretation of fill. A different rr:anner
interpretation of fill, however, is that the top surface of a substance moves higher a:ld higher
during the course of the action. Notice that a child who is biased towards this content-up
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"fable 8
Contingency Tables per Age Group on the Association of Bias in the
Interpretation of Fill and the Occurrence of Fill-Content Locatives
2;6-3;5:
Produced At Least Produced No
One Content Locative Content Locatives
Manner Biased 1 1
Endstate Biased 4 1
3;6-4;5:
Produced At Least Produced No
One Content Locative Content Locatives
Manner Biased 2 2
Endstate Biased 6 0
4;6-5;11:
Produced At Least Produced No
One Content Locative Content Locatives
Manner Biased 5 2
Endstate Biased 1 4
COMBINED CHILDREN:
Produced At Least Produced No
One Content Locative Content Locatives
Manner Biased 8 5
Endstate Biased 11 5
Note: Each child counted in a table contributed one score to that table. A subject was scored as
biased towards an interpretation if he or she chose the same type of panel (manner or endstate)
on both comprehension trials for fill.
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interpretation offill would choose the full endstate panel in the cOlnprehension task--and would
thus be indistinguishable from a child who was genuinely biased towards endstate .. Moreover,
some evidence for this misinterpretation offill comes from the frequency with which children
used the particle up in content locatives--as we've seen, children used up equally often in
content and container locatives, despite the fact that adults only use the particle up (versus the
preposition up; see Talmy, 1985) to emphasize the completeness of a change of state (e.g.,
John loaded up the truck with the hay; ?John loaded up the hay into the truck). Children who
say things like fill the water up, we suggest, are not only using up literally in such fonns, but
also takingfill to be a change of location verb. Thus, of the eleven children who produced at
least one fill-content form, but were not biased towards the pouring misinterpretation, some
could have had another misinterpretation of fill in mind. In fact, of these II children, three
produced at least one content locative containing the particle up. (Nott. furthennore that the
actual utterance of up infill-content fonns presumably underestimates the frequency of the
content-up interpretation.)
Another portion of these eleven children can be accounted for in the following way: a child
who is biased towards the endstate interpretation of fill nlay still be sensitive to the pouring
interpretation of fill--a possibility that we did not test. Crucially, if it is sensitivity to, rather
than bias towards, a manner interpretation of verb meaning which licenses the content locative,
our test of association would be inappropriate (i.e., in this comprehension Icask, manner
sensitivity is underestimated by manner bias; manner insensitivity is overestimated by endstate
bias). One argument in favor of regarding sensitivity to an (essential) component of meaning as
the relevant criterion is that bias towards one reading or the other of alternators does not seem
to rule out alternative locative fonns. For English locative verbs which alternate (e.g., inject,
smear, spatter, spread, sprinkle, stack, :ram, crowd, jam, shower, wrap, load), there is often
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the intuition that one readIng or the other is more basic. Thus, we argued above that adults are
probably biased towards the manner interpretation of splasJJ. Similarly, on our semantic
analysis, adults who use the verbs (e.g.) inject, smear, spread, and sprinkle, may intend to
communicate more about Ule content's change of location than about the container's change of
state; conversely, perhaps, in the cases of (e.g.) wrapping and loading. Yet, for all of these
presumed biases, these verbs are alternators nonetheless. A second argument in favor of
retreating from the stronger criterion of bias to the weaker criterion of sensitivity is simply that
bias assumes the competition of two interpretations--an assumption which would leave the
child unable to use linking regularities in those cases where only one interpretation (e.g.,
change of location in a certain manner) is thought by the child to be relevant to the meaning of a
verb (e.g., pour). We will return to this issue in Experiment 2, where we will argue that both
sensitivity and bias tests are needed to isolate components that are essential to the meaning of 2t
verb.
A third observation is simply that as children grow older, they hear more and more
utterance of fill-container fonns, which would selectively discourage older children from
uttering fill-content fonns despite any jnfluence of linking. Of course, that English learners
ultimately stop producing fill-content fOlms does not follow from the absence of fill-content
forms in parental speech, given the lac.\( of negative evidence. We do assume, however, that
children are sensitive to different locative fonns--in the sense that the utterance offill-container
fonns becomes more routine than the utterance of fill-content fonns. It is probable, therefore,
that of the five children who were sensitive to manner, but failed to produce at least one content
locative, some may have suffered from the influence of positive input (i.e., we can't force a
child to give us aftli-content form, even if it is within his or her capacity).
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Before turning to the association test for empty, we note that the semantic errors for fill
(which reach their peak of 59% for the oldest group of children) lag behind the syntactic errors
(the oldest children produced fewer fill-content fonns (11 utterances, Mold = 0.34) than did the
younger children (17 utterances for each of the younger groups, M = 0.53». Although the
difference in fill-content production between child groups is not significant, this lag between
the types of errors raises the question of whether syntax can license semantics rather than the
other way around. One possible scenario, consistent with this hypothesis, is the following:
younger children would overgenemlize the content locative to fill because the content locative is
the dominant locative pattern in English; older children, on the basis of the overgeneralizedjill-
content fOim, would then search for an interpretation of fill that involves a change in the
location of the content--in effect, satisfying the linking regularities in reverse. Although this
explanation is consistent with our findings, a simpler account of the gap would involve just the
hypothesis of the linking regularity-·used in the hypothesized direction, from st'mantics to
syntax--plus the observation that verb learning (or testing) doesn't occur in a vacuunl: as
children grow older, they not only receive more positive input (which would selectively
discourage older children from uttering fill-content fonns despite any influence of linking, as
discussed above), but also become more detenninate in their comprehension responses (the
number of subjects who "split" their comprehension responses drops from nine (youngest), to
five (mid), to three (oldest). In combination, these factors of positive input and growing
decisiveness would result in the artifact that the bulk of syntactic overgeneration in our
production task precedes the peak of semantic misinterpretation in our comprehension task. In
summary, therefore, the results do not bear directly on whether senlantics licenses syntax or
vice versa.
On the association test for empty, we again constructed a 2 x 2 contingency table, with each
child (per age group) contributing one score to the table. The semantic levels of the table, were
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defined as in the tables for fill: a child was scored as biased towards manner if both responses
in the forced-choice task identified emptying more with a dumping manner than an empty
endstate; a child was scored as biased towards endstate if both responses in the forced-choice
task identified emptying more with an empty endstate than a dumping manner. For the syntactic
levels, however, we departed from the method used above; instead of taking the production of
any content locatives to be critical, we scored each child on whether he produced more (i.e.,
only) empty-content fonns or more (only) empty-container fonns. These syntactic categories
are appropriate given the finding that adults in our task produced equal numbers of either
locative fonn, and the assumption--on this basis--that parental input also shows no preference
for either locative fonn. In fact, given our own intuitions that the empty-container form is more
frequently produced by adults in spontaneous speech we suggest that the association test is a
conservative one.
We found a significant association, for the combined group of children, according to a
Fisher Exact test (one-tailed p < .02): a child who is biased towards the manner interpretation
of empty will tend to produce more empty-content locatives than empt~)'-container locatives; on
the other hand, a child who is biased towards the endstate interpretation of empty will tend to
produce more empty-container locatives than empty-content locatives. In addition, we found a
trend towards significance for the tnid-aged children (3;6-4;5) according to a Fisher Exact test
(one-tailed p A:I .07). The contingency table for each child group ao(1 for the combined child
groups is presented in Table 9. No significant associations were found for the other child
groups.
These results provide support for the claim that verb meaning and verb syntax are linked in
some fashion; of the 15 children who were biased towards manner (in the combined table), 14
produced only empty-content fonns. By contrast, for those children who were biased towards
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Table 9
Contingency Tables per Age Group on the Association of Bias in the
Interpretation of Empty and the Preference for Empty-Content or Empty-
Container Locatives
2;6-3;5:
Produced Only Produced Only
Content Locatives Container Locatives
Manner BiasP~ 3 1
Endstate Biased 2 1
3;6-4;5:
Produced Only Produced Only
Content Locatives Container Locatives
Manner Biased 5 0
Endstate Biased 3 4
4;6-5;11:
Produced Only Produced Only
Content Locatives Container Locatives
Manner Biased 6 0
Endstate Biased 0 1
COMBINED CHlI,DREN:
Produced Only Produced Only
Content Locatives Container Locatives
Manner Biased 14 1
Endstate Biased 5 6
Note: Each child counted in a table contributed one score to that table. A subject was scored as
biased towards an interpretation if he or she chose the same type of panel (manner or endstate)
on both comprehension trials for empty.
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endstate, there was no overall preference for one locative form or the other (i.e., of the 11
children who were biased towards endstate, 5 produced only empty-content fOnTIS and 6
produced only empty-container fonns). These results suggest that it is a bias towards manner,
but not endslate, which is linked to syntax; if a child is biased towards a specific manner
(dumping) in the interpretation of empt)', the argument corresponding to the content must be
encoded as the direct object (and to some extent, the converse). As with the results of the
association test for fill, however, we argue that sensitivity, rather than bias, may be the more
appropriate criterion. In particular, of the five children who were biased towards the endstate
interpretation of empty, but who produced only content locatives, some may have been
sensitive to the dumping (or some other) manner of empty. More generally, the hypothesis of
linking between verb meaning and verb syntax must show, for every verh capable of
alternation, that two readings exist for the adult speaker. In some cases, such a demonstrdtion
is hampered by the obvious bias towards one reading or the other; in the case of empty, we
would argue, adults prefer the change of state interpretation. Such bias, however, does not rule
out sensitivity to an interpretation involving the manner in which a substance changes location.
(For adults, the interpretation of empty which is relevant to the content may be more abstract
than a change in location; it may have something to do with the fact that when one empties the
garbage, let's say, one is disposing of the garbage, changing its availability.)
In summary, our tests of association have provided support for the linking of verb meaning
and verb syntax in the lexicons of fIrst language learners: for the oldest children, we found that
instanc~s of overgeneration offill to the content locative fonn were sonlewhat associated with
the misinterpretation of its meaning as having more to do with a pouring manner than a full
endstate. We argued that the strength of association was weakened by the insensitivity of our
comprehension task to other manners (besides pouring) of filling, by the des!gn of our
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comprehension task to assess bias rather than sensiriyj.ty, and by the influence of positive input
of the container locative fonn. For the combined group of children, we found that the non-
standard preference for empty-content fonns over empty-container forms was strongly
associated with the misinterpretation of its meaning as having more to do with a dumping
manner than an empty endstatc. Here again, we considered the criterion of bias to be possibly
too strong, and suggested instead that the criterion of sensitivity was nlore appropriate.
We introduced this experiment with three questions: will children make syntactic errors?
Will they make semantic errors? And will the syntactic and semantic errors be associated with
one another? As we have shown, the answer to each question is yes: children overgenerate the
content locative; they are biased towards the manner interpretation of verb meaning; and the
instances of s}ntactic overgeneration and semantic misinterpretation are associated with each
other. Although we don't have direct evidence on how this linking is used, these aHswers cast
strong doubt on the sufficiency of any purely syntactic account of how verb errors arise (e.g.,
the overregulariziltlon of the NP-V-NP-int%nto-NP form). On the contrary, if syntactic
accounts are too ~imple, but must be supplemented by the linking of syntactic forin and verb
meaning, why can't this linking be used, in principle, in the service of verb learning? In the
second experiment, we attempt to replicate, and indeed strengthen, the association between
syntactic and semantic errors withfil/ by testing for children's sensitivity to the pouring manner
of filling.
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Experiment 2
In our second experiment, we attempted a "case study" of one verb -- fill -- a study in
which we conducted sensitivity as well as bias tests of comprehension in order to show a
stronger association of elil:lted syntactic and semantic errors. Such a concentrated study of one
lexical item has obvious advantages and disadvantages. On the one hand, we avoid any
systematic confusion bet\\/een verbs; children are better able to focus their attention on one verb
than on six. On the other hand, we must take care not to overgeneralize on the basis of the
idiosyncratic properties offill. In this regard, we hope to show (in the General Discussion) that
all of the available evidence suggests the generality of linking, not only as the source of--and
ultimately, solution to--the mistakes children make with locative verbs, but also as an essential
feature of languages across the world.
Besides focusing on the production and comprehension of just one verb, we made three
other major changes in this experiment from the last. First, we dispensed with the practice of
initially presenting a drawing, labelled as (e.g.) filling, before each forced choice; this
procedure was no longer needed to focus the child's attention on the current verb, and by
omitting it we also eliminated any potential for introducing a response bias towards the
"original" manners and endstates. Second, we used three-panel pictures instead of two-panel
pictures. This modification insured, we thought, that any observed bias would have more to do
with the "message" than the "medium"; that is, it is less likely that the format of the drawings
would lead children to ignore the endstate panel simply because they don't understand its
relation to the action being depicted. Third, the production and comprehension tasks were
completely separated, with the blOCK of production trials following the block of comprehension
trials. Furthennore, the production task no longer consisted of describing, albeit in a structured
way, the same materials used in the comprehension task. This complete separation of tasks
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pennitted us to develop and use a more powerful production technique, and one less influenced
~y the semantic and pragmatic focusing of the comprehension task.
Method
Subjects. Forty-eight children and six~n adults, all native speakers of English living in the
Boston area, panicipated in the study. As in ite previous ~tudy, the children felt into three age
groups; however, in the current experiment we decieJed to test a broader range of children, with
more discrete age groupings. Our rationale was that the condensed age range of the first
experiment may have been too fine-grained to snow any clear developmental differences and
too early to show when children acquire adult competence. Therefore, we tesied sixteen
children between the ages of 3;5 and 4;6 (mean 4;0); sixte~n between the ages of 4;9 and 6:6
(mean 5;7); and sixteen be~ween the ages of 6; 10 and 8;9 (mean 7;9). (Four c:lildrcn \vere
replaced in the design fL: failing to attend to the comprehension task.) rIlle children were dra\vn
from middle-class day-care and after-school programs in Cambridge, Needham, and Newton.
The adult subjects were undergraduates at MIT, ranging from roughly 18 to 22 years of age,
and were paid for their participation.
Materials. For the comprehension task, each subject was shown twelve pairs of drawings;
for the production task, each subject was shown four actions, each invo; ving one of four
contents and one of four containers.
Each drawing used in this experiment was composed of three panels, where the first panel
depicted a beginning or early state of the action, the second panel depicted a mid state of the
action, and the third panel depicted the endstate of the action. In a drawing of 'pouring -&-
spilling' (Figure 7), for example, the first panel shows a woman in the process of pouring
water from a pitcher, but with a small puddle appearing next to an empty glass; the second
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panel shows the woman continuing to pour water from (he pitcher, but with a larger pudtile
next to the empty glass; the third panel shows that the woman has left the scene (the action
presumably over), leaving behind an even larger puddle next to the empty glass. To take
another example, in a drawing of 'drippin~ -&- filling' (Figure 8), the first panel shows a
woman in :he process of turning on a faucet, allowing water to drip from a spigot into a half-
fil~.ed glass; the seconJ panel shows the woman continuing to alloy. water to drip from the
faucet into the glass, now three-quarters filled; the third panel shows that the woman has left
the scene (the action over), leaving behind a glass full of water. The reader may want to
contrast these drawings with the comparable two-panel drawings used in Experiment 1
(Figures 1 and 2); we believe that the new three-panel drawings are easier to interpret, any
commentary aside. (Whereas in Experiment 1 the first panel depicted a state of the 41ction
showing manner and the second panel depicted endstate, in this experiment the depiction of
manner and ~ildstate is more "dynamic" by virtue of being distributed across more than one
panel: the mariner is represented in the first two panels and the accomplishment of the endstate
is lepresented in all three panels.)
The twelve pairs of drawings shown to each subject were desigued to tl~st three distinct
types of judgments that subjects can make about the meaning of.fill: sensitivity to particular
manners of filling; sensitivity to particular endstates of filling; and bias tJwards particular
manners versus particular endstates of filling. Of the twelve pairs of drawings shown to each
suuject, two tested sensitivity to mannert six tested sensitivity to endstate, and four tested bias.
The manners and endstates contrasted in these tests are listed in Table 10,
~3e~sitivity tests work either by holding constant the endstate ()f filling and contrasting two
manners (manner sensitivity tests), or by holding constant the manner of filling and contrasting
two endstales (endstate sensitivity tests). Specifically, the manners contrasted in tests of
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Table 10
Manners and Endstates Contrasted in the Comprehension Tests
DRAWING 1 DRAWIN02
MANNER ENDSTATE X MAl"NI~R ENDSTATE
TYPE OF TEST
Manner Sensitivity
(cst) pouring full X dripping full
(cs2) pouring empty X dripping empty
Endstate Sensitivity
(cs3) pouring full X pouring 3/4-full
(cs3) pouring 3/4-full X pouring empty
(cs3) pouring empty X pouring full
(cs4) dripping full X dripping 3/4-full
(cs4) dripping 3/4-full X dripping empty
(cs4) dripping empty X dripping full
Bias
(cst) pouring full X dripping empty
(cs2) pouring full X dripping empty
(cst) dripping full X pouring empty
(cs2) dripping full X pouring empty
Note: each line corresponds to the presentation of two drawings in a forced choice trial of the
comprehension task. The manner and endstate depicted in each drawing are listed on either side
of the 'X'. The parenthetical infonnation identifies the contrast set of each test. Nothing about
the temporal order of the trials, or the positions of the choices within each trial, is implied by
the layout of this table.
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manner sensitivity were pouring and dripping. This contrast was presented twice to each
subject--once with an empty endstate (i.e., the contents spilled) and once with a full endstate.
In designing tests of endstate sensitivity, we went beyond the simple distinctions of full
and empty that were used in the last experi-rtent. In this experiment, we attempted to
distinguish between subjects who conceived of filling as an accomplishment--an action of
duration with a definite endpoint--versus those who saw the action merely as an activity or
process, unmarked by any definite change in the state of a container (Vendler, 1967; Tenny,
1988). Therefore, the endstates contrasted in tests of endstate sensitivity included not only an
empty contairjer (succeeding panels show puddles of increasing size) and a full container
(succeeding panels show a 1/2-f1111, 3/4-full, and full container), but also a three-quaners full
container (succeeding panels show a 1/4-full, 1/2-full, and 3/4-full container). A drawing with
a 3/4-ful1 container is presented in Figure 9. By controlling the amount of content explicitly
transferred ill the drawings of full and 3/4-full containers (the only difference being the amount
of content illitially in the container), we could partially tease apart the accomplishment and
process interpretations of filling in the following way: if a subject views filling as an
ac(,omplishment, he or she will always choose the full container over the 3/4-full container
(though not, perhaps, vice versa). Put another way, if a subject always chooses the full and
3/4-full containers over the eOlpty containers, but does not consistently choose the full
containers over the 3/4-full containers, he or she is probably insensitive to filling as an
accomplishment (Note that we colored in the contents and containers across the panels in these
drawings, but not in the bias or manner sensitivity drawings, in order to accentuate their
relation to one another; subjects could at least perceive the extent to which a container was
filled.) Each endstate contrast (e.g., a full container vs. an empty container) was presented
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once with a pouring manner and once with a dripping manner, yielding a total of six endstate
trials per subject.
Bias tests work by contrasting both the manner and endstate of filling. The contrasted
manners were pouring and dripping; the c(.~.~asted endstates were an empty and a full
container. Subjects were therefore shown two contrasts: between 'pouring -&- spilling' and
'dripping -&- filling' (a replication of the bias test in Experiment 1); and between 'pouring -&-
filling' and 'dripping -&-spilling'. Within subject, each of these contrasts w~s presented t\vice,
accounting for a total of four bias trials.
As in Experiment 1, we presented subjects with drawings of different "scenarios" in order
to control for the salience of contents and containers in particular drawings. In fact, the same
four scenarios (defined by agent, potential content, ~d potentia! container) used in Experiment
1 for the testing of pour andfill were used here: the panels comprising scenarios AI, A2, 81,
and B2 (see Table 2) were modified for their current use--by varying the amount and location
of the content (and the use of color for the endstate drawings). Thus, the bias (.;ontrast between
'pouring -&- spilling' and 'dripping -&- filling' could be presented via Figures 7 and 8,
involving a woman, water, and a glass, or in one of three other scenarios: a man potentially
filling a sink with water; a girl potentially filling a bowl with honey; and a boy pCLentially
filling a bucket with paint. In order to balance the combination of scenarios and meaning
contrasts, we divided the set of twelve contrasts into four subsets of three contrasts: the nlnnner
contrast, with a full container as the endstate, and the two bias contrasts; the manner contrast,
with an empty container as the endstate, and the two (repeated) bias contrasts; the three endstate
contrasts with a pouring manner; the three endstate contrasts with a dripping Inanner. This
subdivision of the meaning tests insures that the two presentations of a given contrast (Le., the
two tests of a contrast which involves a change in the non-critical component of meaning or no
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change at all) were made with different picture sets. We balanced the conlbination of picture set
(scenario) and contrast set (meaning te~ts) across subjects within an age group.
For the produc:~.on task, each subject was shown foui actions of filling, each involving one
of four contents and one of four containers. Dlle to the demands of t,e production procedure
(described below), it was necessary' to perfonn the actions with pairs of "inter-changeable"
contents and containers. Furthennore, to enliven the production task and discourage rote
responses, we used two subsets of materials: a "solid substance" set (consisting of marbles and
pennies as contents; a bowl and jar as containers) and a "li(juid" set (consisting of apple-juice
colored water and grape-juice colored water as contents; a glass and cup as containers). The
actions of filling perfonned for each subject rotated through all four contents and containers.
Procedure. The procedure consisted of fust testing each subject's sensitivity to, and/or bias
towards, interpretations offill, and then eliciting from the subject locative fonns of fill. l'he
production task alw,~ys followed the comprehension task because subjects were exposed to
actions of filling during the production phase, actions which would have influenced any
subsequent comprehension responses. Subjects were tested in a single session by two
experim~nt(:rs(one eliciting responses; the other observing), in an area as free as possible of
potential distractions.
The session4\ began immediately with the comprehension trials. (We olnitted any separate
introduction to the fannat of the pictures.) The comprehension trials consisted of twelve forced
choices between pairs of dra9.vings. For each forced choice, the experimenter began by placing
the pair of drawings directly in front of the subject. The experitnenter then "talked the subject
through" each drawing, particularly the child subjects, before any forced choice was made. For
the children, the experimenter began by having the child identify each of the "constituents"
across the panels in a drawing. This procedure~ in our judg!nel!t, was effective in helping
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children see the continuity of constituents from one panel to the next. As an example of this
procedure, the experimenter would say to a child: "Look at the first picture (Figure 7): point to
the woman ...(experimenter waits for response); point to the pitcher ... ; point to the water ... ;
point to the glass ... Now look at the second picture (Figure 8): point to the woman ... ; point to
the faucet ... ; point to the water ... ; point to the glass ... tt If a child failed to point out an
instance of a constituent, the experimenter would do so. After thus introducing the constituents
in a patte}, the experimenter would further reinforce the cohesion of the panels by saying (to
adults as well as to children), "this is the beginning (experimenter points to first panel), the
middle (experimenter points to second panel), and the end (experimenter points to third panel).
When the woman does this (experimenter sweeps finger across first and second panels), it
ends up like that (experimenter points to third panel)." Finally, after both drawings have been
reviewed, the experimenter would ask, "Which of these (experimenter gesturill~ with both
drawings) isfilling?" If a subject did not clearly indicate either one drawing or the other, the
experimenter repeated the question.
The order in which the twelve pairs of forced choices were pre.iented was rantjomized
separately for each subject within an age group. We ruled out randolnized orders which
resulted in two consecutive trials i~volving the same scenario, two consecutive uials testing the
same contrast, or three consecutive trials testing the same type of contrast (manner sensitivity,
endstate sensitivity, or bias). In addition, we also controlled for the position (left or right) of
the alternative drawings in the forced choices; the position of choices was always balanced for
the two presentations of L. given contrast, so that each drdwing in a contrast was presented once
on the right cllld once on the left.
After completing the comprehension task, each subject participated in four trials on the
production of locatives with fill. The production technique itself is like that used in Experiment
1 in that the primary queries used to elicit locatives make either the content or the container the
topic of "discourse." Unlike these earlier production tasks, however, the current technique
goes funher in structuring the discourse and in making the full utterance of a content- or
container-locative most felicitous. (We also collected twice as much production data in this
experiment than in the last.) Much of the elaboration of the technillue is due to the method of
Crain, Thornton, and Murasugi (1987), used to elicit full passives (i.e., those with by-phrases)
frora three- and four-year c..lds. Essentially, Crain et al induced children to utter full passives by
giving children a choice between two entities, only one of which participated in an action;
children were then forced by discourse constraints to utter a by-phrase in order to identify the
panicipatlt (e.g., in a context where one of two soldiers is bitten ty an alligator, a child asked,
"Which one is getting bited by the alligator?"). Similarly, we prcsenled subjects (adults as well
as children) with two potential contents or two potential containers in each production trial.
Funhennore, the need for subjects to identify the actual participant in the action was impelled
by their task of describing events of filling to a blindfolded puppet; the anifice of a blindfolded
puppet forced the subjects to be eAplicit about the actions they were witnessing. These
measures, supplemented by the additional discourse constraint that either a content- or
container-topic query was posed, were designed to elicit full contcnt- or container-locatives
from subjects.
An exampl~will clarify our production technique. At the close of the comprehension task,
subjects were intr<Xluced to a blindfolded puppet and told by the experilnenter, "I'm gonna do
s,- q)e filling, and I want you to tell Marty the Puppet what I'nl doing. tt In each of the four
succeeding tria!s, the experimenter would first identify the l{)pic of the trial, then present the
subject with two potential non-topicalized participants (i.e., two containers if the content was
topicalized; two contents if th~ container was topicalized), then perfonn the action of filling
with the topic and one of the two other participants, and finally pose the (]uery. A typical trial
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might be presentetj as follows: "Here are some marbles (topic). I can have either a jar or a
bowl. Now watch this: I'm filling (experimenter fills jar with marbles) ...Can you tell Many
what I did to the marbles?" Notice that a pragmatically natural response in this context
(standard syntax aside) is a content locative fonn, (e.g.) "You filled the marbles into the jar, II
where the old infonnation (topic) has been encoded as the direct object and the new
infonnation--the chosen participant--has been encoded as the oblique object. Another example,
in which a container is topicalized, is the following: "Here is a glass (topic). I can have either
grape juice or apple juice. Now watch this: I'm filling (experinlenter lills the glass with apple
juice> ...Can you tell Marty what I did to the glass?" In this context, the most appropriate
response is "You filled the glass with apple juice. 1t If a subject failed to indicate an
unambiguous direct object (or uv,d a verb other thanftll), the experitnenter repeated the query,
reminding the subject that Marty couldn't see (or telling the subject to "use the wordfill tt ). As
in the other experiments, we tested production at thff;e levels of response, if necessary: in those
trials where the primary query failed to elicit an unambiguous direct object, we followed up
with the secondary pronlpt "filling (what)?"; in those trials where the secondary query failed to
elicit an unambiguous direct object, we followed up with the tertiary prompt (e.g) "filling the
glass or filling the apple juice?" (with oroer of adjuncts balanced within subject).
Within this structured production task, we made every eff()rt to control for any effects due
to the order of the trials or to the salience of the four contents and containers. Recall thatlwo
subsets of materials were used--a solid sub:;tance set (consisting of marbles and pennies as
contents; a bowl and jar as containers) and a liquid set (consisting of apple-juice colored water
and grape-juice colored water as contents; a glass and cup as containers). By strictly altenlating
between trials with one typ~ of material or the other (within subject), we lessened the
possibility of interference 8'AOSS trials. In fact, four orders of trials within the production task
were employed across the subjects within an age group; the orders were detennined by the
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factorial combination of whether subjects began the production task with the solid set or the
liquid set (alternating thereafter) and whether the order of query topics was content-container-
container-content or container-content-content-container. Note that we counterbalanced the
order of production trials with the combination of picture set and contrast set in the
comprehension trials, on the grounds that the independence of the comprehension and
production tasks is a prerequisite to testing the association of verb meaning and syntax.
Regarding the salience of panic~lar contents or containers, we took the following
precautions. First, we perfonned actions of filling for each subject with four non-overlapping
pairs of contents and containers, two from the solid set and two from the liquid set, insuring
that each of the four contents and containers was used once and only once per subject in the
actions of filling. Second, the four possible pairings of solid contents and containers (counting
whet~'~er the content or container was the topic) were counterbalanced with the four possible
pairings of liquid contents and containers (again" counting whether the content or container was
the topic), to yield 16 unique corl1binations of materials and query topics across the subjects
within an age group. In addition, these pairings of cont~nt and container were counterbalanced
with the order of production trials across subjects within an age group.
Scoring. Responses in the comprehension task were scored according to the manner and/or
endstatef)f the chosen drawing in each forced choice trial, depending on the presented contrast.
For the production trials, responses were scored according to whether the direct object of an
acceptable fil/locative form corresponded to the rontent or the container in the performed
action. (Acceptable locative forms also included two passives (e.g., the glass was filled up,
where the glass was scored as the true direct object) and two unaccusative intransitives (e.g.,
the glass filled with marbles, where the glass was scored as the true direct object; see the
General Discussion for our assumptions about lexicosyntactic representation).) We relied on
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the conventions and protocol listed in the Scoring Section of Experiment 1 for determining
whet~er or not the use of a pronoun (e.g.,fi/ling it) was anlhiguous. Responses which were
undecipherable or not clearly locative (e.g., intransitive responses such as she's filling witll the
juice) were coded as other. As in Experiment It respanses were also scored according to the
level of response (lOt 20 , 3°) and according to whether oblique objects and/or particles were
also uttered.
Design. For the comprehension task, we employed a one-way design with the between-
subjects factor of Age Group (3;5-4;6 vs. 4;9-6;6 vs. 6; 10-8;9 vs. adult). 'fhe dependent
variable was the proportion of trials in which panicular manners and/or endstates were chosen,
according to the type of contrast being tested: the proportion of trials in which particular
manners were chosen in tests of man:"~r sensitivity; the proponion of trials in which particular
endstates were chosen in tests of endstate sensitivity; and the pre ;,ortion of ln~ts in whi..:h
particular pairings of manner and endstate were chosen in tests of bias. For the production
task, we employed a 2 x 3 factorial design with the within-subject factor of Query Topic
(content vs. container) and the between-subjects factor of Age Group (3;5-4;6 vs. 4;9-6;6 vs.
6; 10-8;9 vs. adult). The dependent variable was the proportion of trials in which either the
content or container was encoded as direct object. As in Exper,nlent 1, the perfonnance by the
adult group was regarded as the standard for the purpose of establishing standard values for the
dependent variables of both the comprehension and production tasks.
Results and Discussion
In replication of the results of Experiment 1, we again found that children were willing to
produce locatives of fill with the content encoded as direct object, and that children (in this
experiment, between 3;5 and 6;6) were biased in their interpretation of filling as having more to
do with a pouring manner than a full endstate. Unlike Experiment 1, however, we were also
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able to show that children between 4;9-~;9 (and adults) were sensitive to the pouring manner of
filling. By combining the results of the manner sensitivity and bias tests, we claim ~~at children
between 3;5 and 6;6 are likely to have incorporated the pouring manner into the meaning offill
given that they are sensitive to the pouring manner, and we foulid that sensitivity to the ~touring
mannf/r--within this age range--is associated with instances of syntactic 0 wergeneration. We
will discuss, in tum, production results, comprehension results, and tests of association.
Production. In Table 11 we present the proportioll offill-content and Jfill-container forms
produced dS a fUl:ction of qu~ry topic and age group. As in Experinlent 1, adults were
generally unwilling to produce locatives offill with the content enc(xJed as direct object, with
the exception of one adult who uttered one fill-content fOrol. By contrast, 34 children (out of
48) produced at least onefill-content Conn (13, 11, and 10 children from the young, mid, and
Old child groups, respectively). An analysis of variance on the mean proportion of content-
locatives produced by subjects of different age groups, and in response to queries of different
topic, revealed significant main effects for both age group and query topic. Concerning the
main effect of age group, the mean proponions of fill-content forllls produced by children of
increasing age group are 0.50, 0.50, and 0.25, F(3, 6(}) = R.5i', p < .()() I. Planned
compari30ns (at one-tailed p < .05) show not only that the c{)nlbined group of children (M =
0.42) produced significantly more fill-content forms than did tL ~ adults (M =()'()2; 1(62) =
4.2.2, P < .(01), but also that each separate group of children produced ~;ibHJllcantlynlore [ill-
content fonns than did the adults (for groups of increasing 1ge: 1(3(» =5.()8, P < .00 1; 1(: ) =
4.48, p < .001; 1(30) =3.34, p < .(02).
We also found, as in Experiment 1, that the oldest children (here between 6;j()-8;9)
produced fewer fill-content forms than did younger children, this time significantly so (/(46) =
2.26, two-tailed p < .05). Although differences in the production tasks between experiments
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Table 11
Proportio\'1 or Trials in ~·hich Content- and Container-Locatives of Fill were
llroduced as a Function of Query Topic and Age Group
3;5-4;6
AGE GROUP
4;9-6;6 6; 10-8;9 Adult
Content Locatives
~~ontent-Topic Query
Container-Topic Query
Mean
C0ntainer Locatives
COlltent-Topi..: Query
Co.ttainer-Topic Query
Mean
0.53
0.47
0.50 (22/1010)
L.38
0.17
0.42 (. '.1/2/0)
0.53
0.47
0.50 (27/5/0)
0.38
0.50
0.44 (2R/O/O)
0.38
0.12
0.25 (16/0/0)
0.59
0.88
0.73 (46/1/0)
0.03
0.00
0.02
().97
1.00
0.98
Note: The nurnerals in parentheses correspond to the frequencies of locatives produced at the
1°/2°/3° le·.'~l,ofresponse. Adults always responded to the primary (1°) query.
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prevent a direct comparison of age groups, the fact that older children in both experitnents
produced fewerfill-content fonns than young'er children probably follo",s from two sources.
First" the older children have heard more fill-Gontainer fonus than younger children, which
gives the production offill-container forms a "nelective advantage" in contexts where either
locative fonn would be appropriate. Second, if tht~ linking of verb syntax and semantics is true,
as older children revise their interpretation of j111, realizing that no particular nlanner is
incorporated into its meaning (e.g., via observing instances of filling which don1t involve a
pouring manner), they should also revise their lexical syntactic representation offill, and st()P
producingfill-content fonns.
We conclude that children, especially younger ones, ,)vergen~rate the content-locative fonn
of fill, a fact which bears on whatever lexical representation of syntactic knowledge that
children possess offill. 'ibat these results cannot be accounted tor by any purely non-synta~tic
explanation--for example, that children responded to the (secondary and tertiary) queries by
naming the most salient content or container in the action of filling--can be seen by analyzing
separately the responses to the primary query. We find the same results as above: the adults (M
=0.02) produced significantly fewer fill-content fonns in response to the primary Query than
did the combined group of children (M =0.34; 1(62) = 3.80, p < .001), or any of the
individual child groups (Myoung ;-; 0.34, 1(30) = 4.27, P < .00 I; M mid =0.42, 1(3(» :: 3.87)
P < .001; Mold ~~ 0.25, 1(30) = 3.34, p < .(02).
Regarding the main effect of query topic, we found that more fill-content forms were
produced in response to the content-topic query (M =0.37) thail in response to the container-
topic query (M =0.27), F(l, 60) = 6.48, p < .02. This is the predicted result given the
property of content locative~ to treat the content as the topic of discourse (vs. the property of
container locatives to treat the containel as the topic of discourse). More generally, Jur new
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production task, in which the discourse between experilnenter and suhject is more structured,
appears to be a significant improvement over the task in Experiment 1. We can quantify this
improvement by comparing, across expetiments, the proportion of all locatives (with either
content or container as direct object) which were produced in response to the primary query by
children of comparable age--in particular, the 32 younger children in this experiment (3;5-6;6,
mean 4;9) and the 32 older children in Experiment 1 (3;6-5; J1, mtan 4;6). What we find is that
significantly more responses \vere made to the primary query by children in this experiment (M
= 0.80) than by children in Experiment I (M = 0.52), 1(62) =3.1 (), P < .005. Furthermore, we
can also as~ess the improvement in eliciting full locative utterances by similarly comparing the
proportions of (primary and secondary) locative responses with oblique objects; again, we find
significantly more full locatives were produced by children in this experiment (M = 0.63) than
by those in the last (M =0.23), 1(62) = 4.28, P < .001.
A final production result is that children producerl content-locatives containing the particle
up (e.g., she's filling up grape juice inlo the glasj), (\S in Experinlent 1, despite the fact that
adults reserve that panicle for container locatives, apparently to indicate the completeness of a
change of state (John loaded up the wagon with hay; ?John !()adcll up the hay into the wagon).
Of th~ 48 inst~~nces in which children uttered fill locative forms with particles, 47 of them
involved the use of up; of these 47 forms, 15 (.32) were content locatives. Although the
willingness of children to utter content locatives with up may be routine (simply because they
hear up in locatives spoken by adults), another explanation is that children interpret the particle
up in content locative fonns much as they would the preposition up, according to which the
surface of the content rises during the course of the action (e.g.) in she'~·fill;ng up grape juice
into the glass, up refers to the fact that the level of the grape juice rises rather than to the fact
that the glass completely changes state).
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In summary, our production results provide a sntaightforward replication of the main
finding of Experiment I--namely, that children make syntactic errors withfil/, encoding the
content rather than the container as its direct object. OUf production task also boasts an
improved methodology for eliciting full locative fonns from young children.
Con;prehension. The results of sensitivity and bias tests in the comprehension task provide
a detailed record of what subjects take the verbfill to mean. We will begin sorting through this
record, for subjects of various age, by looking separately at the results of the endstate
sensitivity, manner sensitivity, and bias tests. Then we shall put the tests together in an attempt
to uncover how the meaning of fill changes throughout the course of language acquisition.
Al~10Ugllour thesis is that the atlribution of a particular manner to the meaning offil/licenses
the content locative fonn, we will fmd a range of meanings attributed to the verb--with different
children of the same age (and, by inference, the same child at different times) holding quite
different views about its meaning.
Throughout our discussion of the comprehension results. we will nlake repeated reference
to the number of subjects, within ~_~ age group, that meet a particular criterion of perfori~lance
in the comprehension trials. To simplify the presentation of these tallies, and to facilitate their
comparison, we have organized all of these counts into one table--Table 12. For each criterion,
the underlined numerals irldicate that the obtained frequency of subjects is significantly greater
than chance, at p < .05, according to a two-tailed binomial test. In discussing the panicu!ar
criteria for St:nsitivity below, we shall also use I-tests to address a different question--whether
or not tile subjects of an age group, as a whole, are more or less sensitive to an interpretation
than the subjects of another age group. In these tests, the dependent variable is the mean
difference between the proportions of standard aJjd non-standard responses. The means for
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Table 12
Frequency of Subjects Meeting a Criterion of Performance in the
Comprehension Task
AGE GROUP
3;5-4;6 4;9-6;6 6; 10-8;9 Adult
CRITERIA
Endstate Sensitivity
full> empty (.25,8) 11 .lQ 11 ~
empty> full (.25,8) o· 3 1 0*
full> 3/4-full (.25,8)
.8- 2 11 II
3/4-full > full (.25,8) 0* 3 2 1
3/4-full > empty (.25,8) 11 11 H .l2
empty> 3/4-full (.25,8) 1 2 O· O·
full> empty, full> 3/4-full,
& 3/4-full > empty (.0156,2) n 2 10 II
full > empty &
3/4-ful1 > empty (.0625,4) .w .lQ II .l2
Manner Sensitivity
pouring> dripping (.25,8) 7 2 15 11
dripping> pouring (.25,8) 5 1 O· O·
Combined Sensitivity
(full> 3/4-full) &
(pouring> dripping) (.0625,4) lQ II
~(full> 3/4-full) &
(pouring> dripping) (.1875,7) 2 4 5 1
(full> 3/4-full) &
~(pouring > dripping) (.1875,7) 3 4 1 3
~(full > 3/4-full) &
--(pouring> dripping) (.5625,14) 6 3* 0* O·
Note: The '>' symool indicates that the left-hand manner or endstate was consistently chosen
over the right-hand manner or endstate; the '&' symbol indicates conjunction; the '_I symbol
indicates negation. Underlined (asterisked) numerals indicate that the obtained frt: ~uency of
subjects is significantly greater (lower) than chance, at p < .05, according to a two-tailed
binomial test. The probability of a single subject meeting a criterion, and the .05 cut-off for a
frequency greater than chance, are listed in parentheses following each criterion.
Table 12 (continued)
9()
Frequency of Subjects Meeting a Criterion of Performance in the
Comprehension Task
AGE~GROUP
3;5-4;6 4;9-6;6 6; 10-8;9 Adult
CRrlERIA
Bias
full (.0625,4) 1 2 1 16
empty (.0625,4) 0 1 0 0
pouring (.0625,4) ~ 2 3 0
dripping (.0625,4) 0 0 0 0
full & pouring (.125,6) 4 0 Q 0
full & dripping (.125,6) 0 1 0 0
empty & pouring (.125,6) 0 0 0 0
empty & dripping (.125,6) 0 0 0 0
unbiased (.25,8) 0 2 0 0
Mutually Inconsistent ,{esults
full bias &
-(full> empty) (.0469,4) 1 0 0 0
empty bias &
-(empty> full) (.0469,4) 0 0 0 0
pouring bias &
-(pouring> dripping) (.0469,4) 1 1 0 0
dripping bias &
-(dripping> pouring) (.0469,4) 0 0 0 0
Mutually Consistent Results
full bias &
(full> empty) (.0156,2) 2 n 1 !Q
empty bias &
(empty> full) (.0156,2) 0 1 0 0
pouring bias &
(pouring> dripping) (.0156,2) ~ ~ 1 0
dripping bias &
(dripping> pouring) (.0156,2) 0 0 0 0
Note: The '>1 symbol indicates that the left-hand manner or endstate was consistently chosen
over the right-hand manner or endstate; the '&' symbol indicates conjunction; the '_I symbol
indicates negation. Underlined (asterisked) numerals indicate that the obtained frequency of
subje~ts is significantly greater (lower) than chance, at p < .05, according to a two-tailed
binomial test. The probability of a single subject meeting a criterion, and the .05 cut-off for a
frequency greater than chance, are listed in parentheses following each criterion. See text for an
explanation of the bias criteria.
Table 13
Difference between the Proportions of Standard and Non-Standard
Interpretations as a Function of Sensitivity Test and Age (;roup
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AGE GROUP
Conlbined
3;5-4;6 4;9-6;6 6; 10-8;9 Children Adult
SENSmVITY TEsT
Endstate
full· empty 0.81 0.44 0.75 0.67 1.00
full - 3/4-full 0.50 0.38 0.56 0.48 0.88
3/4-full - empty 0.75 0.56 0.88 0.73 1.00
full - 3/4-full, given
full> empty &
3/4-full > empty 0.60 0.90 0.83 ().78 ().88
Manner
pou~ing - dripping 0.12 0.50 ().94 0.52 ().81
Note: The '.' symbol indicates that the right-hand (non-standard) manner or endstate was
subtrac~ed from the left-hand (standard) manner or endstate in calculating the difference
between the proportions of standard and non-standard intef'pretations. The t>t symbol indicatt ,
that the left-hand manner or endstate was consistently chosen over the right-han(j manner or
endstate; the '&' symbol indicates conju.. lction.
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each relevant criterion, as a function of age group, are listed in Table 13. Each criterion wit t be
discussed in turn.
Endstate Sens;tivity. Let's begin with the results of (he endstate sensitivit) tests, and in
particular, with a compari~ton of adult ane. ~hil(j performance on each of the contrasts. RecHII
that subjects were forced to choose the instance of filling from between three (iistinct pairs f)f
endstates, the three possible endstates being an empty container, a full container, and a 3/4-fu I
contalner. In Table 12 we present the tallies of subjects \vithin each age group who, on both
trials of a givel. contrast, chose one particular endstale over jnothfl'. As Tahle 12 shows, a
significant number of children, in each age group, preferred the standard (adult) endstate to th~
non-standard endstate, for each of the three contrasts (taken separately); thaI is, a sionificant
number of children chose the full container over the empty container, the full container over the
3/4-fulJ container, and the 3/4-full container (,ver the enlpty (.,~ntainer. Although the
interpretation of these results depends upr,n the particular contrast under consifJer'ltion, the
binomial tests indicate that the ~.tandard endstate interpretation of filling is accessible to the
children of every age gt·oup.
We took the contrast between a full and empt)' container to be a "liberal'" test of a subject's
sensitivity to the endstate of filling: the contrasted actions differ in the entir'~ accomplishment of
filling--not only in the actual achievement of filling (i.e., t!le endstate of the container per se),
bu( also in the proces~ of filling (see Vendler, 1967). Thus, a subject may prefer the full
container over the empty one beca'use the content and container bear a certain spatial relation to
one another throughout the course of the action, regardless of what the final state of the
container happens to be (e.g., ;.he le'/el of content rises in the container; the "content-up"
interpretation). As Table 12 shows, a significant number of subjects in every age group
consistently preferred the full containers over the empty ones, with only four children (and
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none of the adults) having the opposite preference. This finding is hardly surprising, given the
extreme differences between the endstates. More surprising is that the mid-aged children (4;9-
6;6) appear to be relatively less sensitive to endstate (on this liberal construal) than are the
younger ('r older subjects. A t-test on the mean diffcrenc~ between the proportioils of 'full' and
'empty' responses reveals that the mid-aged children (M :;; 0.44) were less sensitive to endstate
than were the adults (M =1.(0). 1(30) :;; 2.76. two-tailed p < .01. We also found that the
children of the combined group (M = 0.67) were less sensitive to endstate than were the adults
(1(62) = 2.10, P < .05), and that the youngest children (M = 0.81) were marginally les~
sensitive to endstate than were the adults (1(30) = 1.86, p < .08). No other differences between
groups were found. See Table 13 for the relevant means.
We considered the contrast between the full and 3/4-full container to be a "conservative"
test of endstate sensitivity; the conttasted actions differ in whether or not the endstat~ of filling
is achieved, but not in th,~ amount of content explicitly transferred to the container. Notice that
we cannot rule out the possibility that a subject may prefer the full container over the 3/4-full
container because the level of content is ultimately higher in the full container, regardless of the
state of the container per see (Children sensitive to that interpretation would choose (~.g.) a 1/2-
full tall glass over a full short glass, provided that the level of content in the former is higher
than in the latter.) In our estimation, however, the actual ends~~i(, of filling is more salient in
this contrast titan in the liberal test above. For this reason, we expected, and indeed found, that
fewer subjects in every age group were sensitive to endstate on this construal (see Table 12).
"Chat subjects had greater difficulty with this contrast than with the first (and the lhird, below)
suggests that the endstate (If filling is more difficult for children to grasp than is the process of
filling. Crucially, we claim that the difficully in choosing between a full and a 3/4-full container
is not simply perceptual; our use of color and our protocol (of talking subjects through the
drawir.gs) insures that if subjects were inclined to look for a difference, they'd find one.
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Across age groups (see Table 13), we found that the mean difference between the propo11ions
llf 'full' and '3/4-fuI1' responses is greater for the adults (M = 0.88) than for the youngest
children (M = 0.50; 1(30) = 2.09, p < .05), the mid-aged children (M = 0.38; 1(3(» = 2.11 ~ p <
.05), or the combined group of children (M =0.48, t(62) = 2.13, p < .()5).
The third contrast, between the 3/4-ful! container and the enlpty container, was intended to
be a test of whether or not a subject interpreted filling as a process; the contrasted actions differ
in the process of filling, but not in the achievement of filling. The results for this test were
vinually the same as for the contrast between the full and empty container. In particular, adults
and children were willing to choose the 3/4-full container over the empty container despite the
incompleteness of the event of filling. (On the other hand, the preference for th~ 3/4-full
container did not seem to carry any implication, at least for the adults, that filling has no
definite endpoint) We also found that the mid-aged children were less sensitive to the process
of filling than were the adults, as gauged by the mean difference between the proportions of
'3/4-full' and 'empty' responses across groups (Madult = 1.00, M nlid =().56, 1(30) =2.41, P
< .05; see Table 13).
Finally, we can look at the performance of subjects in conlplex tests--combinations of the
three endstate contrasts. As expected, the number of subjects \yho cOllsistently chose :he full
container over the empty container, the full container over the 3/4-full container, and the 3/4-
full container o'ler the empty container was significantly greater than chance for each age group
(the chance probability of such an outcome for a single subject is .016, and th~ .05 cut-off is
two subjects (out of 16); see Table 12 for the obtained frequencies). In other worets, a
sigr.ificant number of subjects. in every age group, appear to view filling as a true
accomplishment. Notice that the number of subjects meeting these joint criteria increases with
age, contrary to the dip in perfonnance exhibited by the mid-aged children in the s~parate
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fulVempty and 3/4-fuIVempty contrasts. Funhennore, the mid-aged children perfonn no worse
than the youngest children even if we put aside the contrast between the fuJI and 3/4-full
container, and use the joint criteria of consistently choosing the full container over the empty
container and the 3/4-full container over the empty container (see Table 12). We have no
explanation for why the mid-aged children perfonned worse than the younger children on the
individual contrasts, but we take the joint test to be a better measure of any true developmental
differences.
1'0 address the question of whether the achievement of filling is leanied after tile process of
filling, we perfonned the following conditional test: for those subjects who consistently chose
the full an(" 3/4-full containt:rs over the empty containers (Le., given that subjects of an age
group were sensitive to the process of filling), is the mean difference between the proportion of
'full' and '3/4-full' responses significantly greater than zero? What we found was that process-
sensitive subjects of every group were significantly sensitive to the achievement of filling as
well (Myng = 0.60, 1(9) = 3.67, p < .01; Mmid =0.90,/(9) == 9.l)O, P < .001; Mold = 0.R3,
1(11) = 7.42, p < .001; Madt =- 0.88,1(15) =7.0(), p < .(01). Across groups of process-
sensitive subjects, however, we found that the youngest children were le~s sellsitive to the
endstate of filling (in the conservative sense) than the other groups, though this difference
failed to reach statistical significance (M =0.87 (for older children and adults), 1(46) =-1.73" p
< .09). By way of contrast, the conv~rse conditional test--given that subjects were sensitive to
the achievement of filling, were they sensitive to the process of filling--can be answered
positively without qualification; only two children out of 28 (cf. 11/38 for the above test) were
sensitive to the achievement, but not process, of filling.
We can SunlmariZC the results of our endstate sefisitivity tests as follows: The interpretation
of filling as an accomplishment--complete with process and achievement--·is accessible to the
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children of all age groups. Furthenaore, it is undo\lbtedly the case that sensitivity to the
accomplishnlcnt of filling increases with age, though our own evidence in [his regard is
inconclusive. With respect to the achievement of filling, however, we found that every group
of subjects had greater difficulty in judging the contrast between full and 3/4-full containers
than either of the other contrasts, and that young children who were sensitive to the process of
filling were somewhat less able, than older chilcren and adults, to choose & full container over
a 3/4-full contain~r in picking out the endstate of filling. These latter findings suggest that the
process of filling is understCKXi more easily, arid before, the endstate of filling.
Manner Sensitivity. In testing for manner sensitivity, our main concern is sirnply whether
subjects preferred one manner of filling to another; that is, did subjects consistently choose the
pouring manner over the dripping manner, JI the dripping Inanner over the pouring nlanner? .t\
second concern is when children become sensitive to a manner interpretation of filling.
In Table 12 we've tJlbulated the number of s~bjects,per age group, who were consistent in
choosing one manner or the other of filling. What we find is that a significant number of the
mid-aged children, oldest children, and adults were sensitive to the pouring manner of filling,
but not to the dripping manner of filling. 'fhe youngest children had access neither to the
pouring ITlanner nor to the dripping manner. (In addition, the nun1ber of youngest children who
were sensitive to any manner--pouring or dripping--failed to re(;.ch significance.) Across
groups, comparing the mean difference between the proponions of pouring and dripping
responses, we found significant differences between the youngest children (M = 0.12) and the
adults (M = 0.81, 1(30) = 2.83, p < .OJ), ~tween the youngest children and the oldest children
(M = 0.94, 1(30) = 3.53, p < .(02), and between L'le mid-aged children (M = ().50) and the
oldest children (1(30) = 2.57, p < .02). These means are provided in Table 13.
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In interpr~ting these results, we must remind the reader of an obvious limitation to the
sensitivity test--that it doesn't distinguish properties of an action that are essential to the
meaning of a verb from those that are merely typical. Thus, the fact that 13 adults consistently
chose the pouring manner over the dripping m;mner in this test only implies that pouring is
regarded as a better means, than dripping, to the end of filling, not that pouring is essential to
the action of filling. Indeed, only tlrree adults (out of 16) completed both manner sensitivity
Dials without any reservation; the remainder either hesitated or rr,ade some commentary,
implying that the choice between pouring and dripping was less than essential. Nonetheless,
our results Sh'lW that the choice w~s not arbitrary, but presumably reflects a fact about the
\vorld to which adults and older childr~n are sensitive. An even stronger claim--that children
attribute a particuJv manner to the meaning of fill itself--awaits the results of the bias tests
below.
The results al50 provide us with some clues as to when children become sens;tive to the
manner of filling. One conclusion is that sensitivity to the manner of filling does not necessarily
accompany the early use of the verb (Le., by three-year olds), but usually comes later; in fact,
the oldest children are significantly more sensitive to the pouring nlanner than are either the
youngest or mid-aged children. It seems likely, therefore, that the child must know s()mething
about the verb before a typical manner is potentially incorporated into the nleaning of the. verb.
'fhis conclusion is in accord with Bvwerman's (1982) observation that young children are
sensitive to the type of arguments that a verb takes (for a similar algument, see Wanner and
Gleitrnan, 1982). As noted in the introductiun, Bowerman argues that errors like I ate my
spoon against the pudding and I read Mary with a book do not occur because eat and read do
not take contellts and containers as arguments--they are not, in a substantial sense, locative
verbs. All locative verbs share a concern with potential contents and containers: some are
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explicit in encoding the container corresponding to the goal of the transfer ifill, load); others are
explicit in encoding the container corresponding to the source of the transfer (empty, clean);
and still others are non-directional, explicitly encoding the goal or the source or both (jJour.
dump). What all of these verbs share, besides their expression in one or both locative fonus, is
a domain of argulnents--an argument space--which specifies (among other things) the shape,
size, and dimensionality of potential containers and the mass/count properties of potential
contents. Presumably, before a child fixes the meaning of a verb in tenns of manner or
endstate, he or she must have learned thut contents and containers are the appropriate
arguments over which to define the meaning ()f the verb.
On the other hand, it seems plausible to suggest that what the child doesn't have to know
about the meaning of the verb, before becoming sensitive to manner, is anything about the
endstate of the verb (or vice versa). As far as general constraints on verb learning are
concerned, the manner with which a content changes location and the endstate of a container
are probably independent "dimensions" of verb meaning; there is certainly no principled basis
for their dependence. In the case of particular verbs (e.g., stuff), however, !Ilanner and
endstate may be quite interdependent. To test the association of manner and endstate sensitivity
with regard to fill, we constructed 2 x 2 contingency tables in which subjects were scored as
either sensiti\1e or insensitive to the pouring manner and either sensitive or insensitive to the full
endstate (depending on their whether or not they always chose the full container over the 3/4-
full container). -fable 12 lists the nUlnber of subjects, within each age group, falling jnto each
of the four cells of the ta,bles. The results of our tests are mix~d: we found no evidenc~ of
association between manner and endstate sensitivity, for any of the age groups, acc()rding to
Fisher Exact t~sts; however, we found that a significant number of subjects in each age group,
accor(li!1l~ to a binomial test, were jointly sensitive to both the pouring manner and the full
endstate, but that none of the other joint criteria were satisfied by a significant number of
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children. At a minimum, therefore, children within the tested age range are often sensitive to
both manner and endstate. Yet we do not make the stronger claim that children must become
sensi~ive to the pouring manner and the full endstate at the same time, as if the endstate of
filling could only be brought about by the pouring manner.
Bias. Unlike sensitivity tests. bias tests may provide us with a sufficient condition for the
essential components of a verb's meaning: if a subject is biased towards an interpretation of a
verb's meaning (e.g., identifying the action of filling with a pouring manner, regardless of the
co-occurring endstate or the contrasting manner and endstate), then the interpretatic)n is likely 10
define an essential component of the verb's meaning. Of course, in c)rder to guarafltee the
sufficiency of bias tests, in this respect, we would have to expose subjects to contrasts which
vary every dimension that might be relevant to the meaning of a verb; otherwise, we might
miss the one essential aspect of its meaning, and our results woule! refltct merely the most
typical property, among those tested,. of the contexts in w~:ch a verb can apply. In this
experiment. we have presented subjects with two contrasts, involving variation in two
dimensions--the manner in which a substance changes location (p()uring or dripping) and the
endstate of a container (full or empty).
We interpreted the combined bias tests to yield nine possible results. If a subj~ct
consistently chose 'pouring -&- filling' over 'dripping -&- spilling' and 'pouring -&- spilling'
over 'd!ipping -&- filling', he or she was considered biased towards the pouring Olanner of
filling. In a similar way, subjects could display bias towards the dripping manner, the full
endstate, or the empty endstate. If a subject split his or her responses on the two presentations
of 'pouring -&- spilling' versus 'dripping -&- filling', but consistently chose 'pouring -&-
filling' over 'dripping -&- spilling', he or she was considered biased towards the pouring
manner and the filling endstate (indicating that more tests were needed, or perhaps that the
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subject was in the process of switching bias from one component of meaning to the other).
Similarly, subjects could display bias towards the pouring manner and the empty endstate,
towards the dripping manner and the full endstate, or towards the dripping manner and the
empty endstate. Finally, if a subject split his or her responses on the two presentations of each
contrast, he or she was considered unbiased.
In Table 12, we've tabulated the number of subjects, per age group, falling into each of the
nine outcomes of the bias tests. (For bias towards one component, the chance probabili ty of
such an outcome for a single subject is .062, and we'd expect one biased subject (out of 16) by
chance; for bias towards two components, the chance probability of such an outcome for a
single subject is .125, and we'd expect two biased subjects (out of 16) by chance.) Our results
provide a clear replication of the first experiment: a significant numher of the youngest (5 out of
16) and mid-aged children (6 out of 16) were biased towards the pouring manner of filling,
despite the fact that bias towards the full endstate was also significant for the subjects of each
age group (for groups of increasing age: 7, 6, 7, and 16 (adults) identified the action of filling
with the full endstate). Interestingly, a significant number of the oldest children (6 out of 16)
were biased towards the pouring manner and the full endstate, suggesting that they were in a
period of transition--perhaps switching their loyalties from the pouring manner to the full
endstate. Besides bias towards a pouring manner, a filling endstate,. or both, none of the other
possible outcomes was achieved by a significant nUlTlber of subjects.
This selectivity in bias, along with the ~lectivity in sensitivity reported above, supports our
conclusions from the bias tests in the first experiment. In particular, we can safely rule out the
possibility that children chose the pouring interpretation of fill (regardless of whether they
knew its meaning) simply because they liked the panels depicting pouring. lb~re are several
reasons why this interpretation of the results is untenable: first, we controlled against the
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salience of particular panels by using four different picture sets across children. Second--and
most importantly--if children performed the forced choice task on the basis of the salience of
the pictures, we wouldn't necessarily expect to find any consistent preferences in the drawings
that they chose; the salience story doesn't explain why there should be any preference for a
specific manner at all. Given these results, we must ask: why is the pouring manner so
blessed? Why didn't children like the dripping manner? The most plausible answer to these
questions is that manner, in general, plays a heavy role in children's representation of verb
meaning; and that specific manners--those which make the most "causal" sense--play a heavy
role in children's representations of the meanings of specific verbs.
One of the striking differences between the results of the bias and manner sensitivity tests is
that bias towards the pouring manner decreases significantly for the oldest children whereas
sensitivity to the pouring manner increa.s'es significantly for the oldest children. This
combination of results leads us to two conclusions. First, the bias and insensitivity of the
youngest children suggests t.hat if young children are sensitive to the pouring manner, they will
also be biased towards it. In fact. the ratio of sensitive & biased to sensitive children (for the
pouring manner) drops from 0.57 (4n) to 0.55 (519) to 0.20 (3/15) for children of increasing
age. Thus, the first assumption that many young children appear to make is that any manner to
which they are sensitive must be attributed to the meaning of the verb, an attribution that is
presumably a consequence of a general bias towards interpreting verb meaning in ternlS of the
change of location that a substance undergoes. A second conclusion is that the boundary
between the oldest and mid-aged children represents a conservative upper ceiling on the
''Iillingness of children to incorporate the pouring manner into the meaning of fill. This is a
conservative estimate because the bias tests are jointly sufficient, but not necessary t in
detennining essential components of meaning; we cannot help but underestimate the number of
older children for which the pouring manner is an essential component of the meaning of fill.
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Thus, a child may regard both the pouring manner and full endstate as essential, but when
forced to choose, sides with the full endstate or splits his response between the two. Simply
put, we have no test which tells us when--in the course of language acquisition--a cOlnponent
of meaning stops being essential to the meaning of a verb, and becomes merely typical of the
contexts to which a verb applies. Given this proviso, we can combine our bias and rnanner
sensitivity results to estimate the age mnge during which children misinterpret the meaning of
fill as having something essential io do with the (pouring) manner: we estimate that children
between 3;5 and 6;6 are likely to have incorporated the pouring manner into the meaning of fill,
given that they are sensitive to the pouring manner.
Finally, as a check on the reliability of our comprehension data, we performed a series of
binomial tests on the number of subjects, per age group, whose combined cOlnprehension
results were mutually inconsistent. All of these tests involve outcomes in which subjects
exhibited bias towards an interpretation, but no sensitivity towards that interpretation. (We
rejected tests in which subjects were sensitive to both manner or endstate, in which case any
bias might reasonably occur; we also employed the liberal criterion of endstate (in)sensitivity,
since the 3/4-full endstate, being omitted from the bias test, does not bear on the issue of
inconsistency.) The results of these tests are given in Table 12, where we find that only three
subjects (out of 64) were unreliable. None of the tests reached significance, according to the
binomial distribution, and eliminating these three subjects has no appreciable effect on any of
our findings. By way of contrast, we also list, in Table 12, the number of subjects whose
combined responses were mutually consistent. Notice that we find significant numbers of
children, per age group, for every outcome involving bias towards, and sensitivity to, the full
endstate or the pouring manner.
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Summary of Comprehension Results. We can summarize our main findings concerning
comprehension as follows. First, children of every age group were sensitive to the endstate of
filling, though the process of filling appears to be understood more easily, and before, the
endstate of filling. Second, children were also delayed in becoming sensitive to the manner of
filling; the youngest children were insensitive to the manner of filling, whereas the older
children (4;9-8;9) and adults were sensitive to the pouring manner of filling. Third, bias
towards the pouring manner was exhibited by a significant number of younger children (3;5-
6;6), but not by a significant number of the oldest children, who instead were significantly
biased towards the pouring manner and the full endstate. In addition, a significant number of
subjects of every age group were biased towards the full endstate of filling. We interpreted the
results of the bias tests to support the view that different children of the same age may assign
different weights to the manner and endstate components of verb meaning, and that some of the
oldest children may be in the process of changing their views on the meaning of fill. Fourth,
the combined sensitivity and bias tests suggest that the pouring manner is an essential
component of the meaning of fill for those children between 3;5 and 6;6 who are sensitive to
the pouring manner.
Given these results, we can offer a rough sketch of how the meaning of fill changes
throughout the course of development, and ultimately stabilizes as an adult intuition. We
assume that early on (usually before the age of our youngest children), children learn that
filling is an action which involves contents and containers--that is, which cares about the shape
and dimensionality of containers and the mass/count properties of contents. Once a child learns
that fill is a locative verb, in this sense, he or she may explore several independent
interpretations of fill. One of the first specific facts about filling that children learn is that the
action is a (directional) process; a specified content always moves into a specified container.
Although this information must ultimately be incorporated into the endstate interpretation--
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because the accomplishment of filling entails the directional process of filling--there may be a
delay before the child understands that the endstate of filling is a necessary part of the meaning
of the verb. In fact, it reasonable to suppose that some children may temporarily adopt a
"content-up" interpretation--that filling has something essential to do with raising the level of
content in a container.
A second fact about filling that some children learn is that the action involves a pouring
manner. Of course, other children may never incorporate the pouring Olanner, or any other
manner, into the meaning of the verb. But it is clear from our results that a great nun1ber of
children, roughly four to seven years of age, may take both the pourinr, manner and the full
endstate to be essential parts of the meaning of fill. Thereafter, children gradually become
biased away from the pouring manner, and eventually, aware of the fact that the pouring
manner isn't a necessary part of the action. This shift is accomplished, W~ believe, panly on
the basis of more exposure to contexts of the verb's usage (some of which don't involve
pouring), and partly on the basis of the positive input of the container locative fonn of fill and
semantically related verbs (e.g., cover, see the General Discussion).
Association. In this section, we will test the following :>rediction: that the attribution of a
?articular manner to the meaning of fill licenses the content locative Conn. I~s in Experiment 1,
we're only interested in cases of novel (non-standard) usage, since the association of standard
syntax and semantics may be transmitted to the child on the basis of positive input. The
association of syntactic and semantic errors, on the other hand, implies the use of linking
regularities. Unlike Experiment 1, we predict that sensitivity to, and not bias towards, the
pouring manner will be the best predictor offill-content production.
A 2 x 2 contingency table was constructed, with each child (per age group) contributing
one score to the table. On the semantic dimension, a child was scored as sensitive to the
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pouring manner if he or she chose pouring over dripping in both of the manner sensitivity tests;
otherwise, a child was scored as insensitive to the pouring manner. On the syntactic
dimension, a child was scored as either producing at least one fill-content fonn, or producing
no fill-content fonns. To our surprise, no significant associations were found for the separate
child groups or for the combined child group (3;5-8;9), although the Fisher Exact Test for the
mid-aged children approached significance (p < .08). The contingency tables for each child
group and for the combined child groups are presented in Table 14.
An examination of Table 14 gives us some insight into these results. We find that
sensitivity to the pouring manner of fill was a reliable predictor of fill-content production for
the youngest arid mid-aged children, but not for the oldest children; of the 16 children between
3;5 and 6;6 who were sensitive to the pouring manner, 15 produced at least onefi/I-content
form, whereas only 9 out of the 15 oldest children (who were sensitive to pouring) produced at
least one fill-content fonn. Why is it the case that six of the oldest children produce.d no content
locatives, despite the fact that they were sensitive to the pouring manner? For whatever reason,
we put aside the data for the oldest children and perfonned a post hoc test on the association of
syntax and semantics for the combined group of youngest and mid-aged children. This time,
we found a significant association according to a Fisher Exact Test (one-tailed p < .02): a child
between 3;5 and 6;6 who is sensitive to the pouring manner of filling will tend LO produce the
fill-content fonn, whereas a child between 3;5 and 6;6 who is not sensitive to the pouring
manner of filling will not tend to produce the fill-content form.
In retrospect, this result should not have been surprising. Returning to the question of why
six of the oldest children produced no content locatives, despite the fact that they were sensitive
to the pouring manner, we can offer two independent explanations based on our
comprehension and production results. First, for three of these subjects (and the one mid-aged
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Table 14
Contingency Tables per Age Group on the Association between Sensitivity to
the Pouring Manner in the Interpretation of Fill and the Occurrence of Fill-
Content Locatives
3;5-4;6:
Pouring Sensitive
Pouring Insensitive
4;9-6;6:
Pouring Sensitive
Pouring Insensitive
6;10-8;9:
Pouring Sensitive
Pouring Insensitive
Produced At Least
One Content Locative
7
6
Produced At Least
One Content Locative
8
3
Produced At Least
One Content Locative
9
1
Produced No
Content Locatives
o
3
Produced No
Content Locatives
1
4
Produced No
Content Locatives
6
o
Pouring Sensitive
Pouring Insensitive
YOUNGEST AND MIo-AGEP CHILDREN (3;5-6;6):
Produced At Least
One Content Locative
15
9
Produced No
Content Locatives
1
7
COMBINED CHn..DREN (3;5-8;9):
Pouring Sensitive
Pouring Insensitive
Produced At Least
One Content Locative
24
10
Produced No
Content Locatives
7
7
Note: Each child counted in a table contributed one score to that table. A subject was scored as
sensitive to the pouring manner if he or she always chose pouring over dripping in the
sensitivity tests.
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child who perfonned similarly), it is arguable that they regarded the pouring manner as typical,
rather than essential, of filling. This claim is consistent with the fact that none of these subjects
were biased towards the pouring manner, and with our earlier estimate (based on the combined
bias and manner sensitivity tests) that the pouring manner is an essential component of the
meaning of fill for those youngest and mid-aged children who are sensitive to it. We should
thus expect the strongest result of association for children in this age range. A second
explanation, discussed in Experiment 1, is simply that the older children have heard more
utterances of thefi/I-container fonn, which would selectively discourage older children from
uttering fill-content fonns despite any influence of linking In fact, the oldest children produced
only half as many content locatives as either the mid-aged or the youngest children.
Although we interpret the results of our tests to provide strong support for the hypothesis
that children make use of linking regularities in order to produce non-standard fonns, it does
not seem to be the case that a child who is insensitive to the pouring manner of filling must
produce only thefill-eontainer fonn. Overall, of the 17 children between 3;5 and 8;9 who were
insensitive to the pouring manner, 10 produced at least onefill-content fonn. We must explain
why these ten children appear to have violated the predicted linking of syntax and selnantics.
Our answer now, as in Experiment 1, is that we have tested merely (Jne misinterpretation of
filling; it is very plausible that some of these children 8Ie sensitive to another interpretation of
filling which licenses the content-locative fonn--for example, the content-up interpretation. (Of
the ten children who produced at least onefill-content fonn, but were insensitive to the pouring
manner, four produced at least one content locative with the particle up.)
Finally, we can point to one clear improvement in our present association test over the
association test in Experiment 1: the criterion of sensitivity picks out more of the children who
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Table IS
Contingency Tables per Age Group on the Association between Bias in the
Interpretation of Fill and the Occurrence of Fill-Content Locatives
3;5-4;6:
Pouring Bias
Full Bias
4;9-6;6:
Pouring Bias
Full Bias
6; 10-8;9:
Pouring Bias
Full Bias
COMBINED CHILDREN (3;5-8;9):
Pouring Bias
Full Bias
Produced At Least
One Content Locative
5
6
Produced At Least
One Content Locative
.5
4
Produced At Least
One Content Locative
1
4
Produced At Least
One Content Locative
11
14
Produced No
Content Locatives
o
1
Produced No
Content Locatives
1
2
Produced No
Contcnt Locatives
2
3
Produced No
Content Locatives
3
6
Note: Each child counted in a table contributed one score to that table. A subject was scored as
biased towards an interpretation if he or she always chose drawings consistent with that
interpretation in the bias tests.
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producedfill-content fonns than did the criterion of bia£ (without also picking out nlore of the
younger children who produced only fill-container forms). In particular, of the 3·4 children
who produced. at least one fill-content fonn, only 10 (a miss ratio vf .29) were insensi(ive to
the pouring manner; in the bias association test of Experinlent 1, by contrast, 11 out of 19
children (who produced fill-content fonns) were biased towards ~hc full endstate (miss ratio =
.58). Funhennore, we found much the same result in this experiment: when contingency tables
were constructed with semantic levels corr~sponding to bias towards the pouring manner
versus bias towards the full endstate (see Table 15), 14 out of25 children (who pr<xlucedfil/-
content fonns) were biased towards the full endstate (miss ratio = .56). As expected on the
basis of the selective shift of frequency in the cells of thtse tables, we found no association of
syntax and semantics according to Fisher E:.<act tests.
In conclusion, the evidence from our "case study" of fill strengthens our cCJl1cJus ions from
Experiment 1: that children make syntactic errors in verb learning; that children Illake semantic
errors in verb learning; and ttat the syntactic and semantic err()rs are associated with one
another. In particular, we have shown that children between 3;5 and 6;6 who are sensitive to
tile pouring manner of filling are likely to have incofJ.x>rated that manner int.o the n'leaning of the
verb, and we found that sensitivity to the pouring manner--within this age range-··is a~,sociated
with production of the fill-content form. We conclude that misinterpretations of particular
verbs, coupled with universal linking regulatities, may account for the occurrencle of the
syntactic errors. More generally, by improving upon the method in Experiment 1, we were able
to understand more about how the meaning and syntax of a verb changes throughout the course
of development
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Experiments 1 and 2 focused on English locative verbs in the process of being acquired. A
complimentary approach, which we used in the following four experi.nents, is to look at the
"fast mapping" of novel (i.e., made-up) verbs: we taught children and adults novel verbs in a
neutral syntax (e.g., this is mooping), and then tested their willingness to encode the content or
container as the direct object of the verb. By varying whether, and how, the, content or the
container is affected in the meaning of a verb, we assessed whether, and under what
circumstances, subjects can induce th~ syntactic privileges of a verb on t.he basis of its
meaning. We predict that cllildren and adults should produce relatively Inore content locatives
for those verbs in which the content changes location in a particular manner, and relatively
more container locatives for those verbs in which the container changes state in a panicular
way.
S,ubjects. Forty-eight children and sixteen adults, all native speakers of English living in the
Boston area, participated in the study. The children fell equally into three age groups, roughly
comparable to tt,ose of Experiment 2: sixteen between 3;4 and 4;5 (mean 3; 11); sixteen
between 4;7 and 5; 11 (mean 5; 1); and sixteen betlveen 6;5 and 8;6 (mean 7;5). (Eight children,
who failed to understand the taught verbs or were otherwise confused, distracted, or shy, were
replaced in the design.) The children were drawn from middle-.class day-care and after-sch<x>l
programs in Newton, Needham, and Watertown. The adults were MIT students, ranging in
age from roughly 18 to 22 years, and were paid for their participation.
Materials. In the priming/pretesting phase of the experiment, we used a cup and some
(loose) marbles. In the remainder of the experiment, we endeavored to discourage subjects
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from making rote responses by using two separate pairs of materials, each consisting of a
surface/container and some content: an 8" square piece of felt ~nd a sealed packet (clear plastic
bag) of pennies; and an 8" square piece of plastic and a sealed packet of marbles. During the
teaching and testing phases of the experiment, the current surface was placed on a wooden
stand, which was constructed so that one side provided suppon for the entire surface whereas
the other side provided support only for the perimeter of the surface.
T,"I() verb meanings were created using the same pairs of materials: in the manner
condition, a packet of content was moved to a (SUppoI1ed) surface in a zig-zagging manner; in
the endstate condition, a surface canle to sag down, as the result of the content being rnoved (ill
11 nondescript fashh.>n) to the unsupponed surface. By using the same pairs of materials for
both actions (within subject), we insured that any difference in a subject's performan~e for
these actions W8£ not due to the salience of the materials tll~mselves.
Corresponding to these two novel actions were two steins, pilk and keal. The combination
of meanings and stems into verbs was counterbalanced across subjects in an age group.
Procedure. The procedure consisted of a priming/pretesting phase, a teaching phase for
eech novel verb, and a proouction test for each novel verb. Subjects were tested in a single (20-
minute) session by two experimenters (one eliciting responses; the other observing) in an area
as free as possible from potential distractions. For the children, each novel verb ~Nas introduced
as a puppet word by a puppet, the second word being introduced by a flew puppet
After being introduced to all of the physical materials in the study (except the stand),
subjects were pretested on, and primed with, locative forms of p()ur and fill. The pretesting
consisted of asking subjects (unfocused) queries about actions of pouring and filling, and
recording whether they encoded the content or container as the direct object of the verb. The
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syntactic priming consisted of subsequently giving subjects feedback on the pretesting--
modelinl~ the full content locative of pour and the full container locative of fill. We included
pretestirlg as a miniature replication of the production test in Experiments 1 and 2; we included
the prirning to help anent our subjects towards the domain of locativt.~ verbs.
Fe,r example, the experimenter would use the following script: lido you know the wordfill?
... when I do this (as experimenter moves marbles, a few at a time, into a cup) ... and it ends
up like that (as experimenter finishes filling the cup with marbles) ... it's calledjilling." The
experimenter presented this action and utterance three times. After the third presentation, the
eXIJerimenter asked the subject, "using the word fill, can you tell me what I'm doing?" As in
Experiments 1 and 2, we tested production at three levels of response, if necessary: in those
c,ases where the query failed to elicit an unarnbiguous direct object, we followed up with the
secondary prompt "filling what?"; in those cases where th~ secondary prompt failed to elicit an
unambiguous response, we followed up with the tertiary prompt "filling the cup or filling the
marbles?" (with the order of choices balanced across subjects in an age group). Regardless of
the subject's final response, the experimenter modeled a full container locative of fill, "I'm
filling the cup with marbles," and had the subject repeat the sentence. The pretesting and
priming were perfonned for both pour andfill, with order balanced across subjects within an
age group.
Each subject was then taught two novel verbs. one specifying a particular C11anner (zig-
zagging) and the other specifying a particular endstatt (sagging). The verbs were taught and
elicited one at a time, with the order of verb meaning balanced across subjects in an age group.
The experimenter began by introducillg (or having a puppet introduce) the phonetic foml of the
verb: "can you say keat (Pilk)? .. say keat (Pilk)." Thereafter, the teaching phase consisted of
showing the subject, and having the subject act out, positive and negative instances of the
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verb's Ineaning. In a typical round of teaching, for the endstate verb, the experimenter would
say to a subject: "let me show you what keating is ... when I do this (as experimenter moves a
packet of marbles towards an unsupported piece of plastic in a nondescript manner) ... and it
ends up like that (as experimenter places the packet of marbles onto the piece of plastic, causing
the plastic to sag) ... it's called teating." The experimenter then repeated this positive
illustration once, before giving a negative model: "now let me show you something that's not
keating ... when I do this (as experimenter moves a packet of marbles towards a supported
piece of plastic) ... and it ends up like that (as experimenter places the packet of marbles onto
the piece of plastic, the end result being no change in the shape or confonnation of the surfac.e)
... it's not called keating." After thus presenting the subject with two positive and one negative
example of keating, the experimenter then asked the subject to act out one positive ("can you
show me what keating is?) and one negative ("can you show me sOlnething that's not
keating?tt) instance of keating. If children failed to grasp the meaning of the verb, the
experimenter repeated a positive model and a positive comprehension quet:', using the same
pair of materials. We note that the use of negative models and queries was rarely a source of
confusion, and generally helped children to focus on the intended regularity in nlanner or
endstate.
For the manner meaning, the same procedure for teaching was used. In the positive model
of the manner meaning, the experimenter moved a packet of content to\vards the surface in a
zig-zagging manner, ultimately placing the content onto the (supported) surface; in the negative
example, by contrast, the content was moved in a bouncing manner. One difference between
the manner and endstate conditions involved the linguistic context of the two verb types. For
the endstate verb, the linguistic context read, "when I do this ... and it ends up like that ... It; for
the manner verb, "when I do this ... and it ends up over there ... It In both cases, we used the
linguistic context to encourage children to consider the whole of the action (cf. the linguistic
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context for describing the two-panel drawings in Experiment 1). The difference between the
two conditions, and in particular the use of "it ends up over there", was prompted by the
propensity for children (in pilot testing) to disregard the involvement of the surface/container
when acting out the manner verb. (In retrospect, it may have been wiser to use the same
linguistic context in both conditions, but we note that both the content and container are
referred to in the manner script--hence, we did not introduce a oon-semant;c bias for the subject
to associate the manner action with either the content or container. Of course, inducing in the
subject a semantic construal of the event--for example, that the marbles move to the surface in a
particular manner--was precisely the purpose of the teaching phase.)
The teaching protocol, as described above, was repeated for the second pair of materials
(i.e., the packet of pennies and the piece of felt). Both pairs of materials were used in the
teaching and testing of each verb meaning, with the sequence of materials switched for the
second verb (within subject) and balanced across subjects within an age group. (Note: several
of the children offered spontaneous definitions for the verbs, which inspired us to elicit
"definitions" after the second round of comprehension queries (Le., by asking, "why is this
(not) keating?") from 20 of the children. The descriptions of the endstate verb were often
informative, and will be discussed below.)
After teaching a novel verb to a subject, we tested the ability of the subject to produce
locative fonns with that verb. The elicitation technique here was similar to that of Experiment
1. (Experiments 3 and 4 predate the revised technique used in Experiment 2.) Subjects were
asked two focused queries, one which focused the content (in one pair of materials) and one
which focused the container (in the other pair of materials). To make sure that a subject was
attending to the novel action with a particular pair of materials, the experimenter always
preceded a production query with a final positive comprehension query. Thus, after finishing
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the teaching phase with the second pair of materials, the experimenter would switch back to the
original pair of materials, run a final comprehension check ("can you show me what keating
is?"), and then pose (e.g.) i\ content-topic query: "what are these called? ... (experimenter waits
for, or supplies if necessary, the response of marbles); say keating ... (experimenter waits for
response); can you tell me, with the word keating, what I'm doing with the marbles (as
experimenter perfonns action)?" The experimenter would then re-introduce the second set of
materials with a quick comprehension test, and pose the other (e.g., container-topic) query. As
in the pretesting and previous experiments, we tested production at three levels of response, if
necessary. (The order of choices in the tertiary query was balanced within subject.)
The second verb was taught and tested with the same protocol as the first. Besides
switching the order of material pairs for the second verb, Y.:e also switched the order of query
topics so that the full sequence of query topics was either content-container-container-content
or container-content-content-container. Both of these switches, in unison, guaranteed th~t the
same two items (i.e., marbles and felt or pennies and plastic) were focused for both verbs,
within subject. This is an important precaution: because of the lack of any syntactic infonnation
about the new verb available to a subject, we ~anted to make sure that the focusing of different
materials (with potentially different salience) in the production task could not account for any
differences in a subject's performance for the two verb meanings. Furthermore, the
combination of verb meaning, query-topic order, and material order was counterbalanced
across subjects within an age group.
Scoring. The responses to the pretesting and testing were scored according to whether the
direct object corresponded to the content or container in the performed action. We used the
conventions and protocol in the Scoring Section of Experiment 1 for determining whether or
not the use of a pronoun (e.g., filling it) was ambiguous. Responses which were
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undecipherable or which included no specification of the direct object were coded as other. As
in Experiment 1, responses were also scored according to the level of response (1 0 , 20 , 3°) and
according to whether oblique objects and/or particles were also uttered.
Unlike the previous experiments with English verbs, children in this experiment were much
more prone to reson to familiar tenns when confronted with a novel action and verb. We
therefore recorded any relevant speech uttered during the session, including any (spontaneous
or elicited) descriptions of the novel actions offered by the subjects during the teaching phase
of the experiment, and any spontaneous substitution of English verbs for the novel ones being
elicited during the testing phase of the experiment.
Design. We employed a 2 x 2 x 4 factorial design with the within-subject factors of Verb
Meaning (manner vs. endstate) and Query Topic (content vs. container), and the between-
subjects factor of Age Group (3;4-4;5 vs. 4;7-5; 11 vs. 6;5-8;6 vs. adult). The dependent
variable was the prcponion of trials in which either the content or container was encoded as
direct object.
Results and Discussion
In discussing our results, we will address two questions. First, did children and adults
produce relatively more content locatives for the novel manner verb, and relatively more
container locatives for the novel endstate verb? Second, did children generally prefer the
content locative to the container locative (as they did in Experiment 1), and if so, why?
The proportion of trials in which subjects produced content and container locatives as a
function of verb meaning, query topic, and age group are presented in Table 16. A measure of
greater transparency (and less redundancy), however, is the difference between these
proportions for a given subject. Unlike the elicitation of genuine English non-alternators, we
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are not interested }tere in the occurrence or non-occurrence of incorrect fonns. Why not? Dontt
we predict that the manner verb should only be produced in the content-locative form, and that
the endstate verb should only be produced in the container-locative fonn? Ideally, yes--but it
must be recognized that the demands of this experiment are far from ideal. We are asking
subjects to use a verb which they have never heard modeled before. Furthennore, we are
expecting a syntactic difference ~tween two verbs taught back-to-back to the same subject
with the same materials. For these reasons, and because our production task approximated a
forced choice procedure, we put more faith in a measure of relative production that we have
called (in Experiment 1) the preference score--the proportion of trials in which a content
locative is produced minus the proportion of trials in which a container locative is produced.
Preference scores range from +1.0 (a strong preference for content locatives) to -1.0 (a strong
preference for container locatives). Mean preference scores are listed in Table 17 as a function
of verb meaning, query topic, and age group.
We perfonned an Analysis of Variance on the mean preference score, with the within-
~ubject variables of Verb Meaning and Query Topic and the between-subjects variable of Age
Group. We found significant main effects for verb meaning and (luery topic, a marginal
interaction between verb meaning and query topic, and a marginal main effect for age group.
Wetll discuss these findings, and relevant follow-up analyses, in tum.
On the basis of the main effect of verb meaning, we can answer our first question in the
affmnative: subjects had a significantly greater preference score (Le., produced relatively more
content locatives than container locatives) for the novel manner verb (M = 0.77) than for the
novel endstate verb (M =0.34), F(I, 60) = 21.50, p < .001. This main effect was also
observed for responses to the primary query (Mmnr = 0.30, Mend = 0.12, F(I, 60) =6.50, p
< .02), arguing that the effect is a reflection of genuine syntactic knowledge. Within age group,
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Table 16
Proportion of Trials in which Content and Container Locatives of Novel Verbs
were Produced as a Function of Meaning, Query Topic, and Age Group
AGE GROUP
MEANING-FORM
3;4-4;5 4;7-5;11 6;5-8;6 Adult
Manner
Content Locatives
Content-Topic Query 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88
Conrainer-Topic Query 0.88 0.94 0.69 0.62
Mean 0.94 (6/l4/O) 0.97 (8(13/0) 0.84 (17/10/0) 0.75 (20/4/0)
Conrainer Locatives
Content-Topic Query 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06
Container-Topic Query 0.12 0.06 0.31 0.31
Mean 0.06 (2/0/0) 0.03 (0/1/0) 0.16 (5~/O) 0.19 (6/0/0)
Endstale
Content Locatives
Content-Topic Query 0.94 0.88 0.75 0.69
Conrainer-Topic Query 0.56 0.69 0.38 0.44
Mean 0.75 (7/17/0) 0.78 (12/13/0) 0.56 (Iln/O) 0.56 (16/2/0)
Conrainer Locatives
Content-Topic Query 0.06 0.12 0.19 0.31
Container-Topic Query 0.38 0.31 0.62 0.56
Mean 0.22 (4/3/0) 0.22 (3/4/0) 0.41 (1013/0) 0.44 (14/0/0)
Note: The numerals in parentheses correspond to the frequencies of locatives produced at the IOflo/3° level of
response.
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Table 17
Mean Preference Score for Novel Verbs as a Function of Meaning, Query
Topic, and Age Group
AGE GROUP
MEANING
3;4-4;5 4;7-5;11 6;5-8;6 Adult
Manner
Content-Topic Query 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.81
Container-Topic Query 0.75 0.88 0.38 0.31
Mean 0.88 0.94 0.69 0.56
Endstate
Content-Topic Query 0.88 0.75 0.56 0.38
Container-Topic Query 0.19 0.38 -0.25 -0.12
Mean 0.53 0.56 0.16 0.12
Note: Mean preference score was calculated by subtracting the mean proportion of trials in which container
locatives were produced from the mean propMion of trials in which content locatives were produced.
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we found a significant effect of verb meaning for the :nid-aged children (Mmnr =0.94, Mend
=0.56, F(I, 15) =5.87, p < .03), the oldest children (Mmnr =0.69, Mend = 0.16, F(I, 15) =
6.31, P < .03), and the adults (Mmnr = 0.56, Mend =0.12, F(l, 15) = 5.79, p < .03), and a
marginally significant effect of verb meaning for the youngest children (Mmnr =0.88, Mend =
0.53, F(I, 15) = 3.85, p < .07). (The smaller effect of verb meaning for the youngest children
is the artifact of a ceiling effect; see the analysis by verb order below.) The effect also held for
the responses to the primary query for the oldest children (marginally: Mmnr = 0.38, Mend =
0.03, F(I, 15) = 4.13, p < .06) and adults (Mmnr =0.44, Mend = 0.06, F(l, 15) = 4.66, p <
.05).
These results show that subjects of every age used the meanings of the novel verbs to
predict a difference in their syntactic privileges. In fact, we can cite a strong reason why the
present findings undoubtedly underestimate the ability of English speakers to make use of
linking regularities. Although the design of this experiment is powerful in that verb meaning is
varied within subject, the drawback is that strong set effects influenced the behavior of the
subjects. In the light of the similarity of the actions and materials, it is remarkable that our
subjects overcame the great temptation either to respond consistently with the content (or
container) or to repeat back the topic of the query in a mechanical fashion. The systematic
deviation from these patterns that we found is difficult to explain without invoking the linking
regularities. But furthennore, we can document the influence of the set effects by analyzing the
production of novei verbs as a function of verb order; set effects should wash out the effects of
verb meaning for the second verb taught and tested. (Note: in the analysis of the initial two
trials, Verb Meaning becomes a between-subjects factor.) And this is precisely what we find:
for the manner verb, the preference score shows a marginally significant drop from the first
order (M = 0.88) to the second order (M = 0.66, F(l, 56) = 3.85, p < .06); whereas for the
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endstate verb, the preference score shows a significant rise from the first order (M = 0.16) to
the second order (M = 0.53, F( 1, 56) = 4.26, p < .05). l'hus, the effect of verb meaning is
reduced from a highly significant value for the frrst order (Mdifference = 0.72, F( 1, 56) =
21.59, p < .oo}) to a nonsignificant value for the second order (Mdifjerence = 0.12, F(I, 56)
= 0.73, p ,:a .40). In addition, we note that the preference score for the manner verb in the first
order was at ceiling (M = 1.(0) for the youngest and mid-aged children, accounting for the
apparent reduction in the effect of verb meaning for these children. Mean preference scores are
listed in Table 18 as a function of verb meaning, query topic, age group, and verb order.
The fact that there is a highly significant effect of verb meaning (on initial as well as
combined trials) shows that children and adults can use affectedness to predict some syntactic
difference between verbs. We would like to d~monstrate, Inoreover, that the observed syntactic
difference corresponds to the discrete syntactic judgments that adults ultimately make about
non-alternating verbs like pour andjil/. In other words, although we don't predict--for reasons
given above--that the manner and endstate verbs should only be produced in content and
container locatives, respectively, our case would be strengthened if the manner and endstate
verbs were produced more often in content and container locatives, respectively. The problem
here, however, is that subjects did not prefer to link the container argument of the endstate verb
to the direct object position. An examination of Tables 17 and 18 reveals that the mean
preference score for the endstate verb was negative only once--in initial trials for the adult
group (M = -0.38); and even here, this preference score was not significantly less than zero
according to a two-tailed I-test against zero (t(7) =-1.43, p ;::: .20). Otherwise. the preference
score was consistently positive in initial (and combined) trials. In a series of planned two-tailed
t-tests, no other preference scores for the endstate verb in initial trials were significantly
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Table 18
Mean Preference Score for Novel Verbs as a Function of Meaning, Query
Topic, Age Group, and Verb Order
AGE GROUP
3;4-4;5 4;7-5;11 6;5-8;6 Adult
tSTORDER
Manner Meaning
Content-Topic Query 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.75
Container-Topic Query 1.00 1.00 0.75 0.50
Mean 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.62
Endstate Meaning
Content-Topic Query 0.75 0.50 0.62 0.00
Container-Topic Query 0.38 0.25 -0.50 -0.75
Mean 0.56 0.38 0.06 -0.38
2ND ORDER
Manner Meaning
Content-Topic Query 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88
Container-Topic Query 0.50 0.75 r.no 0.12
Mean 0.75 0.88 0.50 0.50
Endstate Meaning
Content-Topic Query 1.00 1.00 0.50 0.75
Container-Topic Query 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.50
Mean 0.50 0.75 0.25 0.62
Note: Mean preference score was calculated by subtracting the mean proportion of trials in which container
locatives were produced from the mean proportion of trials in which content locatives were produced.
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different from zero. (Note that the preference score was significantly greater than zero in
combined trials for the youngest children (M = 0.53, t(15) = 3.44, P < .(05) and rnid-ageti
children (M = 0.56, t(15) =3.09, p < .01); however, the analysis of responses in the initial
trials is obviously more appropriate in tests of ab~olute preference against zero, given the set
effects discussed above). By contrast, all of the preference scores for the manner verb in initia!
(and combined) trials were significantly greater than zero: Myng ,1st = 1.00; Mmid,/st = 1.00;
Mold,lst = 0.88, t(7) = 7.00, p < .001; Madt,lst =0.62,1(7) =2.38, p < .05).
Why is it the case that subjects did not prefer the container-locative Conn of the endstate
verb? Our endstate condition--in which the experimenter placed the content onlO an
unsupported surface, causing the surface to sag--was chosen because it seemingly involves the
particular way in which a surface changes state, but not the particular manner in which some
content changes location. By hypothesis, then, the container-locative fonn of the endstate verb
should be preferred. We have independent reasons to believe, however, that subjects were
sometimes confused by the complexity of the endstate action, and that some of them may have
attributed a particular manner to the "endstate" verb. (Of course, we would be guilty of circular
reasoning if we simply took the preference score as a metric of which entity is affected in the
meaning of a verb.) One likely source for a manner interpretation of the sagging action quickly
became apparent to us during the course of our testing: although we designed the content to
sink into the unsupported surface by virtue its weight alone, the experimenter often had to
nudge the content into the unsupported surface in order to initiate the sagging. Our guess is that
children were as sensitive to this impetus as they were to anything else about this conlplex
action. (In fact, the interaction of the content and the container in this action probably makes it
more akin to stuDing than to sagging).
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In support of the claim that the endstate action was too complex and equivocal in
interpretation, we analyzed children's responses in those 16 cas~s (out of 48) where they gave
some unambiguous indication (via the utterance of English verbs, Ilouns, or adjectives) of
whether they were interpreting the sagging action in tenns of the content, the container, or
both. (We were fastidious about eliminating from consideration references to actions such as
putting, going down, and even squishing, which are vague or ambiguous in what they could
tell us about the child's interpretation of the novel verb.) Of these 16, we found that 10 focused
on the ccntent--most often, whether the content (with or without the container) was going or
hanging down (M10 = 0.55). Of the remaining 6 children, most interpreted the action in tenns
of the shape of the container (e.g., the plastic was "bent down" or "made crinkly"; M6 = 0.17).
In addition, several of the children were distracted by the stand used in perfomling this action.
By contrast, we found much less variation in the children's interpretation of the manner action.
Of the 21 children who provided commentary on the manner action, they invariably
characterized it as involving some manner in which the content moved--such as waving, zig-
zagging, swinging, or shaking (versus hopping, jumping, or bouncing for the negative
model).
Berause the stuffing/sagging action was subject to various interpretations--involving the
affectedness of either the content or the container--it is therefore quite plausible, albeit post-
hoc, to suppose that subjects should have shown no absolute preference for either the content-
or container-locative fonn of the verb. In addition, we suggest that the effect of verb nleaning
might have been even greater had we invented a purer, simpler endstate verb. In Experinlent 4,
we shall take up the challenge of inventing such a verb, and thereby attenlpting to show an
absolute preference for the container-locative fonn of the verb, as well as a larger effect of verb
meaning.
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Returning to Ollf analysis of variance, we also found a highly significant main effect of
query topic, according to which subjects produced relatively more content locatives when the
content was the topic of the query (M =0.80) than when the container was the topic of the
query (M = 0.31, F(I, 60) = 32.50, p < .(01). This effect shows, as in our previous
experiments, the predictable influence of discourse topic on the subjects' choice of d: reet
object. We also found an interaction between query topic and verb meaning, indicating that the
effect of query topic is greater in the sagging/stuffing condifion than in the manner condition.
Although this interaction was only marginally significant in the original ANOVA (p < .09), it
was highly significant in an ANDVA on initial (first order~ trials (for the manner condition,
Mcontent-topic =0.94, Mcontainer-topic =0.81; for the sagging/stuffing condition, Mcontent-
topi,· = 0.47, Mcontainer-topic =-0.16; F(I, 56),p < .01). As these preference scores show,
this interaction is the consequence of a ceiling effect.
The last finding in our original ANOVA is a main effect of age group, marginally
significant at p < .07 (F(3, 60) = 2.57), which indicates that subjects of different age produc,~d
different proportions of content and container locatives: for subjects of increasing age, the
mean preference scores were 0.70, 0.75, 0.42, and 0.34 (adults), respectively. Treating the
adult preference score as the standard, we performed a series of two-tailed I-tests on th,~
difference in preference score between age groups. We found that the youngest (1(30) = 1.H~ol
P < .07) and mid-aged children (t(30) = 2.00, p < .06), but not oldest children, produced
(marginally) relatively more content locatives than the adults. Virtually identical I-test results
(rounded to hundredths) were found for the youngest and mid-aged children when tested
against the oldest children, indicating that the oldest children patterned with the adults. The
finding that the youngest and mid-aged children prefer the cont.·'lt locative, relative to oldest
children and adults, was confirmed for the initial trials, where the range of preference scores is
broader, and the trend for younger subjects to have greater preference scores appears to be
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roughly linear (with respect to the rnean age of the children): for groups with increasing mean
ages of 3;11,5;1,7;5, and adult, the mean preference scores were 0.78, 0.69, 0.47, and 0.12,
respectively (F(3, 56) =3.55, P < .02). Again treating the adult preference score (based on
initial trials) as the standard, we found that the youngest (t(28) = 2.90, P < .01) and mid-aged
children (/(28) = 2.28, p < .05), but not oldest children, produced significantly more content
locatives than the adults. We also perfonned a contrast analysis on the hypothesis that the mean
preference score of the child groups is an inverse linear function of mean age. The weights
used in the analysis were calculated from the (unrounded) mean ages to be 3 (youngest), 1
(mid-aged), and -4 (oldest). The test results were not significant (F(I, 42) = 1.26, J) > .25).
These results bear directly on our second question, of whether children generally preferred
the content locative to the container locative: children between 3;4 and 5; 11 did indeed show a
preference for content locatives relative to older children and adults. This finding is of course
reminiscent of the overgeneration of the fill-content fonn that we observed in Experiments 1
and 2, and raises the question of how the same children performed in the pretesting. The
results of the pretesting, presented in 1'able 19, replicate the relevant finding from Experiment
1: that children are prone to overgenerate the content locative of fill, but not the container
locative to pOL!r. Eighteen children out of 48 (38%) produced the fill-content fonn (11, 3, and 4
from groups of children of increa~ingage), whereas none of the children produced the pour-
container fonn. Adults made no errors with ~ither pour or fill, as expected. The proportion of
trials in which children made syntactic errors with fill is conlparable in this pretesting (M =
0.38) to the error rates from Experiments 1 (M =0.47) and 2 (M = ().42); the higher yield in
those extended tests is undoubtedly due to the focusing provided by the queries (versus none in
the pretest).
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Table 19
Proportion of Pretest Trials in which Content and Container Locatives of Pour
and Fill were Produced as a Function of Age Group
AGE GROUP
VERB-FORM
3;4-4;5 4;7-5;11 6;5-8;6 Adult
POUT
Content Locatives 1.00 (2/14/O) 1.00 (5/1110) 1.00 (9nlO) 1.00 (15/1/0)
Container Locatives 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fill
Content Locatives 0.69 (4n/O) 0.19 (1/2/0) 0.25 (1/3/0) 0.00
Container Locatives 0.31 (2/3/0) 0.81 (8/5/0) 0.75 (9f310) 1.00 (15/1/0)
Note: The numerals in parentheses correspond to the frequencies of locatives produced at the 1°/2°/3° level of
response.
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Finally, let us consider the question of why the younger children show a preference for
content locatives relative to older children and adults. At the outset, we can at least r~le out any
account based solely on the distribution of locatives in the language (e.g., Bowerman) 1982).
On such an account we would not expect the effect of verb meaning that we found; children of
a certain age would most plausibly overgeneralize the dominant fonn in a domain (e.g., content.
locatives) on the basis of a shallow, easily learnable semantic distinction, such as that between
contents and containers. They would not necessarily be sensitive to finer-grained semantic
distinctions which pertain to the affectedness of an entity in the meaning of a verb. (Strictly
speaking, the distributional account is consistent with the data presented here if one makes the
unlikely assumption that the effect of age group and the effect of verb meaning arise from two
conflicting mechanisms for lexicosyntactic productivity--involving the distribution of fOrolS in
a language and Object Affectedness, respectively.)
Alternatively, we shall assume that one mechanism for productivity--involving the linking
rule of Object Affectedness--must be used to explain the verb meaning effect. Once this
Dlechanism is assumed, we shall argue (as we have heretofore) that the younger children's
relative preference for content locatives falls out of general considerations of the nature of the
child's developing cognitive and perceptual systems. Specifically, a perceptual/cognitive
manner bias, in conjunction with Object Affectedness, might be the source of both the
Qvergeneralization of content locatives to established verbs such as fi/I and the extension of
content locatives to novel verbs such as our zig-zagging and sagging/stuffing inventions. The
crucial similarity between filling and stuffing/sagging, we think, is that in both cases there is a
"nucleus" of a manner for children to latch onto; as we saw in the case offill, this nucleus nlay
be a characteristic, not essential, component of meaning in the adult's semantic representation
of th,.. verb. Similarly, younger children may have been especially sensitive to the (regular)
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stuffing manner of the sagging/stuffing action, and on the basis of the linking rule, produced
content locatives of the corresp<>nding verb. Their relative preference for content locatives,
therefore, would result from the production of content locatives for both novel verbs. In favor
of this explanation, we note tha.t adults and oldest kids in this experiment pattern together--
reminiscent of our finding in experiment 2 that bias begins to fade, at least with respect to fill,
around the age of 7.
In summary, we found that children and adults, in using verbs which they have never
heard modeled before, show systematic differences in the syntactic privileges that they assign
to the verbs: they produced relatively more content locatives for the lniinner verb, designed to
specify the particular manner in which a content changed location, and relatively more container
locatives for the endstate verb, designed to specify the particular endstate of a container which
resulted from an action. We concluded that the ability of subjects to predict these syntactic
privileges implicated the linking regularity of Object Affectedness. One problem with this
interpretation, however, was that subjects did not show an absolute preferenc~ in linking the
container argument of the endstate verb to the direct object position. In this case, we argued
that the endstate action was too complex and equivocal in interpretation, possibly resulting in
the lack of a clear syntactic preference for the verb, and we predicted that the teaching of a
purer, simpler endstate verb might enable subjects to choose its container-locative fornl with
more consistency. Finally, we found that younger children preferred content locatives relative
to older children and adults. We argued that this result was similar to the selective
overgeneration of the content locative to fill in the pretesting and in earlier experiments, and we
suggested that a general manner bias, in conjunction ",ith Object Affectedness, might be the
source of both syntactic preferences.
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Experiment 4
The prinlary purpose of this experiment is to teach children and adults a "pure" endstate
verb--one in which subjects could not possibly infer a particular manner from the means by
which the endstate of a container is achieved. We present each subject with an action in which
the change of state of a container is not only very salient (i.e., a color change), but also
"causally isolated" from the preceding change in the location of the content (i.e., the proximal
cause of the state change is chemical, and thus not observable). If the means of a salient state
change were opaque, we reasoned, subjects would be unable or unwilling to infer a particular
manner from the presentation of the action. Consequently, we predict that subjects should
show an absolute preference for the container-locative fonn of the endstate verb, as well as a
larg~ye effect of verb meaning.
In addition, we take a new, complimentary approach to the details of design. The major
changes include: the use of interchangeable contents and containers (so that we could balance
their pairing); the use of two possible manners and endstates (so that the identification of
affected entities would not be susceptible to properties peculiar to anyone manner or endstate);
and the focusing of each material (content or container) once and only once during each session
(so that we might lessen the influence of set effects due to focusing the same two materials for
both verbs, as in Experiment 3).
Method
Subjects. Fony-eight children and sixteen adults, all native speakers of English living in the
Boston area, participated in the study. The children fell into three age groups corresponding
closely to those in Experiment 3: sixteen between 3;5 and 4;5 (mean 3; 10); sixteen between 4;7
and 5;8 (mean 5;1); and sixteen between 6;7 and 8;5 (mean 7;3). {One child was replaced in the
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design for being unresponsive in the pnxluction task; three children were replaced in the design
due to experimenter error, or to a difficulty with the materials.) The chi~dr(~nwere drawn from
middle-class day-care and after-school programs in Cambridge, Newt.on, Needham, and
Watertown. The adults were MIT undergraduates, ranging ill age from roughly 18 to 22 years,
and were paid for their participation. (One adult was replaced in the design due to his color-
blindness.)
Materials. As in Experiment 3, each subject made use of two separa.te sets of materials,
although in this experiment the pairing of interchangeable objects (contents) and surfaces
(containers) was balanced across subjects in an age group. The surface was either a 2-3" x 4-5"
piece of (absorbent) paper or a 2-3" x 4-5" piece of felt; the object was either a I" square piece
of sponge or a cotton ball. The materials being currently used were always damp to the touch:
the surface was saturated with cabbage juice; the object was saturated wit)l either water, lemon
juice, or a baking-soda solution (in water). (Before each performance of an action, the surface
was placed in a tray in order to contain the liquids. After each perfonnance, the used object and
surface were discarded, the tray was wiped dry, and a new pair of rnaterials was introduced,
depending upon the next procedure.) In addition, we used a Cltp and some marbles, as in
Experiment 3, in the priming/pretesting phase of the experiment. (Note: the priming/pretesting
materials were not used again in the main conditions, as they were in the previous experiment;
we thereby precluded the (slight) possibility of capitalizing on the heightened salience of the
marbles in subsequent pnxluction testing.)
Two verb meanings were created using pairs of materials. In the endstate condition, the
surface changed culor in an acid-base reaction from purple (the color of unadulterated cabbage
juice) to either pink (when an object saturated with lemon juice was moved to the surface) or
green (when an object saturated with baking-soda solution was moved to the surface). Within
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subject, the endstate was always the same; across subjects, the endstate was pink as often as it
was green. In the manner condition, an object was moved to a surface in a particular manner,
either zig-zagging or bouncing. Within subject, the manner was always the same; across
subjects, the manner was zig-zagging as often as it was bouncing. The surface in this condition
was saturated with cabbage juice and the object was saturated with water; no color change
resulted from their interaction. As in tile previous experiment, our use of the same pairs of
materials for both actions (within subject) insured that any difference in a subject's
perfonaance for these actions was not due to the salience of the materials themselves. One
modification here is our use of two possible manners and endstates across subjects, so that the
identification of affected entities would not be susceptible to properties peculiar to anyone
manner of motion or color change. In addition, we counterbalanced the four possible pairings
of objects and surfaces (paper-sponge; paper-conon ball; felt-sponge; felt-cotton ball) with verb
meaning so that each pairing of object and surface occurred as often in the manner condition as
it did in the endstate condition, across the subjects in an age group.
Corresponding to these two novel actions were two stems, moop and keat. We thought that
it might be easier for young children to pronounce moop and to keep it distinct from keat
(versus pilk, used in Experiment 3). The combination of meanings and stems into verbs was
counterbalanced across subjects in an age group.
Procedure. The procedure used in this experiment is virtually the same as that of
Experiment 3. It consisted of a priming/pretesting phase, a teaching phase for each novel verb,
and a production test for each novel verb. Subjects were tested in a single (20-minute) session
by two experimenters (one eliciting responses; the other observing) in an area as free as
possible from potential distractions. For the children, each novel verb was introduced as a
puppet word by a puppet, the second word being introduced by a new puppet.
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After being inti ,xluced to all of the physical materials in the study (not including the
cabbage juice, the w:tter, the lemon juice, the baking-sooa solution, or the tray), subjects were
pretested on, and primed with, locative forms of pour and fill. The pretesting consisted of
asking subjects (unfocused) queries about actions of pouring and filling, and recording
whether they encoded the C'lntent or container as the direct object of the verb. The syntactic
priming consisted of subsequently giving subjectsfeedback on the pretesting--modeling the full
content locative of pour and Lhe full container locative of jill. For example, the experimenter
would use the following script: "do you know the word fill? ... when I do this (as
experimenter moves marbles, a few at a time, into a cup) ... and it ends up like that (as
ex~erimenter finishes filling the cup with marbles) ... it's called filling." The experimenter
presented this action and utterance three times. After the third presentation, the experimenter
asked the subject, "using the wordfill, can you tell me what I'nl doing?" As in the previous
experiments, we tested production at three levels of response, if necessary. Regardless of the
subject's fmal response, the experimenter mooeled a full container locative of fill, "I'm filling
the cup with marbles," and had the subject repeat the sentence. The pretesting and priming
were perf01 med for both pour and fill, with order balanced across subjects within an age
group.
As in Experiment 3, each subject was then taught two novel verbs, one specifying a
particular manner (e.g.• zig-zagging) and the other specifying a panicular endstate (e.g., pink).
(The unspecified manner and endstate for a subject (cf. bouncing and green) were used in the
negative mooels.) The verbs 'were taught and elicited one at a time, with the order of verb
meaning balanced across subjects in an age group. The experinlenter began by introoucing (or
having a puppet introouce) the phonetic fonn of the verb: "can you say keat (moop)? ... say
keat (moop)." Thereafter, the teaching phase consisted of showing the subject, and having the
subject act out, positive and negative instances of the verb's meaning. For example, the
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experimenter would say to a subject, "let me show you what keating is ... when I do this (as
experimenter moves a cotton ball, saturated with lemon juice, towards a piece of paper in a
nondescript manner) ... and it ends up like that (as experimenter pats the paper with the cotton
ball, causing the paper to change color from purple to pink) ... it's called keating." The
experimenter then repeated this positive illustration once (with a fresh pair of materials), before
giving a negative model: "now let me show you something that's not keating ... when I do this
(as experimenter moves a cotton ball, saturated with baking-soda solution, towards d piece of
paper in a nondescript manner) .... and it ends up like that (as experimenter pats the paper with
the cotton ball, causing the paper to change color from purple to green) .... it's not called
keating. II After thus presenting the subject with two positive and one negative example of
keating, the experimenter then asked the subject to act out one positive ("can you show me
what keatitlg is?) and one negative ("can you show me something thatls not keating?") instance
of keating. If subjects failed to grasp the meaning of the verb, the experimenter repeated a
positive model and a positive comprehension query, using a fresh pair of materials. We note
that subjects were quite sensitive to the specified color change, and that they were generally
willing to tttend to the endstate action without knowing the underlying "kitchen chemistry" (the
curious were promised, and all were given, an explanation at the close of the session).
For the manner meaning, the same procedure for teaching was used. In the positive model
of the manner meaning, the experimenter moved an object towards the surface in a (e.g.) zig-
zagging manner, ultimately placing the object onto the surface; in the negative example, by
contrast, the object was moved in a (e.g.) bouncing manner. As in Experiment 3, the linguistic
context for the manner verb read, "when I do this ... and it ends up over there ... 11
The teaching protocol, as described above, was repeated for the second pairing of materials
(i ..e., the piece of sponge and the piece of felt). Both pairs of materials were used in the
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teaching and testing of each verb meaning, the sequence of materials for the first verb being
counterbalanced with the sequence of materials for the second verb (across the subjects within
an age group using a particular pairing of object and surface).
After teaching a novel verb to a subject, we tested the ability of the subject to produce
locative forms with !bat verb. The elicitation technique here was identical to that of Experiment
3. Subjects were asked two focused queries, one which focused the object (in one pair of
materials) and one which focused the surface (in the other pair of materials). As in the previous
experiment, the experimenter always preceded a production query with a final positive
comprehension query. After finishing the teaching phase with the second pair of materials, the
experimenter would switch back to the original pair of materials, run a final comprehension
check ("can you show me what keating is?"), and then pose (e.g.) a content-topic query: "what
is this called? ... (experimenter waits fOf, or supplies if necessary, the response of a cotton
bal/); say keating ... (experimenter waits for response); can you tell me, with the word keating,
what I'm doing with the cotton ball (as experimenter perfonns action)?" The experimenter
would then re-introduce the second set of materials with a quick comprehension test, and pose
the other (e.g., container-topic) query. As in the pretesting and previous experiments, we
tested production at three levels of response, if necessary. (The order of choices in the tertiary
query was balanced within subject.)
The second verb was taught and tested with the same protocol as the first. Here, we
departed from the design of the previous experiment in two ways: first, the order of query
t~pics for the first verb was counterbalanced with the order of query topics for the second verb,
across subjects in an age group; second, each material (object or surface) was focused once and
only once per session, and across subjects in an age group each material (in a given pairing)
was focused an equal number of times within meaning condition. We thought that this design
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would rule out the possibility that the focusing of different tnaterials (with potent.ially different
salience) could account for any observed effect of verb meaning, while at the same time
lessening the homogenizing influence of focusing the same two l_iaterials for both verbs (as in
Experiment 3).
Scoring. The responses to the pretesting and testing were scored according to whether the
direct object corresponded to the content or container in the performed action. We used the
conventions and protocol in the Scoring Section of Experiment 1 for determining whether or
not the use of a pronoun (e.g., filling it) was ambiguous. Responses which were
undecipherable or which included no specification of the direct object were coded as other. As
in the previous experiments, responses were also scored according to the level of response (1 0 ,
20 , 3°) and according to whether oblique objects and/or panicles were also uttered. We also
recorded any spontaneous speech uttered during the session, including the substitution of
English verbs for the novel ones being elicited, and any commentary by the subjects on the
novel verbs during the teaching phase of the experiment.
Design. We employed a 2 x 2 x 4 factorial design with the within-subject factors of Verb
Meaning (manner vs. endstate) and Query Topic (content vs. container), and the between-
subjects factor of Age Group (3;5-4;5 vs. 4;7-5;8 vs. 6;7-8;5 vs. adult). The dependent
variable was the proportion of trials in which either the content or container was encoded as
direct object.
Results and Discussion
We will address two questions: First, did children and adults produce more content
locatives for the novel manner verb, and more container locatives for the novel endstate verb?
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Second, did younger children (again) show a preference for producing content locatives,
relative to the oldest children and adults?
In Table 20 we present the proportion of trials in which subjects produced content and
container locatives as a function of verb meaning, query topic, and age group. As in
Exp~ent 3, we used these means to derive a more useful deprndent measure--the preference
score: the proportion of trials in which a content locative is produced minus the proportion of
trials in which a container locative is produced. Preference scores range from +1.0 (a strong
preference for content locatives) to -1.0 (a strong preference for container locatives). Mean
preference scores are listed in Table 21 as a function of verb meaning, query topic, and age
group.
We perfonned an Analysis of Variance on the mean preference score, with the within-
subject variables of Verb Meaning and Query Topic and the between-subjects variable of Age
Group. We found significant main effects for verb meaning and query topic, and a marginal
interaction between verb meaning and age group. The main effect of verb meaning indicates
that subjects had a significantly higher preference score (Le., produced relatively more content
locatives than container locatives) for the manner verb (M =0.34) than for the endstate verb (M
=-0.83), F(l, 60) = 106.94, P < .001. The main effect of verb meaning was also observed for
responses to the primary query (Mmnr =0.04, Mend = -0.38, F(I, 60) = 26.58, p < .001,
confirming that the effect is a reflection of genuine syntactic knowledge. Furthermore, this
effect is even greater for responses in the initial trials, which were free from the set effects due
to the similarity of the actions and materials: the mean preference score for the manner verb in
initial trials is 0.62; the mean preference score for the endstate verb in initial trials is -0.97, F( 1,
56) = 200.08, p < .001. (Note that the set effects are not completely comparable in
Experiments 3 and 4; although the second responses always involve a regression towards the
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Table 20
Proportion of Trials in which Content and Container Locatives of Novel Verbs
were Produced as a Function of Meaning, Query rropic, and Age Group
~\GEGROUP
MEANING-FoRM
3;5-4~5 4;7-5;8 6;7-8;5 Adult
Manner
Content Locatives
Content-Topic Query 0.62 0.88 0.81 0.69
Container-Topic Query 0.44 0.62 0.69 0.62
Mean 0.53 (1/16/0) 0.75 (1(13/0) 0.75 (9/15/0) 0.66 (15/6/0)
Container Locatives
Content-Topic Query 0.38 0.12 0.19 0.31
Confainer-Topic Query 0.56 0.38 0.31 0.38
M~ 0.47 (5/10/0) 0.25 (1f7/O) 0.25 (4/4/0) 0.34 (lIJU/O)
Endstale
Content Locatives
Content-Topic Query 0.19 0.00 0.25 0.00
Container-Topic Query 0.12 0.00 0.06 0.00
Mean 0.16 (3/2/0) 0.00 0.16 (2f3/0) 0.00
Container Locatives
Content-Topic Query 0.75 1.00 0.75 1.00
Container-Topic Query 0.81 1.00 0.94 1.00
Mean 0.78 (5(1,0/0) 1.00 (5(27/0) 0.84 (14/13/0) 1.00 (29f3/O)
Note: The numerals in parentheses correspond to the frequencies of locat\ves produced at the 10 flO /3 0 level of
response.
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Table 21
Mean Preference Score for Novel Verbs as a Function of Meaning, Query
Topic, and Age Group
AGE GROUP
MEANING
3;5-4;5 4;7-5;8 6;7-8;5 Adult
Manner
Content-Topic Query 0.25 0.75 0.62 0.38
Container-Topic Query -0.12 0.25 0.38 0.25
Mean 0.06 0.50 0.50 0.31
Endstate
Content-Topic Query -0.56 -1.00 -0.50 -1.00
Container-Topic Query -0.69 -1.00 -0.88 -1.00
Mean -0.62 -1.00 -0.69 -1.00
Note: Mean preference score was calculated by subtracting the mean proportion of trials in which container
locatives were produced from the mean proportion of trials in which content locatives were produced.
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mean, the relative size of the regression was skewed towards the content locative in Experiment
3 (the mean preference score, collapsing over verb meaning, rose from 0.52 to 0.59) and
towards the container locative in Experiment 4 (the mean preference score dropped from -0.17
to -0.31).) Mean preference scores are listed in Table 22 as a function of verb meaning, query
topic, age group, and verb order.
The marginal interaction between verb meaning and age group indicates that the effect of
verb meaning was significantly different for different age groups, F(3, 60) = 2.35, p < .09. A
precise interpretation of this interaction is difficult to offer, though it appears as if the effect of
verb meaning varies cubically as a function of age group (or quadratically, if we just consider
the child groups): for the youngest children, Mmnr = 0.06, Mend = -0.62; for the mid-aged
children, Mmnr = 0.50, Mend =-1.00; for the oldest children, Mmnr = 0.50, Mend = -0.69;
for the adults, Mmnr = 0.31, Mend = -1.00. In any case, we do not attach too much
imponance to this trend, for two reasons. First, the interaction of verb meaning and age group
was not found for responses in the initial trials (p > .25). Second, despite any variation across
age groups, the effect of verb meaning was significant within each age group: for groups of
increasing age, Fyng(l, 15) =6.51, P < .025; Fmid(l, 15) = 90.00, p < .001; Fold(l, 15) =
27.21, P < .001; Fadt(l, 15) =30.77, p < .001.
The main effect of query topic indicates that subjects had a significantly higher preference
score for responses to the content-topic query (M =-0.13) than for responses to the container-
topic query (M =-0.35), F(I, 60) = 10.00, p < .005. (For responses in the initial trials,
M content-topic = -0.08, M container-topic = -0.27, F(I, 56) = 4.85, P < .05.) This is
expected, given the discourse function of content locatives to treat the content as the topic of
conversation, and the discoun;e function of container locatives to treat the container as the topic
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Table 22
Mean Preference Score for Novel Verbs as a Function of Meaning, Query
Topic, Age Group, and Verb Order
AGE GROUP
3;5-4;5 4;7-5;8 6;7-8;5 Adult
tSTORDER
Manner Meaning
Content-Topic Query 0.75 0.75 1.00 0.75
Container-Topic Query 0.00 0.50 0.75 0.50
Mean 0.38 0.62 0.88 0.62
Endstate Meaning
Content-Topic Query -0.88 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00
Container~·T·opicQuery -0.88 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00
Mean -0.88 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00
2ND ORDER
Manner Meaning
Content-Topic Query -0.25 0.75 0.25 0.00
Container-Topic Query -0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00
Mean -0.25 0.38 0.12 0.00
Endstate Meaning
Content-Topic Query -0.25 -1.00 0.00 -1.00
Container-Topic Query -0.50 -1.00 -0.75 -1.00
Mean -0.38 -1.00 -0.38 -1.00
Note: Mean preference score was calculated by subtracting the mean proportion of trials in which container
locativC& were produced from the mean proportion of ttials in which content locatives were produced.
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of conversation. We also found, for responses in the initial trials, an interaction between verb
meaning and query topic, indicating that the effect of query topic was greater for responses to
..he manner verb (Mcontent-topic =0.81, Mcontainer-topic = 0.44) than for responses to the
endstate verb (Mcontent-topic = -0.97, Mcontainer-topic = -0.97, F(l, 56) = 4.85, p < .05).
Notice that this interaction is due to a floor effect, equal (but opposite) to the ceiling effect
observed in Experiment 3 (esp., in the interaction of verb meaning and query topic observed
there).
The main effect of verb meaning replicates our main finding from Experiment 3: that
children and adults can use the meanings of verbs to predict syntactic differences between
them. Moreover, it appears as though the effect of verb meaning is greater in this experiment
than in the previous one. To quantify this increase, we pooled the data from Experiments 3 and
4, and ran an analysis of variance willi the within-subject variable of Verb Meaning and the
between-subjects variable of Experiment (Experiment 3 vs. Experiment 4). We found a highly
significant interaction between experiment and verb meaning, indicating that the effect of verb
meaning is greater in this study (Mmnr = 0.34, Mend = -0.83, Mdifference = 1.17) than in the
last (Mmnr = 0.77, Mend = 0.34, Mdifference = 0.42), F(l, 126) = 26.00, p < .001. This
interaction is also highly significant for the initial trials: Mdiff,exp4 = 1.59, Mdiff,exp3 =
0.72, F(I, 124) = 19.63, P < .001. As to why the effect of verb meaning is greater in this
study than in the last, we observe that the increase is entirely due to a shift in the preference
scores for the endstate verb. Looking primarily at responses in initial trials (on the grounds that
the influence of set effects on the preference scores for second trials is not comparable across
experiments), we found that subjects had a significantly lower preference score for the coloring
verb (Mexp4 =-0.97) than for the stuffing/sagging verb (Mexp3 = 0.16), t(62) = 7.61, P <
.001; by way of contrast, the preference score for the manner verb was only marginally
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different between the two experiments, and in the wrong direction (to account for the increased
effect of verb meaning found here), M exp4 = 0.62, M exp3 = 0.88,1(62) = 1.91, P < .07.
Furthennore, we found that subjects of every age group had a significantly lower preference
score for the COIOritlg verb than for the stuffing/sagging verb: for the youngest children, Mexp4
= -0.88, Mexp3 =0.56,1(14) =5.02, p < .001; for the mid-aged children, M exp4 = -1.00,
M exp3 '':: 0.38, 1(14) =4.25, P < .001; for the oldest children, M exp4 = -1.00, M exp3 = 0.06,
1(14) =4.43, P < .001; and for the adults, M exp4 = -1.00, M exp3 = -0.38,1(14) = 2.38, p <
.05. Significant differences for each age group were also found for the responses in the
combined trials.
One of our main goals in perfonning this experiment was to show that children and adults
would ha':e an absolute preference for the container-locative form cf the endstate verb if that
verb were designed so as to prevent subjects from inferring a particular manner from the
presentation of the action. The selective shift between experiments in the production of the
endstate verb shows that subjects in this experiment, unlike those in the last, did indeed prefer
to link the container argument of the coloring verb to the direct object position. As is clear from
Tables 21 and 22, the preference scores for the coloring verb were consistently negative (for
initial and combined trials) whereas the preference scores for the Illanner verb were consistently
positive. Planned two-tailed t-tests verified that the preference score for the endstate verb in
initial trials was significantly lower than zero for the youngest children, as well as the other age
groups: Myng = -0.88, t(7) = -7.00, p < .001; Mmid = -1.00; Mold = -1.00; Madt = -l.\lO.
The preference score for the manner verb in initial trials was significantly greater than zero for
all but the youngest children: Myng = 0.38, t(7) =1.43, P ~ .20; Mmid = 0.62,/(7) = 3.42, p
< .02; Mold = 0.88, t(7) =7.00, p < .001; Madt = 0.62,1(7) =2.38, p < .05.
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We have shown that children and adults had an absolute preference for the container-
locative fonn of the endstate verb, but not really that we prevented subjects from infening a
particular manner from the presentation of the coloring action. In fact, we found that chilc.iren
were unanimous in their interpretation of the verb. Most revealing is that 33 children (out of
48, or 69%) spontaneously uttered a color name (including pink, green, blue, yelloM-',
magenta, and turquoise!) during the course of learning the novel endstate verb. True to the
strongest of our predictions, the mean preference score for these children was -1.00.
Furthermore, these children didn't utter col(lr names simply because they had seen the
corresponding colors; in the majority of these cases (20), children commented upon an actual
change in the color of the surface (13 instances; e.g., "it's going green" or "it's turning pink"),
or even upon the essential nature of a specific color change to the meaning of the endstate verb
(7 instances; e.g., "because mooping only turns it that pinkish color"). (In five instances,
children also made reference to rubbing the surface in order to change its color; e.g., "rubbing
it and it's turning blue. tI) In contrast, only three children made any reference to the liquids
involved (e.g., "where's the paint"), and only one child made reference to an object (e.g.,
"from the sponge"). We can safely conclude, therefore, that we succeeded in cre.ating a pure
endstate verb. Thus, the results of this experiment support our hypothesis that children and
adults can predict a difference in the syntax of novel verbs on the basis of their meanings, and
moreover that this syntactic difference (in absolute preference) corresponds to the discrete
syntactic judgments that adults ultimately make about non-alternating verbs like pour andfill.
Finally, we turn to our second question: did younger children show a preference for
producing content locatives, relative to the oldest children and adults, as they did in Experiment
31 The answer here is uniquivocally no. Besides finding no main effect, or even a trend
towards a main effect, for age group, we found that the mean preference score for the youngest
and mid-aged children (M =-0.27) was roughly comparable to that for the oldest children and
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adults (M = -0.22). The same non-result holds for the analysis of responses in the initial trials.
By contrast, we note that these same children (especially the youngest) overgenerated the
content locative of fill in the pretest. The results of the pretesting, presented in Table 23,
replicate the relevant findings from Experiments 1 and 3: that children are prone to overgenerate
the content locative offill, but not the container locative ofpour. Seventeen children out of 48
(35%) produced theftll-content form (10, 4, and 3 from groups of children of increasing age),
whereas only one of the (mid-aged) children produced the pour-colltainer form. Adults made
no errors with either pour or fill, as expected. The proportion of trials in which children made
syntactic errors with fill is comparable in this pretesting (M = 0.35) to the error rates from
Experiments 1 (M = 0.47) and 2 (M = 0.42) and 3 (M =0.38); the higher yield in Experiments
1 and 2 is undoubtedly due to the focusing provided by the queries (versus none in the pretest).
This pattern of results is not surprising if we assume that the relative preference for content-
locatives in the pretesting, as in Experiment 3, was the result of a heightened sensitivity to
manner which could only exert its influence on a regularity in the manner of an action. As we
suggested in the previous experiment, younger children may have been especially sensitive to
the (regular) pouring manner offill and the stuffing manner of the stuffing/sagging action, and
on the basis of the linking rule, produced content locatives of those verbs. In the present
experiment, however, we successfully designed an endstate verb in which no (causally-
transparent) regularity could be discerned in the manner of the coloring action. It follows,
therefore, that younger children wouldn't be any more prone, than older children or adults, to
interpret the endstate verb as specifying a particular manner, and thus that they wouldn't be any
more prone to produce content locatives of that verb.
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Table 23
Proportion of Pretest Trials in which Content and Container Locatives of Pour
and Fill were Produced as a Function of Age Group
AGE GROUP
VERB-FORM
3;5-4;5 4;7-5;8 6;7-8;5 Adult
POUT
Content Locatives 1.00 (6/1010) 0.94 (4/11/0) 1.00 (11/5/0) 1.00 (16/0/0)
Container Locatives 0.00 0.06 (1"'10) 0.00 0.00
Fill
Content Locatives 0.62 (3f11O) 0.25 (0/4/0) 0.19 (1/2/0) 0.00
Container Locatives 0.38 (3/3/0) 0.15 (5f1!O) 0.81 (12/1/0) 1.00 (16,u!O)
Note: TIle numerals in parentheses correspond to the frequencies of locatives produced 8llhe 1°(l°13° level of
response.
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In summary, we replicated our main finding from Experiment 3: that children and adults
can use the meanings of verbs to predict syntactic differences between them. Furthennore, the
effect of verb meaning was greater in this experiment than in the last, attributable to a shift in
the lnean preference score for the endstate verb: subjects in this experiment, unlike those in the
last, preferred to link the container argument of the coloring verb to the direct object position.
In light of our observation that the children appeared to be unanimous in their interpretation of
the endstate verb as specifying the particular color change of a surface, we took these findings
to confirm our prediction that children and adults would have an absolute preference for the
container-locative fonn of the endstate verb if that verb were designed so as to prevent subjects
from inferring a particular manner from the presentation of the action. Consistent with this
interpretation, as well, was the finding that younger children showed no preference for
producing content locatives of the novel verbs, relative to the oldest children and adults,
although they did selectively overgenerate thefill-eontent fonn. In this case, we argued thatfill-
-but not our "pure" endstate verb--was susceptible to a general sensitivity to manner which can
only exert its influence if a regularity is perceivable and perceived in an action.
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Experiment 5
In Experiments 3 and 4, we tested the ability of subjects to predict syntactic differences
between verbs on the basis of their meanings. The meanings that we invented bore sonle
correspondence to pour aJld jill; one was designed to specify the particular manner in which
content changed location (cf. pour) and the other was designed to specify the particular change
of state of a container (cf. jill). In the following two studies, we again address the issue of
whether children can use meaning to predict syntax--but this time, \\'e test conlponents of
meaning which correspond more closely to the manner and endstate of an alternating verb,
such as stuff. As we discussed in the Introduction and Experiment 1, the manner and endstate
components of alternating verbs are often mutually constraining or interpredictable. For
example, in stuffing clothes into a hamper, the clothing must be forced into the hamper
(perhaps to the extent that the clothing is compressed) because the capacity of the hamper is
exhausted; conversely, the fact that the clothing must be forced into the hamper seems to imply
that the hamper is already stuffed (perhaps to the extent that the hamper bulges).
If the manner and endstate of a verb are interpredictable, the question arises as to what
dictates when one locative form or the other will be used on a given occasion. In the case of
some alternating verbs, such as load, spray, and sprinkle, it appears as if the meaning of the
verb specifies the potential for the container to be affected in a particular way, but whether or
not the container is actually construed by the speaker/hearer as affected depends upon the extent
of the action. For example, if John loaded two bullets into a gun, leaving most of the chall1bers
of the gun empty, it would be odd to describe this event with the sentence John loaded the gun
with bullets. On the other hand, if John repeatedly loaded bullets into the gun until the capacity
of the gun was exhausted, its potential as a ftreann being fully enabled, then the sentence John
loaded the gun with bullets would be acceptable (and in fact, nlore infonnative than the content
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locative John loaded bullets into the gun). Thus, the container locative, but not content locative,
of the verb load carries the necessary implication that the container is totally or holistically
affected (Anderson, 1971; Schwanz-Nornmn, 1976).
A complete account of how locative verbs are mastered must explain not only how children
overgenerate, and ultim,ltely unlearn, fonns such as the content locative of jill, but also how
children come to use the alternative locative fonns of a verb such as load properly. The linking
rule of Object Affectedness can, in principle, account for both phenomena (provided tt..at we
can understand what it means for the potential for affectedness to be part of the meaning of
alternating verbs; see the General Discussion). In Experiments 5 and 6, we test the ability of
children and adults to predict the syntactic fonn of verbs which vary in the extent to which the
corresponding actions are perfonned: in the partitive condition, an action involving the addition
of an object (content) to a container (e.g., placing a peg into a hole on a board) is performed
once; in the holistic condition, the same action is repeated until the capacity of the container is
exhausted (i.e., until the container becomes holistically affected). We predict that children and
adults should produce relatively more content locatives for the verb in the partitive condition,
and relatively more container locatives for the verb in the holistic condition.
In addition, we varied whether or not subjects were provided with explicit aspectual cues
concerning the extent of the action. Arpect refers to the distribution of an action over time; for
example, whether an action is an activity or process with no definite endpoint in time (e.g.,
pouring, loading bullets), or an accomplishment--an action of duration with a definite endpoint
in time (e.g., filling, loading a gun) (Vendler, 1967; Tenny, 1988). An aspectual cue, in our
sense, is a syntactic frame which accompanies the performance of an action. In particular, we
hypothesized that the frame "I'm not done V-iog yet... I'm not done V-ing yet. ..now I'm done
V-ing...I V-edIt might provide subjects with the information that an action has a definite
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endpoint, at which time (marked by now) a container becomes holistically affected. We
therefore tested the prediction that children and adults would be more willing to use the holistic
verb in the container-locative form after hearing aspectual cues than before hearing thenl.
(Note: we do not propose that children must hear such overt syntactic cues before they can
learn that a verb specifies a (potential) accomplishment; only that such cues provide a sufficient
condition for reaching that conclusion. Funhermore, we assume that the more exposure to
instances of a holistic action (with or without aspectual cues) that a child has, the more likely he
or she will be to conclude that the verb specifies the (potential) affectedr:ess of the container.
We thus predict that relatively more container locatives for the holistic verb should be produced
later in the sessions than earlier in the sessions. (In these preliminary experiments, we
purposefully confounded greater exposure to holistic actions with exposure to aspectual cues.»
Two other major differences between the previous and next pair of studies concern their
designs. In Experiments 3 and 4, we used a relatively powerful within-subject design, each
subject being taught two verbs which varied according to whether the content or container was
affected in a particular way. In the following two experiments, the identity of the (iterable)
action across conditions forced us to use a less powerful between-subjects design, in which
each subject is taught and tested on one verb meaning (holistic or partitive). These two types of
design make up for each other's deficiencies: the more powerful within-subject design controls
for individual differences, but must overcome large set effects; the less powerful between-
subjects design avoids these set effects at the expense of factoring individual differences into
the variation between verb meaning conditions. A second difference between these experiments
and the preceding two involves the technique of eliciting locative utterances. In the following
experiments we adopt the technique introduced, and used with considerable success, in
Experiment 2.
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Method
Subjects. Fony-eight children and sixteen adults, all native speakers of English living in the
Boston area, participated in the study. The children fell into three age groups: sixteen between
3;5 and 4;10 (mean 4;0); sixteen between 5;0 and 6; 11 (mean 5;7); and sixteen between 7;0 and
9;4 (mean 1;10). Seven children were replaced in the design (three for being uncooperative,
inattentive, or shy; two for being unable to perfonn the production task; one for experimenter
error; and one for receiving intervention deemed relev3J1t to the perfonnance on this task). The
children were drawn from middle-class day-care and after-school programs in Cambridge,
Newton, and Needham. The adults were MIT undergraduate and graduate students, ranging in
age from 19 to 25 years, and were paid for their participation. (One adult was replaced in the
desigr: for misinterpreting the task as a request to assume the role, and capacities, of a first
language learner!)
Materials. Two sets of materials were used in testing each subject. Each set included two
types of objects and two containers. One set consisted of: 1/4" (diameter) wooden beads; 1/4"
plastic eggs; a 3" x 8" wooden cart with six holes in its (single) surface (i.e., the cart was
simply a board with four wheels attached); and a 4-' square wooden cube with four holes on
one of its sides. The second set consisted of: 3/4" glass marbles; 3/4" plastic balls; a 3" x 8"
wooden bench with six holes in its horizontal surface; and a 3" x 24" w'ooden board with four
holes in its surface. The objects and containers were interchangeable within each set, so that the
objects of either type in a set (e.g., marbles or balls) could be inserted into (but never pushed
through) the holes of either container in that set (e.g., the bench or the board). The number of
holes on the surfaces varied from fOUf or six, arranged in one row or two. Within subject, the
same pairings of objects and containers were used throughout the session; across subjects in an
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age group, the pairings of materials in one set were counterbalanced with the pairings of
materials in the other set
In addition, two (non-interchangeable) pairs of materials were used in the teaching phase of
the experiment: 2" circular disks of styrofoam and a 6" x 10" aluminum muffin tray with 8
(cylindrical) cavities (arranged in 2 rows); 1" x I" duplo rectangles and a 81t x lOti plastic candy
mold with 12 rectangular indentations (arranged in 3 rows ).
Two verb meanings were created using pairs of materials. In the partitive condition. the
experimenter inserted one object into a hole in the container. In the holistic condition. the
experimenter repeatedly inserted objects into the container. one at a time. until every hole in the
container was covered. Each subject was taught and tested on one verb meaning. Across
subjects in an age group, the partitive meaning was taught and tested as often as the holistic
meaning. (Note: we made every effon to match the ages of the children between meaning
conditions, so that (e.g.) the eight mid-aged children learning the holistic verb had the same
mean age (± one month) as the eight mid-aged children learning the partitive verb.) In addition,
we counterbalanced the four possible combinations of ubjects and containers with verb
meaning so that each combination of object-container pairs (as well as each pair of materials)
occurred as often in the partitive condition as it did in the holistic condition. across the subjects
in an age group. Finally, corresponding to the one novel action taught to each subject was one
stem, keat.
Procedure. The procedure consisted of five parts: first, the experimenter taught the subject
a novel verb; second, the experimenter elicited locative utterances of the novel verb from the
subject; third, the experimenter tested and re-trained the subject using aspectual cues; fourth,
the experimenter again elicited locative utterances of the novel verb from the subject; fifth, the
experimenter re-tested the subject using aspectual cues. Subjects were tested in a single (20-
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minute) session by two experimenters (one eliciting responses; the other observing) in an area
as free as possible from potential distractions. For the children, the novel verb was introduced
as a puppet word by a puppet.
The experimenter began each session by introducing to the subject all of the materials used
in the study. The experimenter also introduced (or had the puppet introduce) the phonetic fonn
of the verb: "can you say keat? ... say keat." In teaching the novel verb to the subject, the
experimenter perfonned the holistic or partitive action only once, using either the styrofoam
piece(s) and muffin tray or the duplo piece(s) and cand)' mold. A minimum of linguistic
infonnation was provided during the perfonnance of the action. In the partitive condition, the
experimenter insened (e.g.) a piece of styrofoam into a hole in the tray while saying,
simultaneously, "I am keating. 1t In the holistic condition, the experimenter inserted (e.g~)
styrofoam pieces into the tray, one at a time, until all of the hC'les in the tray were covered; "I
am keating" was uttered only once, but spaced over several iterations of the insertion action.
The experimenter then asked the subject to perfonn the action once: "show me what keating
is." The teaching was repeated for those subjects who failed to act out the verb meaning
correctly, though this happened only rarely. The sparseness of the teaching phase, as well as
the lack of any priming with English locatives as in Experiment~ 3 and 4, was designed to
allow subjects to learn more about the meaning of the verb with more exposure to the action; in
particular, it was tllOUght that subjects might be able to revise their interpretations of the holistic
verb in the light of the subsequent aspectual cues (and consequently, produce more container
locatives lat~r in the session).
After the teaching phase, the experimenter then began the first block of production trials.
The procedure in these tests follows closely the protocol of the production task in Experiment
2. Besides posing either content-topic or container-topic queries, the experimenter presented
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each subject with two potential materials for the non-topicalized participant in the action--that
is, two types of objects if the container was topicalized and two containers if a type of object
was topicalized. In Experiment 2, we found that this technique enabled us to elicit a greater
proportion of fuillocativee (i.e., those with int%nto-phrases) by forcing subjects to identify
which of the two non-topicalized materials was actually used in performing th~ action. We
further motivated subjects to supply this information, as in Experiment 2, by having them
describe the actions to a blilldfolded puppet.
For example, after subjects were introduced to the blindfolded puppet Marty, and told that
the purpose of the game was to tell Many what was happening, the experimenter would use the
following script to set up and pose a container-topic query (in the holistic condition): "Here is a
board (topic)... I can have either some marbles (as experimenter points to a clear plastic bag of
marbles)... or some balls (as experimenter points to a clear plastic bag of balls). Now watch
this: I am Keating (while experimenter perfonns the holistic action, as in the teaching phase,
using the marbles and the board)... Tell Marty, using the word keat, what I did to the board."
(Note, that the order of present&tion of the two potential materials was balanced within subject
so that lhe chosen material was first as often as it was second.) In order to set up and pose a
content-topic query (again, 1.. 1 the holistic condition), the experimenter would proceed as
follows: (e.g.) ttI1ere are some marbles (topic)... I can have either a boa~d (as experimenter
points to a board)... or a bench (as experimenter points to a bench). Now watch this: I am
keating \while experinlenter perfonns the holistic a(;tion, as in the teaching phase, using the
marbles and the bench)... Tell Marty, using the word keat, what I did to the marbles."
The same scripts were usoo for the panitive action except that single objects, versus sets of
objects, participated in the action, and t11US w~re mentioned ill the comnlentary ~nC: query:
(e.g.) IiHere is & ball" (when the 'lbject was topicalized); "I can have either a marble... or a
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ball" (when the object was not topicalized); "Tell Mary, using the word keat, wl.at I did to the
ball?" (in the content-topic query). As in the previous experiments, we tested production at
three levels of response, if necessary. (The order of choices in the tertiary query was balanced
within subject.)
III the first block of production trials, the experimenter posed four queries to the subject.
The order of topics for these queries was strictly alternating: either content-container-content-
container or container-content-container-content. The order of query topics was balanced
across the subjects in an age group. In addition, each performance of the novel action was
perfonned with a new object and container, so that after four trialn, each of the four objects and
containers (excluding the teaching materials) had been used once. (The unchosen non-
topicalized material on a given trial was always the remaining object or container in a set of four
interchangeable materials.)
After the fust block of production trials, the experimenter tested aJld re-trained the subject
using aspectual cues. The testing consisted of the experimenter perfonning the partitive action
(regardless of which verb meaning a subject had learned and had been production tested on),
and asking, "am I done keating...did I keat?" The action was performed with the sarne pair of
materials that was used in the initial training. We were most interested if sl'Jbjects in the holistic
condition answered yes to this question, indicating that they did not regard the novel verb as
necessarily specifying the accomplishment of holistically affecting the cOlltainer (cf. the
endstate interpretation of load). Of course, we expected subjects in the partitive condition to
always answer affinnatively.
Because answers to yes/no questions in child (language) research are notoriously oon-
demonstrative, we took a major function of this question to be to sensitize subjects to the
endpoint of the novel action. ImmedIately following the question, subjects were "re-trained"
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using aspectual cues (with the second pair of training materials, that they had not used before;
the order of training materials was balanced across subjects in an age group). In the partitive
condition, the experimenter insened (e.g.) a duplo rectangle into a hole in the candy mold,
saying simultaneously, "I am keating," and then afterwards, "I am done keating, I keated." In
the holistic condition, the experimenter inserted duplo rectangles into the mold, one at a time,
until all of the holes in the mold were covered; meanwhile, the experimenter said, "I am
keating, but I am not done keating yet (after insening an obj~ct, but before completing the
action) I am not done keating yet (after inserting another object, but before completing the
action) now I am done keating, I keated (after inserting an object, and completing the
action)." The phrase I am not done keating yet was uttered at least twice for each performance
of the holistic action. The experimenter then asked the subject to perform the action once (i.e.,
"show me what keating is"), during which time the experimenter interrupted subjects in the
holistic condition to ask, "Arc you done keating yet? ...(the experimenter supplied the correct
answer if the subject failed to)."
Following the retraining, the experimenter began the second block of four production trials.
The procedure here was the same as for the first block, except that aspectual cues were
incorporated into the scripts for the holistic and partitive verbs. In the holistic condition, for
example~ the container-topic query would be set up as follows: (e.g.) "Here is a board
(topic)... I can have either some marbles (as experimenter points to a clear plastic bag of
marbles)... or some balls (as experimenter points to a clear plastic bag of balls). Now watch
this: I am keating, but I am not done keating yet (after inserting a rrlarble into the board, but
before completing the action) I am not done keating yet (after inserting another marble, but
before completing the action) now I am done keating, I keated (after inserting a marble, and
completing the action)... Tell Marty, using the word keat, what I did to the board." In the
partitive condition, the corresponding script would read: "Here is a board (topic)... I can have
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either a marble (as experimenter points to a marble)... or a ball (as experimenter points to a
ball). Now watch this: I am keating (while inserting a marble into the board)... I am done
keating, I keated... Tell Marty, using the word /real, what I did to the board. It
As in the first block, the order of topics for these queries was strictly alternating: either
content-eontainer-eontent-eontainer or container-eontent-container-content. Vle counterbalanced
the order of query topics for the frrst and second blocks, across subjects in an age group. In
addition, each perfonnance of the novel action in the second block was perfonned with a
different object and container (but a pair that had been used once before in the first block). w~
coordinated the order of query topics with the order of material pairs so that each of the eight
materials (excluding those used in teaching and retraining) was focused once and only once per
session, and across subjects in an age group each material (in a given pairing) was focused as
often in the partitive condition as it was in the holistic condition. As in Experiment 4, we chose
this design in order to rule out the possibility that the focusing of different materials (with
potentially different salience) could account for any observed effect of verb m~aning.
In the final phase of the procedure, the experimenter re-tested the subject using aspectual
cues. As in the initial testing, the experimenter performed the partitive action (with the Sallje
pair of materials that was used in the re-training), and then asked, "am I done keating...did I
keat?" Again, we were most interested in the responses from subjects in the holistic conditjon.
For example, would subjects in the holistic condition who had answered yes to this question
the first time that it was asked (before the re-training) now answer no? If so, they may have
learned that the novel verb must specify the accomplishment of holistically affecting the
container (cf. the endstate interpretation offill).
Scoring. The responses to the production tests were scored according to whether the direct
object corresponded to the content or container in the perfonned action. (Acceptable foons also
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included one passive (e.g., the block was keated) and two sentences in which the object
(content) was encoded as an instrumental subject (e.g., the bead keared the block).) We used
the conventions and protocol in the Scoring Section of Experiment 1 for determining whether
or not the use of a pronoun (e.g., keating it) was ambiguous. Responses which were
undecipherable or which included no specification of the direct object were coded as other. As
in the previous experiments, responses were scored according to the level of response (1 0, 20 ,
3°) and according to whether oblique objects and/or pa!1icles were also uttered. We also
recorded any spontaneous substitutions of English verbs for the novel ones being elicited, as
well as any errors in, or unusual aspects of, a subject's performance in the experiment. The
responses to the aspectual questions were scored as either yes or no.
Design. For the production task, we employed a 2 x 2 x 2 x 4 factorial design with the
within-subject factors of Block Order (block 1 vs. block 2) and Query Topic (content vs.
container), and the between-subjects factors of Meaning (partitive vs. holistic) and Age Group
(3;5-4; 10 vs. 5;0-6;11 vs. 7;0-9;4 vs. adult). The dependent variable was the proportion of
trials in which either the content or container was encoded as direct object. For the aspectual
comprehension task, we employed a 2 x 2 x 4 factorial design with the within-subject factor of
Order (before retraining vs. after retraining) and the between-subjects factors of Meaning
(partitive vs. holistic) and Age Group (3;5-4; 10 vs. 5;0-6; 11 vs. 7;0-9;4 vs. adult). The
dependent variable was the proponion of trials in which the response was eIther yes or no.
Results and D;scuss;on
We will address two questions. FiI,1t, did children and adults produce relatively more
content locatives for the verb in the partitive condition, and relatively more container locatives
for the verb in the holistic condition? Second, were children and adults more willing to use the
holistic verb in the container-locative fonn after hearing aspectual cues (i.e., in the second
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block of production trials) than before hearing them (i.e., in the first block of production
trials)? A final issue for discussion concerns the nature of the representation that language
learners assign to holistically affected containers.
In Table 24 we present the proportion of trials in which subjects produced content and
container locatives as a function of verb meaning, query topic, block order, and age group. As
in Experiments 3 and 4, we used these means to derive a more useful dependent measure--the
preference score: the proportion of trials in which a content locative is produced minus the
proportion of trials in which a container locative is produced. Preference scores range from
+1.0 (a strong preference for content locatives) to -1.0 (a strong preference for container
locatives). Mean preference scores are listed in Table 25 as a function of verb meaning, query
topic, block order and age group.
We performed an Analysis of Variance on the mean preference score, with the within-
subject variables of Block Order and Query Topic and the between-subjects variables of Verb
Meaning and Age Group. We found a main effect of verb meaning, indicating that subjects had
a significantly higher preference score for the partitive verb (M = 0.62) than for the holistic
verb (M = 0.24), F(l, 56) =4.36, p < .05. We note that the effect was not found (across age
groups) for responses to the primary query. Within age group, the effect was significant only
for the mid-aged children (5;0-6;11, mean 5;7), for responses to the primary query (MhoI =-
0.22, Mpar = 0.52, F(I, 14) = 6.48, p < .025) as well as for responses to all levels of query
(Mhol =-0.09, Mpar =0.75, F(l, 14) =4.91, P < .05); however, the mean preference score
was always lower in the holistic condition than in the partitive condition for each of the other
groups, and the difference was significant (combining all levels of response) for the combined
group of children (Mhol = 0.19, Mpar = 0.65, F(l, 46) = 4.63, p < .05).
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Table 24
Adult3;5-4;10
Proportion of Trials in which Content and Container Locatives of Novel Verbs
were Produced as a Function of Meaning, Query Topic, Block Order and Age
Group
AGE GROUP
5;0Y5;11 7;~9;4
PAR1TI1VE MEANING
Content Locatives
1st Block
Content-Topic Query
Container-Topic Query
Mean
2nd Block
Content-Topic Query
Container-Topic Query
Mean
Mean
0.88 0.88 0.81 0.94
0.81 0.88 0.62 0.75
0.84 0.88 0.72 0_84
0.88 0.88 0.75 0.75
0.88 0.88 0.75 0.69
0.88 0.88 0.75 0.72
0.86 (5/50/0) 0.88 (40/16/0) 0.73 (45fl/O) 0.78 (45/5/0)
Container Locatives
1st Block
Content-Topic Query
Container-Topic Query
Mean
2nd Block
Content-Topic Query
Container-Topic Query
Mean
Mean
0.12 0.12 0.19 0.06
0.19 0.12 0.38 0.25
0.16 0.12 0.28 0.16
0.12 0.12 0.25 0.25
0.12 0.12 0.25 0.31
0.12 0.12 0.25 0.28
0.14 (4/5/0) 0.12 (7/1/0) 0.27 (13/4/0) 0.22 (11f3/0)
Note: The numerals in parentheses correspond to the frequencies of locatives produced at the lOflo/30 level of
response.
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Table 24 (Continued)
Adult3;5-4;10
Proportion of Trials in which Content and Container Locatives of Novel Verbs
were Produced as a Function of Meaning, Query Topic, Block Order and Age
Group
AGE GROUP
5;~;11 7;~9;4
Housnc MEANING
Content Locatives
1st Block
Content·Topic Query
Container-Topic Query
Mean
2nd Block
Content-Topic Query
Container-Topic Query
Mean
Mean
0.81 0.62 0.75 0.88
0.56 0.38 0.69 0.50
0.69 0.50 0.72 0.69
0.81 0.56 0.62 0.81
0.38 0.25 0.69 0.62
0.59 0.41 0.66 0.72
0.64 (25/16/0) 0.45 (16/13/0) 0.69 (42fl/O) 0.70 (45/0/0)
Container Locatives
1st Block
Content-Topic Query
Container-Topic Query
Mean
2nd Block
Content-Topic Query
Container-Topic Query
Mean
Mean
0.19 0.38 0.25 0.12
0.44 0.62 0.31 0.50
0.31 0.50 0.28 0.31
0.19 0.44 0.38 0.19
0.62 0.75 0.31 0.38
0.41 0.59 0.34 0.28
0.36 (18/5/0) 0.55 (30/5/0) 0.31 (18/1/1) 0.30 (18/1/0)
Note: The numerals in parentheses correspond to the frequencies of locatives produced at the 1°(2°/3° level of
response.
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Table 2S
Mean Preference Score for Novel Verbs as a Function of Meaning, Query
Topic, Block Order, and Age Group
AGE GROUP
3;5-4;10 5;0-6; 11 7;0-9;4 Adult
PARTmVE MEANING
1st Block
Content-Topic Query 0.75 0.75 0.62 0.88
Container-Topic Query 0.62 0.75 0.25 0.50
Mean 0.69 0.75 0.44 0.69
2nd Block
Content-Topic Query 0.75 0.75 0.50 0.50
Container-Topic Query 0.75 0.75 0.50 0.38
Mean 0.75 0.75 0.50 0.44
Mean 0.72 0.75 0.47 0.56
HOLISTIC MEANING
1st Block
Content-Topic Query 0.62 0.25 0.50 0.75
Container-Topic Query 0.12 -0.25 0.38 0.00
Mean 0.38 0.00 0.44 0.38
2nd Block
Content-Topic Query 0.62 0.12 0.25 0.62
Container-Topic Query -0.25 -0.50 0.38 0.25
Mean 0.19 -0.19 0.31 0.44
Mean 0.28 -0.09 0.38 0.41
Note: Mean preference score was calculated by subtracting the mean proportion of trials in which container
locatives were produced frol!1 the mean proportion of trials in which content locatives were produced.
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We also found a significant main effect of query topic and a significant interaction between
verb meaning and query topic. The main effect of query topic showed that subjects had a
significantly higher preference score for responses to the content-topic query (M =0.58) than
for responses to the container-topic query (M =0.29), F(I, 56) = 16.55, P < .001 (for primary
responses, Mcontent-topic =0.40, Mcontainer-topic =0.16, F(l, 56) = 11.13, p < .005.).
This is the predicted result, replicating our previous findings, that subjects prefer to encode the
topic of discourse (here, the query topic) as the direct object. The interaction of verb meaning
and query topic indicates that the effect of query topic is significantly greater in the holistic
condition (Mcontent-topic = 0.47, Mcontainer-topic = 0.02) than in the partitive condition
(Mcontent-topic =0.69, Mcontainer-topic = 0.56, F(l, 56) = 5.33, p < .05). This interaction
was even stronger for responses to the primary query (in the holistic condition, MCOfltent-topic
= 0.38, M container-topic = -0.03; in the partitive condition, Mcontent-topic = 0.42,
Mcontainer-topic = 0.36; F(l, 56) = 5.99,p < .02). It appears as though subjects selectively
avoided the container-locative fonn of the partitive verb, despite the container-topic query. (We
discuss this !>attem of results below.) No other findings in the ANOVA were significant.
The main effect of verb meaning provides an answer to our first question: subjects did
indeed produce relatively more content locatives for the verb in the partitive condition, and
relatively more container locatives for the verb in the holistic condition. However, this effect
appears to be small (albeit significant) compared to the effect of verb meaning in previous
experiments. We found the effect of verb meaning in this experiment (r = .27) to be
significantly smaller than the effect of verb meaning in Experiment 4 (r = .80; Z == 4.54, p <
.001 (two-tailed», and smaller, though not significantly, than the effect of verb nleaning in
Experiment 3 (r = .51; Z = 1.58, P = .11 (two-tailed». In addition, the production of locatives
a~'pears to be skewed in favor of the content-l()(;ative fonn--with subjects showing an overall
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preference for the content· locative form (M :::. 0.43), much as they did in Experiment 3 (M =
0.55). Indeed, the similarity goes funher: in both experiments we find no preference for the
syntax of one verb (i.e., the holistic verb and the stuffing/sagging verb), versus a preference
for the content-locative form of the other verb (i.e., the partitive verb and the zig-zagging
verb). A series of two-tailed I-tests against zero revealed that none of the age groups (including
the combined group of children) had a preference score for the holistic verb that was
significantly different from zero, whereas every group except the oldest children had a
prelerence score for the panitive verb that was significantly greater than zero: Myng = 0.72,
1(7) =3.29, p < .02; Mmid = 0.75,1(7) = 3.00, p < .025; Mold =0.47,1(7) = 1.69, p = .14;
Madt = 0.56, 1(7) = 2.61, P < .05; Mcombined =0.65, t(23) =4.60, P < .001.
The similarity of the present effect of verb meaning to that documented in Experiment 3,
both in the size of the effect and in the (absolute) preference scores for the verbs in the two
conditions, suggests that subjects may attribute both a manner and an endstate to the holistic
verb, but only a manner to the partitive verb. This is consistent with our hypothesis concenling
alternating verbs such as load, upon which the novel actions are modeled: we expect not only
that subjects should be able to use affectedness to predict a difference between the syntax of
holistic and partitive verbs, but also that they should selectively avoid uttering container
locatives for the verb in the panitive condition because--in the context of the partitive action--
the potential affectedness of the container specified by the verb has not been satisfied. l"'hus,
subjects shouid avoid saying you /ceated the board with the ball in the partitive condition for the
same reason that English speakers avoid saying John loaded ti,e gun with the bullet (except in
the special case when only one more bullet is needed to fill all of the chambers of the gun). By
contrast, we have implicitly assumed that the affectedness of the content is not contingent on
the extent of the action, which is consistent with our finding that subjects did not avoid uttering
content locatives. Indeed, neither the children nor the adults preferred the container-locative
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fonn of the holistic verb, despite the fact that John loaded the gun with bullets is more
infonnative than, and presumably preferred to, John loaded the bullets into the gUll in the case
where the gun (as well as the set of b1Jllets) is affected. It is possible that the Gricean edict [0
"be infonnative" does not apply in any straightforward way to the experimental context.
l~uming to our second question--of whether children and adults were more willing to use
the holistic verb in the container-locative fonn after hearing aspectual cues (i.e., in the second
block of production trials) than before hearing them (Le., in the first block of production
trials)--we found that the preference score was indeed lower in the second block of holistic
trials (M =0.19) than in the first block (M =0.30), but that the difference was not significant
according to a two-tailed t-test (t(28) =1.16, P = .25). For each of the child groups, however,
we found that the preference score for the holistic verb was always (nonsignificantly) lower
after retraining than before retraining, whereas the preference score for the partitive verb was
never lower after retraining than before retraining. This interaction between verb meaning and
block order approached significance for the combined child groups (in the holistic condition,
M}st block =0.27, M2nd block = 0.10; in the partitive condition, M lsI block = 0.62, M2nd
block = 0.67; F(l, 46) = 3.08, p ,~ .09). We highlight this interaction because it argues against
the notion that the retraining simply encouraged children to switch from their main response in
the first block (i.e., from content to container locatives). Instead, this pattern of results
suggests (weakly) that children were more confident in uttering the container-locative Conn of
the holistic verb after hearing the aspectual cue (and with greater exposure to the holistic action)
than before hearing the aspectual I~ue. On the other hand, we note that the adults did not
perform in accordance with the hypothesis: they produced (nonsignificantly) fewer container
locatives for the holistic verb after the retraining than before, and (nonsignificantly) more
container locatives for the partitive verb after the retraining than before. Our evidence on the
second question is therefore far from conclusive.
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One final issue which we haven't addressed is whether subjects view the partitivelholistic
distinction as a difference between verb meanings (cf., zig-zagging vs. stuffing/sagging) or as
a difference between two situations to ,vhich one verb applies (cf., loading the bullet vs.
loading the gun). (We have been equivocating between these interpretations--speaking of "verb
meaning" on the one I.~ndt and of "the extent of the action" on the other.) This is an important
question because we have no assurance that subjects are even treating the novel verbs as akin to
load: if they are, we have suppon not only for the ability of subjects to predict syntax on the
basis of the extent of the action, but also for 8, particular analysis of (a class ot) alternating
verbs, according to which language learners must be able to separate the extent of the action
from the meaning of the verb itself (see the General Discussion); if not, we still have support
for the ability of subjects to predict syntax on the basis of meaning, but not necessarily for how
this ability bears on the learning of alternating verbs. Altho~gh the between-subjects design of
this (and the following) experiment does not allow us to disentangle this issue fully, we can
make guarded use of the responses to the aspectual questions. In this task, the experimenter
perfonned the partitive action, and then asked, "am I done keating...did I keat?" If a subject in
the holistic condition answers no to this question, he or she probably regards the novel verb as
nt,cessarily specifying the accomplishment of holistically affecting the container (cf.fill). If a
subject answers yes, he or she may not regard the novel verb as necessarily specifying the
accomplishment of holistically affecting the container (cf. load).
In Table 26 we present the frequency of subjects who answered affirmatively to the
aspectual questionst as a function of meaning, order (before retraining vs. after retraining), and
age group. As expected, subjects in the partitive condition were unanimous (with the exception
of one rnid-2tged child) in responding yes to both aspectual questions. Sonlcwhat more
surprising, however, is that ten subjects in the holistic condition (out of 32) answered yes to
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T.Jble 26
Frequency of Subjects Res~oRding Affirmatively to the A.spectual Question as
a Function of Meaning, Order, and Age Group
AGE GROUP
3;5-4;10 5;0-6;11 7;0-9;4 Adult
PARTITIVE MEANING
Before Retraining Only 0 0 0 0
Mter Retraining Only 0 1 0 0
Before and Mter Retraining 8 7 8 8
Total 8 8 8 8
HOLISTIC MEANING
Before Retraining Only 3 0 1 1
Mter Retraining Only 0 1 0 0
Before and Mter Retraining 1 3 0 0
Total 4 4 1 1
Note: The Aspectual Question refers to the task in which the ex~rimenter perfonned the partitive action, and
then asked. "am I done }·.ealing...did I keat?" The "Before Retraining" Question was asked after the frrst block of
production Uials; the "After Retraining" Question was asked after the second block of produrtion trials. 1.1 each
age group there wrze 16 subject.s.
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one or both of the questions. Five of these subjects responded yes before retraining and no
after retraining (three of the youngest children, one of the oldest children, and one adult),
indicating that perhaps they had learned that ~he novel verb must specify the holistic
affectedness of the container. Four responded yes before and after retraining (one ~f the
youngest children and three of the mid-aged children), despite the retraining. Curiously, one
mid-aged child responded no to the first question anJ yes to the second question, again despite
the retrain~ng inbetween. Although we cannot rule out the possibility that these ten su~iects
responded yes out of sheer compliance, another possibility is that these subjects may have
taken the meaning of t~e novel verb to specify (at least initially) what we have called !he
"insertion actiontt--the (iterable) act of inserting one object into a hole (cf. load). Thus, they
may have been able to factor apart the extent of the action from the m~aning of the verb per se.
(One problem with this conclusion is that the ten subjects in the hOJistic condition who
responded yes to one or both of the aspectual questions had a mean preference score (flit =
0.10) that was ~nonsigllificantly) lower than the remaining 22 subjects in the holistic condition
(M = 0.31) who answer~d no to both aspectual questions. This is a slight embarra~sment
l)ecause we might expect subjects who treat the affecteriness of the container as a necessity to
produce more container locatives than those who treat the affectedness of the container as a
contingency.)
I\. final bit of evidence comes froln the English verbs which subjects 4ipontaneously used
during the productiun trials. Out of 512 trials (64 subjects x 8 trials), we found that subjects
uttered the verb put on 94 (18%) occasions (plus the verbs m(Jve and make, uttered in one trial
apiece). Of irlterest here is that the proponion of trials in which subjects uttered put, a vtrb
similar in meaning to insert, is virtually identical for subjects in the partitive (49/256 or ().19)
and holistic (45/256 or 0.18) conditions. Although subjects may have uttered pUI because its
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high frequency and general applicability (to many locative events), it is also possible that
subjects viewed the meanings of the novel verbs similarly, in terms of the basic tlinsertion"
relation, despite differences in the extent of the action. Furthennore, the preference scores on
these trials are both elevated--in the holistic condition (M = 0.75) as well as the partitive
condition (M = O.83)--indicating that put also served as a syntactic model for these subjects. In
the following experiment we shall explore the use of such models more systematically.
In summary, we found that subjects produced relatively more content locatives for the verb
in the panitive condition than for the verb in the holistic condition. The relatively small size of
this effect, and the finding that subjects selectively avoided. uttering container locatives for ~le
verb in the partitive condition, were taken as consistent with OUf hypothesis that the
affectedness of the container, but not of the contellt, is contingent in some cases on the extent
of the action. 011 the issue of aspectual cues, we found only weak evidence that children \vere
more confident in uttering the container-locative fonn of the holistic verb after hearing the
aspectual cue (and with greater exposure to the holistic action) than before hearing the aspectual
cue. Finally, we presented evidence that some subjects factored apart the holistic extent of the
action from the meaning of the verb itself, though we must regard the nature of the
representation of holistically affected containers as still very much an open question. (We shall
continue to regard the partitive/holistic distinction as one involving meaning at some level of
lexical semantic representation, though perhaps not isolable to verb meaning.)
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Experiment 6
One of the lessons we learned from Experiments 3-5 is that we couldn't completely control
how a subject would interpret a novel verb. If we could, we might have expected the mean
preference score for manner verbs always to be +1.00 and the mean preference score for
endstate verbs always to be -1.00. The fact that subjects may vary in their construals of the
same verb was made clear to us in the previous experiment, where we found that some of the
subjects spontaneously used the English verb put, in 11eu of the novel one, to describe the
holistic action of covering all of the holes of a container. We also found that such subjects
produced more content locatives than did the subjects in the holistic condition on average.
Although we interpreted this spontaneous usage as evidence for the ability of subjects to make
use of models in learning the syntJ.X of new verbs, it is clear that a subject's spontaneous use
of a model probably involves more than just the SiOlilarity of the model and the "target" (e.g.,
the holistic action); undoubtedly, the accessibility of the model to the subject is a crucial factor.
The purpose of the following study is to systematize the use of models, thereby
demonstrating the syntactic consequences that may follow from how a novel verb is
interpreted, by explicitly providing subjects with a choice between two familiar English verbs--
put and cover. OUf method is to prime subjects with both verbs in locative fonns (e.g., you put
the piece ofribbon on the plate;you covered the cart with plastic), ask them to choose one verb
or the other as most similar to a new action, and finally elicit from them locative forms
containing a novel verb for the new actioll. We predict that subjects who choose put as a model
will produce relatively more content-locative fonns of the novel verb and that subjects who
choose cover as a model will produce relatively more container-locative fonns of the novel
verb.
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If this prediction is borne out, what will we have shown? Let us. at the outset of this
experiment, dispel the interpretation of such a finding as the trivial product of some process of
"translation" or "analogy. II There is no doubt that part of wh~t we're studying here involves a
conscious decision by the subject that the novel verb "is like putting" or "is like covering. II The
focus of our study, however, is on the lexical principles of mind that underlie the use of one
model or another. By giving subjects a choice between two primes (rather than, say, arbitrarily
separating subjects into two different priming conditions) we insure that the subject cannot
avoid thinking about what the potential models and target mean.
Although we have endeavored to follow the format of Experiment 5 in designing this
study, several major changes deserve mentioning. First, we have dispensed witll the partitive
action in this study, as the holistic action alone is an instance of both putting and covering.
Furthennore, the holistic action itself has been changed to make it more similar to covering than
the "insertion action" of Experiment 5; in the current variant, pieces of Dlaterial are put onto a
surface, one at a time, until the surface is completely covered. A final, major change is that we
have added a control condition in which the holistic verb is taught and elicited without the
benefit of primed models.
Method
Subjects. Seventy-two children and twenty-four adults, all native speakers of English
living in the Boston area, participated in the study. Forty-eight children and sixteen adults
participated in the main (model) condition; twenty-four children and eight adults participated ill
the control condition. The children in the main condition fell into three age groups
corresponding closely to those of Experiment 5: sixteen between 3;7 and 4; 10 (mean 4;5);
sixteen between 5;0 and 6;10 (mean 5;6); and sixteen between 7;2 and 9;1 (mean 7;10). These
age groups were closely matched (with those for the control condition: eight between 4; 1 and
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4;7 (mean 4;4); eight between 5;3 and 6;10 (mean 5;10); and eight between 7;0 and 8;4 (mean
7;9). Four children \\'ere replaced in the design for being unable to perfonn the production
task. The children were drawn from middle-class day-care and after-school programs in
Cambridge, Newton, Needham, and Weston. The adults (in the main and control conditions)
were MIT undergraduate and graduate stud,t:nts, ranging in age from 16 to 26 years, and were
paid for their participation.
Materials. As in Experiment 5, two sets of materials were used in eliciting novel forms
frOllt each subject. Each set included two types of objects and two containers. One set
consisted of: I In" x 4" pieces of paper; 1 In" x 4" pieces of cloth; a 3" x 8" wooden cart
(i.e., a board with four wheels attached); and a 4" x 9" wooden table. The second set consisted
of: 2" x 4" pieces of felt; 2" x 4" pieces of ribbon; a 4" x 8" wooden bench; and a 6" x 8"
wooden board. The objects and containers were interchangeable within each set, so that the
objects of either type in a set (e.g., pieces of paper or pieces of cloth) could be placed onto the
surface of either container in that set (e.g., the cart or the table) in such a way that the surface
could be completely covered without objects overlapping each other or extending beyond the
edges of the container. The number and configuration of objects on a surface was always
constant within an object-container pair, but varied across pairs. Objects, either fOUf or six in
number, were placed either side-by-side in a row or end-lo-end in two or three columns.
Within subject, the same pairings of objects and containers were used throughout the session;
across subjects in an age group, the pairings of materials in one set were counterbalanced with
the pairings of materials in the other set
One set of interchangeable materials was used for teaching the new action, eliciting the
choice of model, and posing the aspectual question: 5" x 7" pieces of sponge; 5" x 7" pieces of
styrofoam; a 10" x 14" rubber bath mat; and a 10" x 14" plastic tray. The number and
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configuration ofobjects on a surface demarcated four quadrants on the surface. Within subject,
the same pairings of objects and containers v/ere used throughout the session; across subjects
in an age group, the pairings of teaching materials were counterbalanced with the pairings of
"production" materials above. In addition, a plastic plate and a large plastic sheet were used in
the priming of locatives of put and cover, respectively.
One verb meaning was created using pairs of materials: the experimenter repeatedly placed
objects onto the container (in the appropriate configuration), one at a time, until the surface of
the container was completely covered without objects overlapping each other or extending
beyond the edges of the cO!ltainer. Corresponding to the one novel action taught to each subject
was one stem, keat.
Procedure. The procedure in the main condition was similar to that of the previous
experiment, except for the addition of components before the first block of production trials
(priming and eliciting models) and after the second block of production trials (eliciting models).
In sum, the procedure consisted of eight parts: first, the experimenter primed locative fonns of
put and cover; second, the experimenter elicited the subject's choice of model for a new action;
third, the experimenter taught the subject the novel verb corresponding to that ne,,, action;
fourth, the experimenter elicited locative utterances of the novel verb from the subject; fifth, the
experimenter tested and retrained the subject using aspectual cues; sixth, the experimenter again
elicited locative utterances of the novel verb from the subject; seventh, the experimenter retested
the subject using aspectual cues; and eighth, the experimenter again elicited the subject's choice
of model for the action. The procedure for the control condition consisted of steps three-seven
above (i.e., without priming or eliciting models). Subjects were tested in a single (25-minute)
session by two experimenters (one eliciting responses; the other ohserving) in an area as free as
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possible from potential distractions. For the children, the novel verb was introduced as a
puppet word by a puppet.
The experimenter began each session by introducing to the subject all of the materials used
in the study. The experimenter also intro<1uccaJ (or had the puppet introduce) the phonetic form
of the verb: "can you say keat? ... say keat." ~fhe procedure for priming the English verbs put
and cover in locaiive ful ns was similar to the priming (and pretesting) offill and pour used in
Experiments 3 and 4. In the present case, the priming consistecl of asking subjects (unfocusf .;,
queries about 3ctions of putting and covering, and subsequently giving subjects feedba\.t\, on
their responses--modeling the full content locative of put and the full container locative of
cover. (We also perfonned an informal pretest by recording whether subjects encoded the
content or container as the direct object of the verb.) For example, the experimenter would use
the following script: "do you know whatpuninR is? .. watch this: (experimenter puts a piece of
felt onto the plate)... can you tell me, using the word put, what I did?" In those cases where the
query failed to elicit an unambiguous direct object, we followed up with the secondary prompt
"putting what'?" (A tertiary query was never needed.) Regardless of the subject's final
response, the experimenter modeled a full content locative of put ("I'm putting the felt onto the
plate"), and had the subject utter the sentence once, if not spontaneously before the feedback,
then repeated after the feedback. The same procedure was followed for priming f .e container-
locative form of cover (e.g., "I'm covering the cart \vith plastic tl ). (Note: we counted as
perrnissible the utterance by subjects of container-locative fonus of cover withuut oblique
phrases, as in you're covering the cart.)
Put and cover were each primed four times in this fashion. The objects used for the priming
of put were the four production objects (i.e., felt, ribbon, paper, and cloth); the container was
always the plastic plate. The containers used for the priming of cover were the four production
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containers (i.e., cart, table, bench, and board); the content was always the plastic sheet. (Using
the materials in this way insured the subject's familiarity with all of the Inaterials, without
highlighting the salience of one material over another. Note: the order of materials used in the
priming was balanced across subjects in an age group.) One verb was primed after the other,
with the order of priming balanced across subjects within an age group.
After the priming (in the main condition), the experimenter introduced the subject to a new
action, and elicited the subject's choice of model for the new action. The experimenter would
say: (e.g.) "Now let's see something else. Watch this: (experimenter repeatedly places pieces
of styrofoam onto the mat, one at a time in the appropriate configuration, until the mat is
completely covered)... I'm going to show you again, but this time I'm going to ask you a
question... (experimenter perfonns the action again) ... using the word put or the word cover,
can you tell me what I did?" We were most interested in which verb a subject would choose to
describe the new action. In those cases where a subject responded with the utterance of both
verbs, the experimenter asked, "if you had to choose just one, which would it be?" We also
wanted to know which entity (object or container) the subject encoded as the direct object of the
chosen verb. In those cases where the query failed to elicit (a verb plus) an unambiguous direct
object, we followed up with the secondary prompt "putting what?" (if put was chosen by the
subject) or "covering what?" (if cover was chosen by the subject). (A te.'1iary query was never
needed.) Mter eliciting the subject's choice of model in this fashion, the experinlenter switchfd
to the od.er pair of teaching materials (e.g., the pieces of sponge and the tray), and repeated the
question, "using the word cover or the word put, can you tell me what I did?" Besides
changing the materials for the second question, the experimenter also switched the order of the
verb choices (cover or put) in the query. The ~uenceof verb choices (put or cover, cover or
put vs. cover or put, put or cover) was balanced across subjects in an age group.
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There are several reasons why we used this procedure in order to elicit a sUbject's choice of
model. Previous piloting had shown that the simpler question "is this [the new action] morc
like putting or more like covering?" was inadequate; subjects responded to this question by
consciously comparing the three actions in all sorts of ways, most of which seemed irrelevant
to the linking of verb meaning and verb syntax. Furthermore, the simpler forced ct\oice
provided us with no way of knowing which entity in the new action the subject would encode
as the direct object of the chosen verb. The combined forced-choice & production question, on
the other hand, appeared to be directly relevant tt, the issue of linking, while providing
additionai syntactic infonnation about the models themselves.
After asking the model questions (in the main condition), the experimenter taught the
subject the novel verb corresponding to the new action. The experimenter told the subjects:
"puppets have a word for what I just did: keat... say keat. It The experimenter then performed
the new action again (switchillg back to the first set of teaching materials), saying "I am
keating" once over the course of several iterations of the pUlting action. The experimenter then
asked the subject to perform the action once: "show me what ket.ting is." The teaching was
rep<.;ated for those subjects who failed to act out the verb meaning correctly, though this
happened only rarely. Childrer had no trouble in understanding that the novel label applied to
the new action. As in Experiment 5, the sparseness of the teaching phase was designed to
allow subjects to learn more about t~e meaning of the verb with more exposure to the action; in
particular, it was thought that subjects might be able to revise their interpretations of the verb in
the light of the subseq:lent aspectual cues (WId consequently, produce more container locatives,
or even ~Niteh their choice of models, later in the session).
Following the teaching of the novel verb, the experimenter began the first block of
production trials. The procedure in the production blocks (and in the intervening aspectual
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retraining) is vinually identical to the holistic condition in the previous experiment. In
particular, the experimenter presented each subject with two potential materials for the non-
topicalized participant in the action--that is, two types of objects if the container was topicalized
and two containers if a type of object was topicalized. For example, after subjects were
introduced to the blindfolded puppet Marty, and told that the purpose of the game was to tell
Marty what was happening, the experimenter would use the following script to set up and pose
a container-topic query: "Here is a board (topic)... I can have either some felt (as experimenter
i>'~ints to a clear plastic bag of felt pieces)... or some ribbon (as experimenter points to a clear
plastic bag of ribbon pieces). Now watch this: I am keating (while experimenter performs the
action, as in the teaching phase, using the ribbon and the hoar:1)... Tell Marty, using the word
keat, what I did to the board." (Note that the order of present~tionof the two potential materials
was balanced within subject so that the chosen material was first as often as it was second.) In
order to set up and pose a content-topic query, the experimenter would proceed as follows:
(e.g.) "Here is some telt (topic)... I can have either a bench (as experimenter points to a
bench)... or a board (as experimenter points to a board). Now watch this: I am keating (while
experimenter perfonns the action, as in the teaching phase, using the bench and the felt) ... Tell
Marty, using the word keat, what I did to the felt. " As in the previous experiments, we tested
production at three levels of response, if necessary. (The order of choices in the tertiary query
was balanced within subject.)
In the rust block of production trials, the experimenter posed four queries to the subject.
The order of topics for these qlleries was strictly alternating: either content-container-content-
container or contain(;f-content-container-content. The order of query topics was balanced
across the subjects in an age group. In addition, each performanc~of the novel action was
perfonned with a new object and container, so that after four trials, each of the four objects and
containers (excluding the teaching materials) had been used once. (The unchosen non-
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topicalized rnarerial on a given trial was always the remaining object or container in a set of fOUf
interchangeable materials.)
After the first block of production trials, the experimenter tested and retrained the subject
using aspectual cut:S. The testing consisted of the experimenter perfonning the partitive variant
of the action--placing one object on a surface--and then asking, "am I done keating...did I
keat?" The action was perfonned with the same pair of materials that was used in introducing
the novel verL stem. As in the previous experiment, we were most interested if subjects
answered yes to this question, indicating that they did not regard the novel verb as necessarily
specifying the accomplishment of holistically affecting the container. Immediately following the
question, subjects were "retrained" using aspectual CUf;S (with the second pair of teaching
materials). For example, the experimenter would place f,ieces of sponge onto the tray, one at a
time, until the tray was cove~;meanwhile, the experi.lnenter would say, "I am keating, but I
am not done keating yet (after placing an object on the surface, but before completing the
action)... I am not done keating yet (after placing another object on the surface, but before
completing the action)... now I am done keating, I k'~ated (after placing yet another object on
the surface, and completing the action)." The phrase I am not done keating yet \vas uttered at
least twice for each perfonnance of the action. Ttle experimenter then asked the subject to
perfonn the action once (i.e., "show me what keating is"), during which time the experimenter
interrupted subjects to ask, "Are you done keating ~'et? ...(the experimenter supplied the correct
answer if the subject faiied to)."
·rhe experimenter then began the second block of four production trials. The procedure here
was the same as for the first block, except thal aspectual cues were incorporate(l into the
scripts. For example, the container-topic query 'Nould be set up as follows: (e.g.) "Here is a
bo~. d (topic)... I can have either some felt (as ex]~rimenterpointf to a clear plastic bag of felt
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pieces)... or some ribbon (as experimenter points to a clear plastic bag of ribbon pieces). Now
watch this: I am keating, but I am not done keating yet (after placing a piece of felt on the
board, but before covering the board)... I am not done keating yet (after placing another piece
of felt on the board, but before covering the board)... now I am done keating, I keated (after
placing yet another piece of felt on the board, and covering it)... l'ell Marty, using the word
keat, what I did to the board. II
As in the frrst block, the order of topics for these qutries was strictly alternating: either
content-container-content-container or container-content-container-content. We counterbalanced
the order of query topics for the rust and second blocks, across subjects in an age group. In
addition, each performance of the novel action in the second block was performed with a
different object and container (but a pair that had been used once before in the first block). As
in Experiments 4 and 5, we coordinated the order of query topics with the order of material
pairs so that each of the eight production materials was focused once and only once per
session.
Following the second production block, the experimenter retested the subject using
aspectual cues. As in the initial testing, the experimenter performed the partitive action (with the
same pair of materials that was used in the retraining), and then asked, "am I done
keating...did I keat'?" Again, we were most interested if subjects answered yes to this question,
or if they had answered yes to this question the first time that it was asked (before the re-
training), and nO'H answered no. (In the iatter case, subjects nlay have learned that the novel
verb must specify th~ accomplishment of holistically affecting the container (cf. cover or jill).)
At the close of the session (in the main condition), the experimenter again elicited the
subject's choice of model for the action. The experimenter would say: (e.g.) "Now I have
some new questions for you. Watch this: (experimenter repeatedly places pieces (,f styrofoam
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onto the mat, one at a time in the appropriate configuration, until the mat is completely
covered)... using the word put or the word cover, can you tell me what I Jid?U As in the first
pair of model questions, we were most interested in which verb a subject would choose to
describe the action, but also in whether or not a subject would switch models as the result of
the aspectual cues and/or more exposure to the action. In those cases where a subject
responded with the uttenmce of both verbs, the experimenter asked, "if you had to choose just
one, which would it be?" We also recorded which entity (object or container) the subject
encoded as the direct object of the chosen verb.. In those cases where the query iailed to elicit (a
verb plus) an unambiguous direct object, we followed up with the secondary prompt "putting
what?" (if put was chosen by the subject) or "covering what?" (if cover was chosen by the
subject). (A tertiary quely was never needed.)
After eliciting the subject's choice of model in this fashion, ihe experimehlGt' switched to
the other pair of teaching materials (e.g., the pieces of sponge and the tray), and repeated the
question, "using the word cover or the word put, can you tell me what I did?" The use of
teaching materials was balanced within subject so that each material was used equally often in
the model questions (each pair used twice), It; well as in teaching/retraining (each pair used
once) and in the aspectual questions (each pair used once). Across subjects in an age group, the
order and pairing of materials in the teaching set were counterbalanced. Bes~des changing the
materials for the second question, the experimenter also switched the order of the verb choices
(cover or put) ill the query. Across subjects in an age group, the sequence of verb choices in
the first pair of model questiuns was counterbalanced with the sequence of choices in the
second pair of model questions.
Scoring. The responses to the production tests were scored according to whether the direct
object corresponded to the colltent or container in the perfonned action~ (Acceptable fonns also
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included one unaccusative intr211sitive (e.g., t/t..e felt keated across the board) and fifteen
sentences (all uttered by adults) in which the object (content) was encoded as an instrumental
subject (e.g., she lued Ihe/ell to leal Ihe block).) We used the conventions and protocol in the
Scoring Section of Experiment 1 for determining whether or not the use of a pronoun (e.g.~
keating it) was arnbiguous. Responses which were undecipherable or which included no
specification of the direct object were coded as other. As in th~ previous experiments,
responses were scored according to the level of response (1 0 ,2°,3°) and according to whether
oblique objects and/or particles were also uttered. We also recorded any spontaneous
substitutions of English verbs for the novel ones being elicited, as ~\'ell as any errors in, or
unusual aspects of, a subject's performance in the experiment. The responses to the model
questions were scored according to the verb chosen, put or cover, and according to whether the
direct object corresponded to the content or contai'ler in the perfonned action (using the scoring
procedure above). The re~ponses to the aspectual questions were scored as either yes or no.
Design. For the production task. we elnployed a 2 x 2 x 2 x 4 factorial design with the
within-subject factors of Block Order (block 1 vs. block 2) and Query Topic (content vs.
container), and the between-subjects factors of Model Condition (main vs. control) and .Age
Group (youngest vs. mid-aged vs. oldest vs. adult). The dependent variable was the
proportion of trials in which either the content or container wa~ ~ncoded as direct object. For
the model elicitation task, we employed a 2 x 4 factorial design with the within-subject factor of
Order (before production vs. after production) and the betwe(.n-subjects factor of Age ~ roup
(youngest vs. mid-aged vs. oldest vs. adult). The dependent variables were the choice of
model (put or cover) and the proponion of trials in which either th~ contcnt or container was
encoded as direct object. For the aspectual comprehension task, we enlploytd a 2 x 2 x 4
factorial design with the within-subject factor of Order (before retnlining vs. after retnlininf~)
and the between-subjects factors of Model Condition (main vs. control) and Age Group
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(youngf,st vs. mid-aged vs. oldest vs. adult). The dependent variable was the proportion of
trials iO.W:lich the response was either yes or '10.
Results al~1Discussion
We will address four qLestions. First, were children and adults willing to produce both
content a-nd container locatives for the holistic verb (Le., showing no absolute preference for
either fonn), as was the case in Experiment 5? Second, did subjects who chose put as a model
produce relati·,ely more content-locative fonns of th,: novel verb, and did those ,....ho chose
cover as .:\ model produce relatively more container-locative fonns of the novel verb? Third, if
subjects failed to choose put-;." cover as a model, what were the consequences for the
production of the novel verb. Fourth, what do the responses to the aspectual ques:ions tell us
about. how children and adults interpretej the holistic extent of the novel action? In this last
regard, we v:ill also iook at whether the subjects' choice of model had any effect upon their
responses to the &.,pectual questions, and whether the subjects' responses to the aspectual
questions, and/or more exposure to the hvlistic action, had any consequences for the
11r\'XIuction of If .catives with the novel verb.
In Table 27 we present the proportion of trials in which subjects produced ""ontent and
container locatives as a functio" of model corldition (main vs. control), query t0J:'ic, block
order, and age group. ;..~ in Experiments 3-5, we useG these means to derive a more useful
dependent measure--the pre/e,ence score: the proportion of trials in which a content locative is
produced minus the proponion of trials in wbich a container locative is produced. Preference
scores range from +1.0 (a strong prefererlce for content locatives) to -1.0 (a strong preference
for container locatives). Mean preference scores are listed in Table 28 as :1 function of model
conditi:ln) query topic, block order, and age group.
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Table 27
Adult3;1-4;10
Proportion of Trials in which Content and Container Locatives of the Novel
Verb were Produced as a Function of Model Condition, Query Topic, Block
Order and Age Group
AGE GROUP
5;06;]0 7;2-9;1
MAIN CONIJI11ON
Content Locatives
1st Block
Content-Topic Query
Container-Topic Query
Mean
2nd Block
Content·Topic Query
Container-Topic Query
Mean
Mean
0.28 0.28 0.53 O.'l5
0.12 0.12 0.31 0.09
0.20 0.20 0.42 0.17
0.31 0.22 0.56 0.28
0.09 0.12 0.44 0.09
0.20 0.17 0.50 0.19
0.20 (22/4/0) 0.19 (13/5/1) 0.46 (56/3/0) 0.18 (23/0/0)
Container~ves
1st Block
Content-Topic Query
Cootainer-Topic Query
Mean
2nd Block
Content-Topic Qllery
Conlainez-Topic Query
Mean
Mean
0.72 0.69 0.47 0.75
0.88 0.88 0.69 0.91
0.80 0.78 0.58 0.83
0.66 0.78 0.44 0.72
0.~1 0.88 0.56 0.91
0.78 0.83 0.50 0.81
0.19 (77f1A1O) 0.80 (76(26/1) 0.54 (65/4/0) 0.82 (105/0/0)
Nole: The numerals in parentheses correspond to the frequencies of locatives produced at the l°floJ30 level of
response.
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Table 27 (Continued)
Adull4;14;7
Proportion of Trials in which Content and Container Locatives of the Novel
Verb were Produced as a Function of Model Condition, Query Topic, Block
Order and Age Group
AGE GROUP
5;3-6;10 7;0-8;4
CONTROLCONDmoN
Content Locatives
1st Block
Content-Topic Query
Cootainer-Topic Query
Mean
2nd Block
Content-Topic Query
Container-Topic Query
Mean
Mean
0.62 0.50 0.69 0.19
0.50 0.50 0.62 0.00
0.56 0.50 0.66 0.09
0.44 0.50 0.50 0.19
0.50 0.50 0.62 0.12
0.41 0.50 0.56 0.16
0.52 (19/14/0) 0.50 (12/19/1) 0.61 (29/10/0) 0.12 (8/0/0)
Container Locallves
1st Block
Content-Topic Query
Cootainer-Topic Query
Mean
2nd Block
Content-Topic Query
Container-Topic Query
Mean
Mean
0.38 0.50 0.31 0.81
0.50 0.50 0.38 1.00
0.44 0.50 0.34 0.91
0.56 0.50 0.50 0.81
0.50 0.50 0.38 0.88
0.S3 0.50 0.44 0.84
0.48 (11/1410) 0.50 (21/11/0) 0.39 (16/9/0) 0.88 (56/0/0)
Note: The numerals in parentheses correspond to the frequencies of locatives produced at the 1°(2°/30 level of
response.
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Table 28
Mean Preference Score for the Novel Verb as a Function of Model Condition,
Query Topic, Block Order, and Age Group
MAIN CONDmON
AGE GROUP
3;7-4;10 5;0-6;10 7;2-9; 1 Adult
1st Block
Content-Topic Query -0.44 -0.41 0.06 -0.50
Container-Topic Query -0.75 -0."15 -0.38 -0.81
Mean -0.59 -0.58 -0.16 -0.66
2nd Block
Content-Topic Query -0.34 -0.56 0.12 -0.44
Container-Topic Query -0.81 -0.75 -0.12 -0.81
Mean -0.58 -0.66 0.00 -0.62
Mean -0.59 -0.62 -0.08 -0.64
CONTROL CONDmON
AOEGROUP
4;1-4;7 5;3-6;10 7;0-8;4 Adult
1st Block
Content-Topic Query 0.25 0.00 0.38 -0.62
Container-Topic Query 0.00 0.00 0.25 -1.00
Mean 0.12 0.00 0.31 -0.81
2nd Block
Conte"t-'~opic Query -0.12 0.00 0.00 -0.62
Container-Topic Query 0.00 0.00 0.25 -0.75
Mean -0.06 0.00 0.12 -0.69
Mean 0.03 0.00 0.22 -0.75
Note: Mean preference score was calculated by subtracting the mean proportion of trials in which container
locatives were produced from the mean proportion of ttials in which cor.tent locatives were produced.
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We perfonned an Analysis of Varlance on the mean preference score, with the within-
subject variables of Block Order and Query Topic and the between-subjects variables of Model
Condition and Age Group. We found significant main effects of model condition, age group,
and query topic, and a significant interaction between model condition and query topic. The
main effect of model condition indicated that the preference score was significantly lower for
the subjects in the main condition (AI = -0.48) than for those in the control condition (M =
-0.12), F(l, 88) = 4.75, p < .05. This effect was marginally significant for responses to the
primary query: Mmain = -0.40, Mcontrol = -0.16, F(l, 88) = 2.96, p < .09. Within age
groups, we found marginally significant effects for the youngest (MnUlin = ··0.59, Mcontrol =
0.03, F(I, 22) = 3.95, p < .06) and mid-aged children (Mmain = -0.62, Mcontrol = 0.00, F(l,
22) =3.20, p < .09), but not for the oldest children (Mmain = -0.08, M control = 0.22, p >
.25) or adults (Mmain =-0.64, M control =-0.75, p > .25). For the combined group of
children, the effect was significant at the primary level of reslJunse (Mmain = -0.32, Mcontrol
= 0.03, F(l, 70) = 4.70, P < .05) as well as for all levels of response (M main = -0.43,
M cOIJtrol : 0.08, F( 1, 70) = 6.43, p < .02).
The main effect of query topic indicates m.at subjects had a significantly higher pleference
score for responses to the content-topic query (M = -0.24) than for responses to the container-
topic query (M = -0.48), F( 1, 88) =17.18, P < .001 (for primary resportses, Mcontent-topic =
-0.21, Mcontainer-topic =-0.43, F(l, 88) = ]4.18, p < .001.) This finding shows, once
again, the predicted influence of discourse topic on choice of direct object. We also found a
significant interaction between model condition and query topic, according to which the effect
of query topic was significantly greater in the main condition (McOlltent-topic = -0.31,
Mcontainer-topic = -0.65) than in the control condition (Mcontent-topic = -0.09, Mconta;ner-
topic = -0.16, F(l, 88) = 4.76, P < .05). This interaction was marginally significant for
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responses to the primary query (in the main condition, Mcontent-topic = -0.24, Mcontainer-
topic = -0.55; in the control condition, Mcontent-topic = -0.13, Mcontainer-topic = -().20; F( 1,
88) =3.75, p < .06). It seems likely that the accessibility of the models to subjects in the main
condition gave them concrete examples of how to interpret the focused queries.
The main effect of age group indicates that the preference score was significantly different
for aifferent age groups: Myng =-0.38, Mmid = -0.41, Mold = 0.02, Madt =-0.68, F(3, 88)
= 3.50,p < .02 (for primary responses, Myng = -0.28, Mmid = -0.35, Mold = 0.02, Madt =-
0.68, F(3, 88) = 4.99, p < .(05). Roughly speaking, these results show that the oldest
children had a higher mean preference score than the other groups. (We shall offer an
explanation below involving the ability of subjects to use models in learning the syntax of
novel verbs.) l\~o other findings in the ANOVA were significant.
The main effect of model condition bears on our first question--of whether subjects were
willing to produce both content and container locatives for the holistic verb. In Experiment 5,
we found that none of the age groups had a preference score for the holistic verb that was
significantly different from zero. In the present experiment, we find muet the same result for
the child (and combined child) groups in the control condition (Myn.g = 0.03, p > .25; Mmid =
0.00, p > .25; Mold = 0.22, p > .25; M cUinbined = 0.08, P > .25). In the main condition, by
contrast, the preference scores were negative for eve!)' age group, '\nd significantly less than
zero for the younger (and combined) children: Myng = -0.59, t(15) = -3.78,p < .005; Mmid =
-0.62, 1(15) = -3.91, p < .002; Mold =-0.08, p > .25; Mcombined = -0.43, 1(47) =-4.01, P <
.001. A further re~ult is that while the (younger) children show an absolute preference for the
container-locative fonn of the verb only in the main condition, the adults consistently preferred
the container-locative fonn in both th~ main condition (M = -0.64, 1(15) == -4.14, P < .(01) and
the control condition (M = -0.75, 1(7) =-3.97, P < .01). The !;ignificant discrepancy between
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the adult perfonnance here (in the control conditioll) and in Experiment 5 (M ::: 0.41, t(14) =
, 3.57, p < .(05» suggests that the affectedness of the container was much more obvious in the
"covering" action than in the holistic "pegging" action of Experiment 5. l1tis makes sense if we
con~ider the great similarity of the "covering" action, in which an entire surface of a container
is occluded by content, to the actions lexicalized by common locative verbs in the language
(e.g., cover, spread, and blanket, among others); by contrast, the holistic verb of Experiment 5
is similar to fewer verbs, and verbs of lower frequency-··such as ll)ad, stud, and sow.
We can also make sense of the differences between the results for the younger children and
adults if we assume that common locative verbs such as cover may be good models for the
novel verb in this experiment only if such models are accessible to the subjects. In particular,
we suggest that the priming and eliciting of models Jnade the 'verb cover accessible to the
younger children in the main condition. (Based on the verbs uttered spontan~ously in
Experiment 5, we assume that put was already accessible.) Without a particularly appropriat~
model, children in the control condition, as in Experirnent 5, may have been equally likely to
attribute a manner to the holistic verb (e.g., placing the (lbjects on the surface in a particular
configuration) as an endstate. According to the linking hypothesis, then, these children would
3ho\\' no preference for either fonn, as we have shown. In contrast, the younger children in the
~n condition (who were provided with access to cover) and the adults in the main and control
conditions (who already have access to cover by virtue of being mature speakers of English)
may have attributed primarily an endstate to the novel verb. These subjects would then be
expected to pnxluce more container locatives than content locatives, accounting for the results
above. We note that the oldest children had no preference for either locative form; their
perfonnance is a bit mysterious on this account We shall clarify their perfonnance below.
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If making models accessible to younger children has such an impact on their syntactic
preferences, we might expect the actual choice of models to have an even larger, more clear-cut
effect--potentially applying to older children and adult'; as well. In panicular, did subjects who
chose put as a nlOdel produce relati\'ely more content-locative fonns of the nt vel verb, and did
those who chose cover as a model pl.lduce relatively more container-locative fanns of the
novel verb? To answer this question, we classified subjects according to their pattern of
responses to the model questions. In general, we found that there ",as agreement between the
utterance of a model's name and its syntactic fonn, so that put wa~ usually (96%) uttered in a
content-loca~ve fonn and cover was usually (98%) uttertd in a r;ontainer-l~ative fonn. We
observed utterances such as "putting a mat" and "you covered the styrofoam fln the tray" in
four instanues each. These deviations from standard usage may have bt~n induced by the
demands of the model question (subjects may have felt compelled to use both models, despite
an underlying preference), or they may reflect genuine lexical krowledge. In any case, when
confronted with a conflict between the observed syntactic fonn and the one predicted on the
basis of standard usage, we regarded the observed syntax as a more reliable metric of how a
child would use a pELrticular model.
In Table 29 we list the frequencies of subjects, by age group, falling into nine categories
according to their pattern of responses to the two pairs of model questions (one pair before the
production task; one pair after the production task). Ignoring the variable· of order for the
presetlt, the nine categories may be collapsed into three types, involving the elicitation of: more
containcr-locati·,e models (3 or 4) than content-locative models; more content-locative models
(3 or 4) than container-locative models; and equal numbers (2 each) of content- and container-
locative models. Let us consider subjects perfonning according to the first type of pattern to
have chosen the cover model, and those perfonning according to the second type of pattern to
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Table 29
Frequency of Subjects Classified According to Type and Category of Response
in the Model Elicitation l'ask and Age Group
AGE GROUP
3;7-4;10 5;0-6;10 7;2-9; 1 Adult
TYPE OF REsPONSE
CATEGORY (1st Model Pair; 2nd Model Pair)
Subject;; Choosing Cover
2 Container Models; 2 C.ontainer Models 7 5 2 10
2 Container Models; Each Model 1 1 1 1
Each Model; 2 Container Models 1 2 1 1
Total 9 8 4 12
Subjects Choosillg Put
2 Content MOOels; 2 (h.,tellt Models 2 2 1 1
2 Content Models; Each Model 1 0 1 0
Each Model; 2 Content Models 1 2 2 2
Total 4 4 4 3
Subjects Splitting their Responses
2 Container Models; 2 Content Models 0 1 0 0
2 Content Models; 2 Container Models 2 0 0 0
Each !viodel; Each Model 1 3 8 1
Tctal 3 4 8 1
Note: Four models were elicited from each subject in th~ Model Elicitation Task: The first pair was elicited
before lhe novel-verb production trials; the second pair was elicited after the novel-verb production trials. 'fhe
term Each Model signifIeS that one content-locative model and one container-locative model were elicited as a
pair.
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Table 30
~Iean Preferellce Score lor the Novel Verb as a Function of T)·pe of Response
in the Model Elicitation Task and Age Group
AGE GROUP
3;7-4;10 5;0-6;10 7;2-9; 1 Adult
TYPE OF RESPONSE
Subjects Choosing Cover -0.79 -0.97 -0.62 -0.79
Subjects Choosing Put 0.06 -0.31 -0.19 0.08
Subjects Splitting their Responses -0.83 -0.22 0.25 -1.00
Note: Mean preference score was calculated by subtracting the mean proportion of uials in which container
locatives were poduced from the Jllean propOOion of trials in which content locatives were produced.
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have clwsen the put model. Using these criteria, we perfonned a series of two-tailed t-tests on
the difference in mean preference score (in the production task) between subjects choosing put
as a nlOdel and subjects choosirlg cover as a model. 11le mean preference scores for subjects in
an age group choosing put or cover as a model are listed in Table 30. OUf findings provide
strong support for the hypothesis that subjects have the ability to make use of m(xlels in
learning tile syntax of new verbs. Across age groups, we found that subjects who chose cover
(M = -0.81) had a significantly lower preference score than those who chose put (M == -0.10),
1(46) :": 4.18, p < .001. This result was also highly ~ignif1cant for responses to the primary
query: Meoller = -0.68, Mput = -0.09, t(46) =3.61, P < .001. Within age groups, we found
that the mean preference score was always lower for those subjects who had chosen cover as
their model, significantly So for every group except the oldest children: for the ~'oui1gest
children, Meoller = -0.79, M"ut = 0.06, t(11) = 2.57, p < .05; for the mid-aged children,
J:
Meover = -0.97, Mput = -0.31, 1(10) = 2.27, P < .05; for the oldest chi!drcn, Mcover =-0.62,
Mput= -0.19, 1(6) =O.78,p > .25; for the combined children, Mcover = -0.83, !:1PUI = 900.15,
t(31) = 3.32, p < .005; for the adults, Meover =-0.79, Mput = 0.08, 1(13) = 2.52, p < .05.
What about those subjects who failed to choose put or cover as a model? To answer this
question, we focused our anention on subjects who split their responses in the model elicitation
task, selecting equalllJJmbers of the content- and container-locative mooels (see 'fable 3(}). We
performed a series of two-tailed I-tests on the difference in mean preference score between
subjects who split their responses and subjects who chose put or cc'ver as a model. Across age
groups, we found that the mean preference score for subjects \\'ho split their responses (M =-
0.15) was significaotJy high~r than the mean preference score for subjects who chose cover as
a model (M = -0.81, F(l, 47) = 3.66, p < .001; for primary responses, Msplit = -0.10,
Mcover = -0.68, F(l, 47) = 3.28, p < .002), but not significantly different than the, mean
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preference score for subjects who chose put as a model (M = -0.10, P > .25). Within age
groups, however, the: pattern of results was sonlewhat variable. For subjects who split their
responses versus those who chose cover, significant differences were found: for the mid-aged
children (Msplit = -0.22, M cover = -0.97, 1(10) = 2.87, p < .02); marginally for the older
children (Msplit = 0.25, Mcover =-0.62, t( 10) = 1.82, p < .10); and for the combined childre~)
(Msplit =-0.09, Mcover = -0.83,1(34) = 3.63, p < .001). For subjects WllO split their
responses versus those who chose put, significClnt differences were found only for the adults
(Msplit =-1.00, Mput = 0.08, 1(2) =6.50, p < .05).
In generetl, we take these results to conlplement our earlier conclusion that models must be
accessible in order to be usefui; they faust also he chosen (esp. in the c~se of cover) to be
useful. In the experimental setting, of course) the choice of a modeJ must take the form of an
overt response; the subject must make the conscious decision that the novel action "is like
putting" or "is like coverillg." There should be no doubt, however, that the influences of a
learner's previously Inastered lexical knowledge on the learning of new verbs may be
unconscious and quite subtle. For this reason, in fact, it is difficult to say why we found no
significant difference in mean iJreference score between subjects who split their resp'Jnses and
those who chose put. Subjects may have brought to the task more lexical knowledge of the
content-locative fonn than of the container-locative fonn, re~ardlessof their explicit responses
to the model question. On the other hand, the small number of subjects who split their
responses (16) IJr chose put (15; cf. 33 for cover) leads one to suspect the possibility of
sampling error.
Assuming that subjects of all ages can use models in learning the syntax of new verbs, we
can now understand our earlier findings that the oldest children had no absolute preference for
either locative fonn, and a higher nlean preference score than the other eroups: more of these
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subjects split their responses to the model question, and fewer made use of either model in
learning the syntax of the novel verb. In particular, an ~xaminationof their responses to the
model questions reveals that half of the oldest children (8) failed to choose put or cover as a
model; this is as many as for the other groups combined (three of the youngest children, four
of the mid-aged children, and one or the adults split their lnodel responses). Crucially, the
mean preference score for the oldest children who split their model responses was 0.25,
margin~ly higher than tht; preference score for the four oldest chi:dren who chose cover as a
model (M = -0.62, 1(10) =1.82, p < .10). Thus, the perfonnance of the oldest children in this
experiment is less of a mystery if we take into consideration their choice of models, or lack
thereof.
A fmal topic that we will consider is the aspectual comrrehension task: what can it tell us
about how childJen and adults interpreted the holistic extent of the novel action? In Table 31 we
present the frequency of subjects who answered yes to the aspectual questions, a~ a function of
model condition, order (before retraining vs. after retraining), and age group. As in Experinlent
5, we again found that some of the younger children were willing to consider the transfer of a
single object as an instance of the novel action. In particular, 13 of the youngest children (out
of 24) answered yes to the frrst question (11) or to both questions (2); seven of the mid-aged
children (out of 24) answered yes to the first question (6) or to both questions (1). In contrast,
only one of the mid-aged children, and none of the adults, responded )tes tD an aspectual
query. Our (tentative) interpretation of these results is that the adults and oldest children
regarded the holistic action as necessarily specifying the accomplishment of holistically
affecting the container (cf. cover or fill), whereas at least some of the younger children
(initially) regarded the holism of the action as a contingent propeny of the verb (cf. the endstate
interpretation of load) or even as an "accident" of circumstance (cf. put). The results also show
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Table 31
Frequency of Subjects Responding Affirmatively to the Aspectual Question as
a Function of Model Condition, Ord~r, and Age Group
AOEGROUP
5;0-6;10 7;2-9;1
AGE GROUP
5;3-6;10 7;0-8;4
MAIN CONDmON
Before Retraining Only
After Retraicing Only
Before and Mter Retraining
Total
CONTROL CONDITION
Before Retraining Only
Mter Retraining Only
Before and Mter Retraining
Total
3;7-4;10
7
o
2
9
4;1-4;7
3
o
1
4
3
o
1
4
3
o
o
3
1
o
o
1
o
o
o
o
Adult
o
o
o
o
Adult
o
o
o
o
Note: The Aspectual Question refers to the task in which the e)perimcnter perform.~d the partitive action, and
then asked, "am I done keating...did I keal?" The "Before Retraining U Question was a~:ked after the first block of
production trials; the "After Retraining" Question was asked after the second block of production trials. In each
age group in the main condition, there were 16 subjects; in each age group in the control condition, there were 8
subjects.
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the efficacy of the retraining; of the 21 children (including the one mid-aged child) who
initially responded yes to the aspectual question, all but three later responded no.
Iti the previou5 experiment, it was impossible to judge whether the subjects who responded
yes did so out of sheer compliance. In the model condition of this experiment, though, we have
an independent source of information about how children and adults interpreted the holistic
extent of the novel action; in panicular, we can look at whether the younger children's initial
choice of a model had any systematic effect upon their responses to the initial aspectual
question (i.e., before retraining; given the efficacy of the retraining, we confined this
comparison to the initial responses in either task). OUf question is this: was it the case that
younger children who initially chose cover as a model tended to respond no to the first
aspectual query, whereas those who initially chose put as a model tended to respond yes to the
first aspectual query? In order to answer this question, we constructed a 2 x 2 contingency
table in which younger children were scored as responding with either two content-locative or
two container-locative models and either a yes or no. We found that three children initially
chose put and responded yes; four children initially chose put and responded no; five children
initially chose cover and responded yes; and ten children initially chose cover and responded
no. According to a Fisher Exact Test, there was no significant association between the initial
responses in these two comprehension tasks. (Furthermore, in a test of all of the model
responses, we found the same ratio of subjects choosing put to subjects choosing c{)ver for
both the "yes subjects" and the "no subjects. It) Of course, this result does not prove that our
younger subjects responded yes out of the desire to comply with the experimenter, but it
strongly raises that possibility.
A final issue concerning the aspectual questions involves whether the subjects· responses
to the aspectual questions, and/or more exposure to the holistic action, had any consequences
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for the production of locatives with the novel verb. In Experiment 5 we found that subjects
produced more contvmer locatives after retraining than before, but that this difference was not
significant. In adoition, we discovered that the ten subjects in the holistic condition who
responded yes to one or both of the aspectual questions had a mean preference score (M =
0.10) that was (nonsignificantly) lower than the remaining 22 subjects in the holistic condition
(M = 0.31) who answered no to both aspectual questions. As we noted there, this is a problem
because subjects who tteat the affectedness of t~\~ container as a necessity (Le., answering no)
should produce more container locatives than those who treat the affectedness of the container
as a contingency (i.e., answering yes). In the present experiment, we found much the same
results: there was no effect of block order (M1st block = -0.36, M2nd block = -0.36), and the
21 subjects who responded yes to the aspectual question did not have a higher mean preference
score (M = -0.38) than the 75 subjects who responded no (M = -0.36). The combined results
of Experiments 5 and 6 suggest that overt aspectual cues, at least as we have envisioned them
here, play a minor role in verb learning compared with that of a semantically (and by
hypothesis, syntactically) similar model. In our view, however, the issue of how a child
perceives the distribution of an action over time, and the relation of that perception to verb
learning, demands much more study.
In summary, we found that children in the control condition were willing to produce both
content and container locatives, as in experiment 5, but that children in the model condition and
adults in either condition consistently preferred the container-locative fonn of the (holistic)
verb. To account for this pattern of preferences across ages an~ conditions, we suggested that
the linking hypothesis must be understoo:; in the context of what models are accessihle to
language learners and speakers. In patticular, we suggested that the priming and eliciting of
models made the verb cover accessible to the younger children in the main condition, whereas
adults (in either condition) already had access to cover by virtue of being mature speakers of
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English. Beyond accessibility, however, we found that the actual choice of models had an even
larger, more clear-cut effect--applying directly to the oldest children and adults as well to the
younger children. Across age groups, we found that subjects who chose cover as a model had
a significantly lower preference score than those who chose put as a model. Furthermore, for
subjects who failed to choose put or cover as a model, especially the oldest children, we found
less systematic consequences for the production of locative fonns of the novel verb. We took
these findings to provide strong support for the hypothesis that subjects of all ages have the
ability to make use of models in learning the syntax of new verbs. Finally, on the issue of the
aspectual cues and :}uestions, we again found--as in Experiment 5--that some of the younger
children responded yes to the aspectual questions. Although these younger children may have
regarded the holism of the action as a contingent property of the verb (cf. the endstate
interpretation of load) or even as an accident of how the actions were perfonned (cf. put), we
failed to find support for this conclusion either from tests of association between responses in
the aspectual and model comprehension tasks or from an examination of mean preference
scores with regard to the aspectual cues (before vs. after retraining) and questions.
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General Discussion
We began our experimental studies with the hypothesis that a universal linking rule of
Object Affectedness is used by children to predict the syntactic privileges of verbs, but that
children must learn what counts as affected. Funhennore, we argued that the same universal,
in conjunction with misinterpretations of particular lexical items, gives rise to syntactic
mistakes such as I filled the water into the glass, where the content (water in this case) is taken
to be affected in the meaning of the verb. Ultimately, according to this account, the syntactic
error is unlearned as the child revises his or her interpretation of the verb's meaning.
The evidence presented in this dissertation provides critical support for the non-obvious
correlation of verb syntax and semantics. Our study of six common locative verbs, in
Experiment 1, showed that children have a preference for content locatives (replicating
Bowerman, 1982) and a bias towards the manner interpretation of locative verb meaning
(extending Gentner, 1978, 1982), and that both sons of deviations from adult language
influence their learning offill and empty. By contrast~ pour and dump were rarely the sources
of syntactic or semantic errors. Furthennore, this patten. of results was replicated (whenever
tested) in succeeding experiments: in Experiment 2, we replicated the finding that children
overgenerate the fill-content fonn and are biased (between 3;5 and 6;6) towards the manner
interpretation offill; in the pretesting of Experiments 3 and 4, we replicated the finding that
children overgenerate the fill-content form, but not the pour-container form. On the basis of
these results, we hypothesized that a general manner bias accounts not only for why children
make semantic errors with fill and empty (versus pour and dUfnp), but also--in conjunction
with the linking rule--for why children prefer to overgenerate content locatives. (In this way,
Y/e l1nify the phenomena reported by Bowennan and Gentner.)
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The specific tests of association also provided some support for the linking hypothesis. In
Experiment 1, we found evidence for an association between the syntax and semantics of
empty (esp., children biased towards the dumping manner of empty tended to produce more
content locatives than container locatives), and for a weak association between the syntax and
semantics of fill (esp., children between 2;6 and 5; 11 who were biased towards the pouring
manner offill tended to produce at least one content locative). In these tests of association, we
argued that the criterion of manner bias was too strong, potentially overlooking those children
who had incorporated a particular manner into the meaning of a verb and yet were not biased
towards that manner (e.g.• children who "hul1ght that fill essentially means filling, but by
means of pouring). In Experiment 2 we accounted for this possibility by using sensitivity as
well as bias tests on the comprehension of fill. To our credit, we found stronger evidence for
association, but again only for some of the children--those between 3;5 and 6;6. In this case,
we argued that the limitation of association to this age range was consistent with the increased
exposure of the older children to the fill-container fonn and with the combined sensitivity and
bias results, Wllich suggest that the older children may have regarded the pouring manner as
typical of, but not essential to, the action of filling.
In general, we must stress that we tested only one plausible non-standard interpretation of
filling (and emptying). It is likely that those children who attribute a Olanner to the meaning of
fill show a certain amount of variation fiS to which manner they deem es~:cntial, depending
Upoll the contexts in which they hear locatives of the verb. Indeed, the finding of any
association is remarkable in this light
In Experiments 1 and 2, we attempted to exploit a naturally occurring manner bias in order
to shJW a correlation of syntactic and semantic errors. In Experiments 3-6, by contrast, we
manipulated the semantics of novel verbs as an independent variable in order to show more
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directly the causal nature of the linking between verb syntax and semantics. In each of these
latter experiments, we were able to predict the syntactic privileges that subjects would assign to
the novel verbs: we found that relatively more content locatives were produced for the verb in
the manner condition (i.e., in the zig-zagging, zig-zagging or hopping, partitive, and put-model
conditions in Experiments 3-6, respectively ) and relatively more container locatives were
produced for the verb in the endstate condition (i.e., in the stuffing/sagging, coloring, holistic,
and cover-model conditions in Experiments 3-6, respectively). The results of these experiments
strongly suppon the hypothesis that children and adults "an make use of Object Affectedness in
order to predict the syntactic privileges of new verbs on the ~asis of their meanings.
In combination, the results of Experiments 1-6 iJldicate that some sort of causal relation
holds between verb meaning (cause) and verb syntax (effect). (On the possibility that syntax
licenses semantics, rather than vice versa, we must conclude that this possibility seems remote
in Experiments 1 and 2, where adults have presumably uttered no fill-content fonns and where
the only fill-content fonns that a child has access to are self-generated. On the other hand, the
results of Experiments 3-6 demonstrate that semantics-lo-syntax linking must be used under
some circumstances.) However, we have gathered little direct infonnation on the scope or
origin of this causal relation. Thus, our experimental evidence dves not bear directly on the
question of whether the correspondence is language-specific or language-general, or on the
question of whether the correspondence is substantially learned or innate in origin.
Nevertheless, we believe that an examination of the ava.ilable evidence will favor the
postulation of a universal--and by inference, innate--linking rule, which (along with other such
rules) structures the correspondence between verb syntax and semantics across languages and
provides a basis for lexicosyntactic productivity. In the remainder of this section, we will first
defend a statement of the universal that we presented in the introduction, and then outline a
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proposal of how a child nlay come to use the linking rule to J~redict the syntactic privileges of
verbs.
The Universal o/Object Affectedness
Our main strategy in defending this linking rule will sinJpJly be to show that the affectedness
of dire~t objects is a universal tendency, applying across ,domains in English and in other
languages. In other words, to the extent that this linking regularity is language-general in
scope, it implies the operation of a universal linking rule. Specifically, after defining OUf
linking rule in terms of lexical syntactic and semantic representations, we shall muster two
sorts of cross-linguistic evidence: fIrSt, we will show that agent-patient verbs are universally
transitive; second, we will show that linking accounts for alternations in disparate languages.
(4) an argument is encodable as the direct object ()f a verb if the entity to which it
corresponds is affected in the meaning of the verb
In our statement of the universal (4), we assume distinct lexical representations of verb
syntax and verb mear.ing, between which linking will occur (Rappaport and Levin, 1986;
Jackendoff, 1983, 1987). The lexical syntactic representation, or predicate-argument structure
(PAS), is assumed to consist of some indication of the number and type (e.g., Subject, Direct
Object, Oblique Object) of arguments that a predicate takes in syntax. We also assume that the
surface subject of unaccusative intransitives corresponds to an underlying direct object
(Perlmutter, 1978; Burzio, 1986). We are agnostic as to the details of the syntactic
representation, whether in tenns of (e.g.) Government-Binding Theory or Lexical-Functional
Grammar; these theories are intertranslateable for our purposes (see Levin 1985; Jackendoff,
1987). In order that we may be explicit about the Inechanics of linking, we will follow the
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convention of using variables as placeholders for the arguments in PASs (Rappaport and
Levin, 1986):
(5)
a. Pour: x <Y, PIoc z>
b. Fill: x <y, Pwith z>
c. Load: x <Y, PIoc z>
d. Load: x <Y, Pwith l>
(content-locative)
(container-locative)
(content-locative)
(container-locative)
In this notation, the subject (external argument) corresponds to the position filled by x, the
direct object (internal direct argument) corresponds to the position filled by y, and the oblique
object (internal indirect argument) correslX~lds to the position filled by z. From language to
lang1Jage, of course, the actual syntactic devices (word order, case and agreement marking,
stress) for distinguishing between grammatical functions will vary. In English, for example,
word order and case (prepositional) marking are used to distinguish direct objects (y) from
oblique objects (z). What's important, however, is that some universal account of gralT'.matical
function be possible. A thorough discussion of representational assumptions may be found in
Pinker (1989).
The lexical semantic representation is assumed to be a partial decomposition of verb
meaning--a representation of the semantic elements that can be conflated in a verb's definition.
According to the work of Talmy (1983) and Jackendoff (1983), anlong others, verb meanings
across languages are organized around the concepts of motion or location in space. More
abstract verb meanings, involving such domains as (e.g.) possession, emotion, and
assessment are similarly organized around the motion or location of entities in an analogue of
space--a "semantic field." Components of verb meaning accordingly specify the nature of states
or events in a semantic field, including (among other things) the path, location, or orientation
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of an entity; the manner in which an entity changes location or state; the causation of an event;
and the means by which an event is caused. We will not, in this paper, present full
representations of ,'erb meaning; the interested reader is refe,rred to Pinker (1989) and
Jackendoff (1983, 1987). For our purposes, we can identify the argument corresponding to the
content which changes location (00) or the container which ~hanges state (6b) in the meaning of
a locative verb as a variable (y) in a substructure of semantic representation (following
Rappaport and Levin, 1986):
(6)
a x causes y to go int%nto z ...
b x causes y to change state by means of [x causes z to go int%nto yJ ...
The crucial question, of course, is what w~ mean for an entity to be affected in the meaning
of the verb, as stated in (4). Until now, we have been able to use this phrase somewhat
equivocally to simplify the exposition of our experimental work. At this point, we must be
more precise. Affectedness, as we shall now use the term, merely refers to a change in the
location or state of an entity (at least with respect to locatives; see our remarks on
themehood/patienthood below). Tile linking rule, as a univ~rsal tendency, is stated in tenns of
affectedness. On the other hand) mfcughout this paper we have been using the terms manner
and endstate to signify more than just a change of location or state in the meaning of a v~rb:
pour specifies the particular manner in which content changes location; fill specifies the
particular way in which a container changes state. If the changes of location or state specitied in
(6) are understood in this particular respect, linking rules should allow the language learner to
"co-index" variables in the semantic (6) and syntactic (5) representations. As will become clear,
determining the particular manner or endstate of a verb will involve more than just an
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identification of possible affected entities. (See our remarks on the property-predicting nature
of linking rules, below.)
In the tenns of traditional thematic roles (which we introduce only for the sake of
comparison), an affect~ entity is actually ambiguous between a theme (an entity asserted to
occupy or change a location Of, in the broadest construal, a state) and a patient (an entity tacted-
upon by an agent', interpreted very generally to mean that the patient has a role in defining
what it is that makes the action of the agent an example of the verb, and not an example of a
closely related verb). We will not attempt to resolve this ambiguity here, and note that most of
the cross-linguistic evidence cited below satisfies both thematic roles. We would like to stress,
however, that we do not view semantic roles as predicate-independent semantic cases (e.g.
Fillmore, 1968), or linking rules as ordered lists or hierarchies of such cases, against which a
fonn may be viewed as "canonical" or "noncanonical. tI Thus, we view the container and
content in cases of (e.g.) loading as equally acceptable themes or patients; neither locative fonn
is a priori canonical with respect to the other. (By contrast, learning that containers are affected
in the meaning of a particular verb may be relatively difficult on perceptual or cognitive
grounds, depending on the vagaries of input; hence our errors with/ill and empty.) We note
that any arguments against a predicate-independent version of innate linking do not apply to the
present account (e.g., Bowerman's (in press) argument that there is no selective advantage in
onset for canonical verbs).
Finally, the linking rule itself assens that an argument is encodable as tht: direct object of a
verb if the entity to which it corresponds is taken to be affected in the meaning of a verb. OUf
rationale for stating the rule this way--in tenns of what is encodable rather than what is actually
encoded--is that the affectedness of an entity does not appear to be strictly sufficient for
encoding the corresponding argument as the direct object. Instead, the linking rule appears to
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be ploperty-predicting rather than existence-predicting (on this distinction, see Aronoff, 1976;
Pinker, 1989), in the sense that it predicts the fonn that an argument would take, all else being
equal. All else, in this case, refers to two sources of mediation: the operation of a set of linking
rules (including Object Affectedness) within a domain and the clustering of the verbs of a
domain into subclasses (e.g., according to particular manners or endstates). In the next section
we shall argue that these mediating factors stand inbetween affectedness and di;ect objecthood.
For the present, we shall present cross-linguistic evidence for cases in which we can
successfully "hold equal" these sources of mediation; in these cases, the sufficiency of
affectedness in predicting objecthood comes through (as a property-predicting regularity).
One way of seeing the influence of linking is to restrict our view to verbs where the
application of the linking rules is clearest. In her review of the literature in lexical semantics,
Beth Levin (1985) pays particular attention to the syntactic expression, in E~glish and other
languages, of agent-patient verbs (i.e., those in which "some generally animate entity brings
about a direct (usually physical) effect on another entity" (p. 10); this construal of patient
encompasses themehood, as definej above). \Vhat she finds is that agent-patient verbs are
"invariably transitive in all languages" (p. 11), with the agent argument encoded as the subject
and the patien' argument encoded as the direct object. Examples fr()m several domains in
English include the following:
(7)
8. (causative) change of position in some manner
Sue slid the box across the floor.
Bob rolled the ball under the table.
Ted bounced the ball out of the yard.
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b. change of position (in some direction)
Ken brought the wine to the party.
Sarah took the supplies to the office.
Alex carried the groceries to the car.
c. (causative) change of physical state
Toby melted the butter in the pan.
Marion hardened the candy in the pot.
Vince softened the clay in ~is hand.
d. physical effect
Usa broke the vase with a hammer.
Gus crushed the can with his big tow.
Arnold smashed the window with his bat.
c. ingestion
Tim ate two pounds of chocolate.
Carol drank some gingerale.
Lou gobbled a pizza.
Counterparts to these verbs can be found in other languages, including those which are
genetically, areally, and typologically distinct from English. For example, in the Australian
language ofWarlpiri the agent of agent-patient verbs is marked with the ergative case (ERG),
corresponding to the subject, and the patient is marked with the absolutive case (ABS),
corresponding to the direct object (examples from Levin, 1985; see Hale and Laughren (1983)
for extended examples):
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(8)
a. change of position
yirra-mi 'ERG put ABS, ERG position ABS'
ka-nyi 'ERG carry ABS, ERG transport ADS'
rarra-ka-nyi 'ERG drag ADS'
b. physical effect
yunpa-mi
yarlki-mi
'ERG grind ADS' (as seed, ochre)'
'ERG bite ABS'
Notice that the precise interpretation of affectedness varies from one domain to the next,
sometimes involving a manner or direction of motion and sometimes involving a change of
state. In the case of agent-patient verbs, the menlbership of a verb in one dornain or another
may have relatively little effect on its transitivity; according to Levin, the syntactic expression
of agent-patient verbs (holdulg con~\tant the number of arguments) is unifonn within and across
languages. For two-argument verbs which deviate from the agent-patient standard, however,
Levin argues that there is greater variability in syntactic expression, both within and across
languages. In these cases. different verbs within a given domain may have different syntactic
propenies (9a,b) or the same verb mal,y have alternative syntactic expressions involving a
change in transitivity (9c):
(9)
8. emotion: experiencer as subj('ct
Adam loves Eve.
Cain hates Abel.
Pam fears Hurricanes.
emotion: stimulus/agent as subject
Hurricanes scare Pam.
Lectures bore Fred.
Ornithology thrills Herbert.
b. perception: transitive
Boris saw the sign.
Laurie heard the siren.
perception: intransitive
Boris looked at the sign.
Laurie listen to the siren.
c. surface contact: transitive
Ken hit the wall.
Lois slapped Clark.
Garry struck the chair.
surface contact: intransitive
Ken hit at the wall.
Lois slapped at Clark.
Garry struck at the ctlair.
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Similar examples, also from relatively abstract semantic domains, include verbs of
cognition (think, doubt, occur to), desire (want, prefer, hanker after), and assessnlent (esteem,
value, prize) (See Levin, 1985; Talmy, 1985). Across languages, according to Levin, these
same classes show syntactic variability. She gives the example from Warlpiri of paka-rni
'strike', for which the contacted entity may take the absolutive or dative case (cf. the change in
transitivity in (9c». In some languages, in fact, verbs of surface contact may "display variation
as to whether they are among the transitive verbs in the first place, and if so, whether they
allow more than one way of expressing their arguments" (p. 12). By contrast, English
speakers cannot say *John slid at the box (meaning that John intended to slide the box; cf. 9c),
and similarly for the agent-patient verbs of other languages. Given the pattern of little variation
in the syntactic expression of agent-patient verbs, \tersus more variation in the syntactic
expression of verbs falling outside of this class, Levin concludes that if a verb beLongs to the
agent-patient class, it must have a transitive expression (with the patient encoded as the direct
object), but not necessarily the converse.
A stronger conclusion consistent with this pattern of results, though still short of necessity,
is that the unifonnity in the syntactic expression of agent-patient verbs reflects a true universal
tendency in the linking of verb meaning and syntax. Affectedness appears to serve an
organizing role for the expression of direct objects; &t least, no other sufficient condition on the
meanings of verbs has been discovered to have such an obvious codifying force on thr
expression of direct objects. Support for this stronger conclusion comes from the thorough
cross-linguistic study of transitivity by Hopper and Thompson (1980). On the basis of their
findings, Hopper and Thompson claim that transitivity--universally--involves a number of
correlated morphosyntactic and semantic components, including affectedness. In a nutshell:
high transitivity is associated with telic, punctual events in which a potent agent acts
volitionally upon an individuated, affected patient. In particular, they conclude that "partitive
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O's [partially affected entities] are universally associated with intransitive verbs, or at least with
some signal of reduced transitivity" (p. 263). The cross-linguistic evidence reviewed by
Hopper & Thompson (1980) and Levin (1985) suggests that linking doesn't exist (solely) for
the purpose of allowing children to predict the syntactic privileges of verbs, but serves as a
conservative influence on the syntactic expression of arguments--perhaps as a means of
insuring that the general infonnation of who did what to whom is not lost over generations of
language change. (The potentially far-reaching consequences of language without linking rules
are difficult to fathom: paradoxically, without the stabilizing and yet productive force of linking
rult;s, lexical change might be too fast for its own good, or not possible at all.)
In a final set of examples, the influence of linking will be made apparent not because the
application of the linking rules is univocal, but because it admits of variation (sometimes
involving a change in transitivity, and sometimes not). A perfect example of this type is the
locative alternation. Superficially, it might be argued that the existence of alternations such as
the locative argues against the linking of semantic and grammatical relations--after all, in one
fonn a content is a direct object, and in the other fonn a container is a direct object. However, a
deeper level of analysis, supported by our experimental research, reveals that the direct object
in these cases corresponds to an affected entity in the meaning of the verb. As we have already
seen in (7) and (8), this correspondence is apparent across other constructions (which also
differ superfi(,ially, according to the domain of the verb).
Most relevant here is that the locative forms of a given verb differ in their implications, a
phenomenon that has been labelled the holistic interpretation (Anderson, S., 1971; Schwanz-
Norman, 1976); for example, John loaded the cart with the apples implies that the capacity of
the cart has been exhausted, but John loaded the apples into the cart does not. In this context,
we can attribute the holistic interpretation to the application of the linkirag rule(s) to different
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arguments. More generally, we will show that in cases where a particular predicate and its
arguments admit of more than one syntactic expression, and in which an argument is
alternatively encoded as the direct or oblique object, a subtle senlantic difference usually, if not
always, accompanies the alternation. Because the only difference between the forms is in the
linking of arguments to grammatical relations, and not in the nature of the arguments
themselves, any semantic differences must be directly relevant to the issue of linking.
One methodological note before we proceed. In the following examples of cross-linguistic
evidence, we have limited ourselves to alternations between direct and prepositional objects in
which the alternative forms differ in their implications. We make no pretensions, of course,
that the sampling is anywhere close to exhaustive (especially since thorough cross-linguistic
evidence is not available), but we do feel that it is representative, given two provisos. First, we
have ruled out alternations which involve the addition/deletion of any elerllents other than the
relevant case or agreement markers (e.g. negativity markers), on tile grounds that the meanings
of these additional elements might be sufficient, but not necessary, to force the alternation.
Second, we ~lave ruled out alternations (esp. of morphological case) which involve semantic
properties of the direct/oblique object itself (versus semantic properties of the verb). Such
properties often enhance the individuation of the object, where individuation refers to the
distiDcmess of an affected entity (especially, from the agent), and encompasses such properties
as animacy, humanness, definiteness, nUlnericity, and count/mass status, among others
(Hopper and Thompson, 1980). We acknowledge that, in some cases, morphological case
marking may do other things besides distinguishing grammatical function (Comrie, 1981). We
suggest, however, that individuation and affectedness are not independent properties, but that
the affectedness of an entity may presuppose a high degree of individuation. (Individuation, as
well as perspective, has a subtle effect on locatives. For example, we find the following
sentence acceptable: John was loading carts with apples for hours, but never managed to fill
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any of 'em. But compare: ?John loaded the cart with apples for hOllrs, but never managed to
fill it. (We owe this example to Robert Van Valin.»
Consider the pairs of sentences in (10): (a) the conative; (b) the "locomotive"; (c) LIte dative;
and (d) the locative. Each of these pairs illustrates how an argument of a verb may be
alternatively expressed as a direct object or as a prepositional object, with a subtle semantic
"shift" accompanying the alternation. Specifically, the argument in question (italicized in 10)
may correspond in the meaning of the verb to either an affected entity, if linked to the direct
object, or to a reference object (most commonly, a goal, source, or location), if linked to the
oblique object. Notice that the precise interpretation of affectedness depends upon the domain
in question. In (a), the frrst sentence of each pair (with the NP as direct object) implies the
successful contact (slap, or hit (in 9c» or penetration (cut, slash) of the affected entity. By
contrast, the second sentence of each pair (with the NP as the object of at) only implies tht~
intent to act upon a goal (cf. Kurt cut the bread into two pieces; ?Kurt cut at the bread into twl)
pieces). Similarly, in the case of verbs of locomotion (lOb), the entities may be interpreted as
"conquered" (e.g., ?Larry leapt the chasm, but fell short of the other side) or as reference
objects (cf. Larry leapt over the chasm, but fell short of the other side). In the case of three-
argument fonns, the same semantic shift obtains. In the dative examples with teach (IC)C), the
double-object (flfSt), but not the prepositional (second) form implies that the children have
actually learned Spanish (Green, 1974). The different implications of these two sentences seem
especially clear, perhaps because the activity of teaching (which does not necessitate any
learning) is so often dissociable from its accomplishment. In fact, as was explicit in the design
of Experiments 2, 5, and 6, the affectedness of a reference object in the meaning of a verb is
conflated with the ability of the verb to take an accomplishment (or achievement) reading--that
is, the ability to specify a definlle endpoint to the action. Accordiflgly, all of the verbs in (10)
may be alternatively viewed as specifying either accomplishments/achievements or activities, in
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the first and second sentences, respectively. (S(~e Tenny (1988) on the relation of affectedness
and verb aspect.)
(10)
a. Kurt cut the bread/at tlte bread
Bill slashed the tire/at the tirc
Rachel slapped the stranger/at the stranger
b. Larry leapt the cha-.m/across tl'le chasm
Betty swam the channel/across the channel
Ted climbed the nwuntain!up the mountain
c. Jake taught the children Spanish/Spanish to the children
Joe threw Frank the balVJoe threw the ball to Frank
Pam told Sue the secret/told the secret to Sue
d. John sprayed the wall with paint/paint on th.? wall
Cathy loaded the cart with apples/apples onto the cart
Max smeared the mirror with paste/paste onto the mirror
A fmal co:nment on these examples from English is that the semantic shift is demonstrdbly
a product of two changes in the linking of semantic and grammatical functions: an argument is
no longer linked to one grammatical function (e.g., oblique object), and is now liflked to
another (e.g., direct object). (Note that the case of three-argument fonns is complicated by the
simultaneous switch in linking for the other non-agentive argument. It is unclear what semantic
effects follow from the recoding of the other argument.) Although we have focused on the
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linking of direct objects, ~o.osider a second linking rule: that goals, sources, and locations tend
to be encoded as oblique objects (Talmy, 1983; Jackendoff, 1983). The consequences of this
liaking rule can be seen in (10); the spatial properties of reference objects are "collapsed" upon
their recoding as direct objects. This is quite clear in the case of the locatives (1 Od), and may
give some insight into why the affectedness of containers is typically holistic (versus some
other possible il1terpretation of affectedness, such as 'coming into <:ontact with some content'),
as if the three- or two-dimensional geometry of a container or sunace were being reduced to the
one-dimensional geometry of an affected entity (see Talmy, 198J, on the geometry of themes
and reference objects). In the next section, we shall consider the c()nsequences of the fact that
an ensemble of linking rules operate together.
In languages which are genetically and arealiy distinct from English, we find not only the
same alternations between direct object and oblique object, but also the same "semantic shifts"
which accomt>any them. We have already mentioned the example from Warlpiri of paka-rni
'strike', for which the contacted entity may take the absolutive or dative case. According to
Levin (1985), the absolutive (but not dative) marking implies that a surface has been contacted.
As in English, the conative alternation in Warlpiri also applies to verbs of penetration
(nominative in this example corresponds to the direct object; I-Iale, 1973, cited in Moravcsik,
1978):
(11)
njuntulu!u npatju PWltul}U gatju
"yc)u-erg. you-I spear-past I-nom. tt
'you speared me'
njuntulu!u
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"you-erg. you-I-? spear-past I-dative"
'you speared me' or 'you tried to spear me'
In her cross-linguistic study of the case marking of objt~ts,Moravcsik (1978) claims that a
semantic shift also accompanies the locomotive, dative, and locative alternations in Hungarian.
Despite the fact that Hungarian is genetically and areally distinct from English, the differences
between the pairs of Hungarian forms in (12) and (13) precisely parallel the differences
between the corresponding English translations. In these examples from Mornvcsik, only the
rust sentence of each pair (and its translation) carries the iml,lication that a reference object is
affected in the meaning of the verb (here, the accusative (ace.) marks the direct object):
(12)
8. Megmaszta a Ilegyet
"up-climbed-he/she-it the mountain-ace."
'he/she climbed the mountain'
Felmaszon a hegyre
"up-climbed-he/she the mountain-onto"
'he/she climbed up the mountain'
b. Atugrotta az arleot
"across-leapt-he/she-it the ditch-ace."
'he/she leapt the ditch'
Atugrott az arleon
"across-leapt-he/she the ditch-on"
'he/she leapt across the ditch'
c. Atuszta a tavat
"across-swam-he/she-it the lake-ace."
'he/she swam the lake'
Atuszott a tavon
"across-swam-he/she the lake-on"
'he/she swam across the lake'
(13)
a. Janos bemazolta a falat festekkel
"John in-smeared-he-it the wall-ace. paint-with..
'John smeared the wall with paint'
Janos ramazolta a festeket a falra
"lohn onto-smeared-he-it the paint-ace. the wall-onto"
'John smeared paint on the wall'
b. Janos beultette a kertet fakkal
"John in-planted-he-it the garden-ace. trees-with"
'John planted the garden with trees'
Janos elultette a fakat a kenben
"John away-planted-he-them the trees-ace. the garden-in"
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'John planted the trees in the garden'
According to Rappaport and Levin (1986), the holistic effect also appears in every other
language (besides Hungarian and English) in which the locative alternation has been studied.
Examples similar to (13) may be found in Berber (Guerssel, 19R6), French (Boons, 1971),
Japanese (Fukui et al., 1985), Kannada (Bhat, 1977), and Russian (Veyrenc, 1976) (citations
from Rappaport and Levin, 1986).
Besides the fact that the verbs in (12) and (13) are marked in transitive sentences for
agreement with accusative NPs, notice that they are also prefixed (Le., with meg- and at- in 12
and be-, ra-, and el- in 13). According to Moravcsik, these verbal prefixes are similar to the
post-verbal particles in English (e.g., up, down, through) in that they can indicat~ either
directionality or completedness, or both. It turns out, however, that there is a striking
difference between English and Hungarian locatives both in the lise of these particles and in the
ability of locative verbs to alternate. In the case of English locatives, the use of panicles is
optional and furthennore restricted to the container-locative form (Fraser, 1971); as we have
seen, the completive particle up in container locatives serves to emphasize the change of state
that a container undergoes. In the case of Hungarian locatives, particles are regularly (if not
obligatorily) prefixed onto verbs in both locative fonns, where they appear to serve more than
just an emphatic function. In fact, all Hungarian locative verbs (of addition) are alternators
(Moravcsik, 1978, n. 2), but the ability to alternate appears to depend crucially on the presence
of the prefixes. In this regard, Rappapon and Levin (1985) make the following observation:
"the counterparts of fill and pour in bo~h Russian and Hungarian are alternating verbs, but in
thesf~ languages the verbs in th= two variants, while containing the same root, differ in
aspectual prefixes" (p. 38, n. 20).
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In support of the claim that the ability of a verb to alternate depends crucially on its
meaning, we can cite other languages (besides Russian and Hungarian) in wh~:h the locative
alternation is accompanied by changes in verbal morphology that explicitly indicate the
affectedness of the container as a function/extension of verb meaning. Fukui, Miyagawa, &
Tenny (1985) have noted that Japanese and English differ both in their degree of locative
alternation and in their degree of productive verbal morphology, and that these two factors are
related: although Japanese (ordinarily) allows fewer locative verbs to alternate than does
English, the addition of the "holistic" morpheme -tsukusu ('exhaust') to Japanese verbs greatly
increases the number of alternators. A similar phenomenon occurs in the Nigerian language of
Igbo; verbs must be compounded before accepting the equivalent of the full container locative
(Nwachukwa, 198'"1). These observations underscore the systemat;city of the locative
alternation across languages, and in particular argue that the non-alternation of pour andfill in
English is not an arbitrary gap, but rather a (systematic) conse.quence of verb meaning.
In summary, two principal findings support the universality of Object Affectedness. First,
the unifonnity across languages with which agent-patient verbs express their arguments reflects
a universal tendency for direct objects to correspond to affected entities. Second, the finding
that semantic shifts involving affectedness accompany alternations in disparate languages
suggests that affectedness is a consequence of universal direct-object linking, and that the
ability of verbs to alternate is a consequence of their meanings. To the extent that the linking
regularity of object affectedness is universal, we argue that it is innate.
Inversely, we question whether any story in which linking regularit\es are learned (e.g.,
Bowennan, 1982, in press) can account for the observed universal t~ndencie.~. Furthermore, as
we have argued throughout, learning can't plausibly account for fine-grained semantic errors
with fill and empty, or resolve Baker's Paradox, without attributing to children a fairly
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complex (unleamable) mechanism for linking. Finally, we lhave demonstrated in Experinlents
3-6 that affectedness, not the (learnable?) predominance of content locatives per se, correctly
predicts the syntactic privileges that children grant no\'el verbs differing in manner or cndstate,
or diffPring in the partitive/holistic extent of effect upon a container.
Using the Unking Rule
Turning to the question of how the linking rule is used by children, it is undoubtedly not
the case that children have direct access to a linking rule, \vhich they use in a mechanical
fashion to check off the syntactic privileges of verbs. In panicular, there are two sources of
"mediation" which appear to prevent the direct application of the linking rule to the lexical
semantic representation of a verb: the operation of a set of linking rules (including Object
Affectedness) in a domain and the clustering of the verbs of a domain into subcla5ses.
Together, these two complicating factors suggest that the sufficiency of affect~dness in
predicting objecthood, as demonstrated above, is property-predi,cting in nature, not existence-
predicting. In this subsection, we shall discuss each source of maiiation in tum.
We assume that all of the arguments of a verb must be assigned to grammatical functions,
and that each argument must be assigned to a unique grammatical function in a sentence, and
conversely (i.e., the "Theta-Criterion" of Chomsky, 1981; the "Coherence" and
"Completeness" Principles of Bresnan, 1982). (We note that although there are languages like
Japanese where virtually any argument of a verb may be unexpressed, the infonnation must be
supplied by context (Fukui et ai, 1985).) Therefore, we must consider the possibility that a
linking rule ~uch as (4) does not operate in isolation, but rather works in concert with linking
rules for the subject and the oblique object. In the case of the subject, which has been the focus
of most of the cross-linguistic work on grammatical relations, the available evidence suppons
the existence of linking: there is a universal tendency for the agents .4nd causal forces of actions
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to be encoded as subjects (Keenan, 1976). Less systematic work has been done relevant to the
linking of oblique objects, but what work has been done suggests that most of the entities
encoded by oblique objects can assimilated to reference objects of some kind (Talmy, 1983;
Jackendoff, 1983). Funhennore, Pinker (1989) points out that a linking rule for oblique
ohjects need not co-opt all of the differences between prepositions or obliq\le case markers,
since the semantic and syntactic propenies of these markers are surely specified in their own
lexical entries. On the basis of the available evidence, therefore, we shall assume that several
linking roles operate together. Rappaport & Levin (1986) present the following as a typical set
of linking rules (based on Carter, 1976a,b; Ostler, 1980; see Pinker, 1989, for a more precise
fonnulation of linking rules):
(14)
a. Link the agent role with the external argument [subject] variable in the predicate-
argument structure.
b. Link the theme or the patient role with the direct argument [direct object] variable in
the predicate-argument structure.
c. Link each remaining theta-role to an indirect argument [oblique object] variable in the
predicate-argument structure which is associated with an appropriate preposition.
Our intention here is not to justify these panicular statements of the linking regularities, but
rather to ask whether predicate-argument structure is anoiher level of lexicosyntactic
representation, besides (subsumed) grammatical function, at which we must capture
generalizations about linking. Notice that this is not the question of whether a set of linking
rules must operate together (which we assume above); obviously, it would be somewhat
meaningless to assume that the linking rules operate in isolation given that the arguments of a
verb must be expressed together and that other linking rules plausibly exist. In:;tead, we want
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to know whether children, in lealning the syntactic privileges of a verb, perform linking to
established PASs rather than \~o a set of grammatical functions. We shall call the
ability/necessity of children to use linking rules in this fashion PAS-linking. Our question,
then, is this: is there any evidence for PAS-linking? The answer to this question in undoubtedly
yes; in particular, 'he available evidenc€: suggests that children have and use foreknowledge
about the possible range of PASs of a new verb on the basis of its ITlenlbership in a semantic
domain. Roughly speaking, the story here is that a child learns the syntactic privileges of (e.g.)
a locative verb (of addition) by first attending to the range of fonns which are commonly used
in a language to express events about adding content to a container, and by then choosing--
within this constrained space of possibilities--one locative form DC the other, or both, on the
basis of (PAS-) linking.
In the introduction, we characterized a domain as a set of verbs with shared semantic and
syntactic properties. We have alread)~ jiscussed examples from several domains, including
locative verbs of addition, locativf; verbs of removal, (dative) verbs of giving, verbs of
emotion, verbs of percept~on, verbs of motion, verbs of change of state, verbs of physical
effect, and so 00. Although some readers may regard the concept of a dornain as hopelessly
fuzzy, we maintain that some such notion is functional in language acquisition, and in fact
widespread in the literature of lexical semantics and language acquisition. (It remains for future
cross- and psycholinguistic study to ferret out the precise boundaries of these domains, as well
as the places where they overlap.) Assuming a workable notion of don1ain, we can show that
the domain of a verb can be used, in principle, to predict the possible range of th~ verb's
syntactic privilc;ges. The strongest evidence in support of this claim comes from the
observation that the verbs of a given domain, when they can be identified across languages,
tend to express their arguments in the same limited number of ways, and differently from verbs
in other domains. As Levin (1985) puts it, "Even in [semantically coherent] classes that allow
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alternate realizations of arguments, the patterns attested seem to be limited. These possibilities
generally appear to be drawn frOfll a set of options available to verbs in a given class across
languages" (p. 13). Although thorough evidence on the realization of panicular semantic
classes across languages is not available, in those languages where the locative alternation has
been studied, the predicted result obtains: "when a language manifests the [locative] alternation
the verbs that participate in the alternation fall into the same broad semantic class as the English
locative alternation verbs" (p. 36, Rappaport & Levin, 1985). Earlier, in fact, we cited
evidence that the locative alternation in a number of languages involves not only the same
semantic class of verbs, but the holistic ~ffect as well. Finally, some cross-linguistic evidence
supports the view that the sets of PASs for different domains are underlyingly different despite
the linking rules that they share; for example, Russian displays the locative, but not the dative
alternation, whereas English displays both (Rappaport and Levin, 1985). This sort of variation
across languages also suggests that the total set of PASs may vary from language to IWlguage.
On the distinctness with which verbs of a domain are expressed, l,evin (1985) argues that
the child must be sensitive to certain semantically coherent classes of verbs. Within English,
we have already cited evidence on differences in the syntactic expression(s) for a number of
classes, including: verbs of ingestion, physical effect, change of position, or change of state;
versus verbs of emotion; versus verbs of surface contact; versus verbs of perception; versus
verbs of locomotion; versus locative verbs of addil!g; versus dative verbs. Furthennore, Levin
presents cross-linguistic evidence that we can further subdivide the class of agent-patient verbs;
for example, across English, Warlpiri, and French, verbs of change of position (e.g., slide)
and change of physical state (e.g., melt), as well as change of psychological state (e.g., llmuse)
are separated in the devices that they use to mark the "anti-causative" alternation: in English, the
former two classes pattern together (i.e., the box slid; the butter melted; the childrert
*amused/were amused); in Warlpiri, the latter two classes pattern together; and in french, all
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three classes pattern together. Many other examples could be given. In summary, if two verbs
belong to different domains, it is a good bet that they have different ranges of syntactic
privileges.
It might be argued (though not without some difficulty) that the similarity in the expression
of verbs of a particular domain across languages, and the distinctness of their expression from
verbs of other domains, i~ simply due to the operation of independent linking rules working in
a constrained cognitive space. However, it is more difficult to account in a similar fashion for
several psycholinguistic observations. First, we noted earlier that children rarely use the verb
of one domain to assen the occurrence of an event usually expressed by the verbs, and in the
PAS(s), of another domain. For example, children rarely, if ever, use eat in a locative form
(e.g., */ ate a spoon into my pudding), although we might expect such errors on the basis of
individual linking rules (or on the basis of unconstrained syntactic rules, as discussed by
Bowerman, 1982). That children don't make mistakes across domain boundaries, even when
similar semantic roles are involved, shows that they are, in practice, sensitive to the PASs of a
domain. Second, Levin (1985) notes that lexical extensions occur in adult speech, in which the
verbs of one domain (e.g., the manner of motion verb slide; the surface-attachment verb sew)
may be used to express the means of an event which is itself usually expressed by the verbs,
and in the PAS(s), of another domain (cf. change of possession; creation). Thus, we may say
John slid Mary the package and .John sewed the remnants into a shirt, respectively. Far from
arguing against domain-specific PAS-linking, we take the intuition of lexical extension to be an
important datum in favor of our claim: speakers who use such extensions must rely on the
ability of the hearer to assfJCiate a fonn with a particular domain. In the example of the lexical
extension of slide in the do\\ble-object dative, a component of meaning (change of possession)
is neither cOJh~ated in a v~{bts definition (nothing about the meaning of slide specifies transfers
of possession) nor supplied by individual linking rule8 (none of which are domain-specific),
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but rather emerges from a combination of linking rules devoted to a particular domain of verbs.
In particular, we have elsewhere demonstrated (for English-speaking children and adults) that
the acquisition and use of double-object datives is generally constrained to express the change
of state that a possessor undergoes (Gropen et ai, 1989).
On the basis of the cross-linguistic and psycholinguistic evidence, therefore, it seems likely
that two (additional) steps are relevant in learning the syntactic privileges of verbs, besides just
applying the linking rule of Object Affectedness to the meaning of a verb: frrst, children appear
to narrow down the range of possible syntactic expressions of a verb on the basis of its
membership in a domain. That is, children have to learn which PASs go with which domains,
even though the matching may be constrained by individual linking rules to a great extent
Second, once the PASs of a domain are known, the joint satisfaction of linking rules may
provide a necessary, but not sufficient condition on the ability of a verb to take the
corresponding PAS. In other words, our claim here is that linking regularities may be stated
more strongly at the level of PASs within a domain than at the level of individual grammatical
functions. Notice furthennore that this condition is still fonnulated as a property-predicting rule
(since not every verb in a domain may be expressed in every relevant fonn), but presumably a
more powerful one. (As an aside, we interpret the "syntactic bootstrapping" hypothesis of
Landau and Gleitman (1985) as follows: if the set of PASs, but not domain, of a particular
verb is known, and funhermore if that set of PASs is known to correspond to a particular
domain, then the verb may be inferred to belong to that domain.)
The hypothesis of PAS-linking is a claim about how the domain of a verb constrains the
lexicosyntactic side of the linking equation. We can also address the question of what is the
appropriate level of lexicosemantic representation at which to capture generalizations about
linking: is it the case that the PASs within a domain are associated with stable semantic
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representations which are relevant to linking? This is a difticult question to answer, primarily
because we have no direct evidence on the issue. Notice that the finding that semantic shifts
accompany alternations, as discussed in the last section, isn't really evidence for the existence
of a stable semantic correlates of PASs; we argued there that the h\~listic effect could be traced
to the re-linking of one argument--the "promotion" of the container argument from oblique
object (i.e., goal) to direct object (i.e., affected entity). Furthennore, although it may be true
that the choice of PASs for a verb is domain-specific, it isn't necessarily the case that the
interpretation of putative semantic correlates of PASs is domain-specific. Thus, the domain of a
V cannot be consistently inferred solely from its acceptance of PASs such as (e.g.) NP-V-NP-
into-NP, NP-V-NP-with-NP, and NP-V-NP. For example, NP-V-NP can be about a change
of position (John slid the box), a change of physical state (John melted the butter), a change of
psychological state (John scared the boy), an act of perception (John saw the boy), and so
forth. We may certainly be able to narrow down the likely interpretation of some PASs
(especially the double-object fonn), but the critical factor seems to be the range of uses of a
PAS in a particular language" and not the existence of a stable semantic correlate of that PAS.
On the other hand, the postulation of stable semantic representations corresponding to
panicular PASs is not without its theoretical merits (as we shall discuss below), and by making
such an assumption we aren't begging any crucial questions about how linking rules are used.
We shall therefore follow the work of Pinker (1989) in using the term thematic core to
designate the composite semantic representation corresponding to a particular PAS. Thematic
cores are lexical semantic representations which are independent of particular predicates, but--
as we present them here--tied to a panicular domain of arguments. (Pinker (1989) hypothesizes
that thematic cores are not inherently domain-specific, but function across domain boundaries.
We will not, in this paper, pursue this hypothesis.) For locatives involving the addition of
content to a container, we shall assume the following thematic cores (the general structure of
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these thematic cores is similar to, but abstracted from, the particular definitions of locative
verbs given in (6), from Rappaport and Levin (1986»:
(15)
a. the thematic core IX causes content Y to go int%nto
container Z corresponds to the content-locative PAS
'x <y, PIoc z>'
b. the thematic core 'X causes container Y to change state
by means of [X causes content Z to go int%nto container
V]' corresponds to the container-locative PAS
'x <y, Pwith z>'
In this view, the child never applies an individual linking rule such as Object Affectedness
directly to the meaning of a verb, but instead uses the thematic cores of a domain to detennine
the possible ways in which the set of linking rules may be satisfied for that domain; the
matching of a verb to a thematic core is a necessary condition for the verb to take the
corresponding PAS. In practice, the pair of thematic cores corresponding to alternative PASs in
a domain may serve to sttucture the domain into two broad divisions (e.g., manner (15a.) and
endstate (I5b)), and thus may guide the child's decisions about how to express the verbs of a
domain. We shall return to the critical question of precisely how a child determines the
sufficiency of a verb to accept a particular PAS within a domain, but let us briefly consider
what the notion of a thematic core buys us. First, the linking of locative fonns to semantic
representations gives us a unified account of the (near) paraphrase relation between locative
fonns, and of the ability of some verbs to alternate between them. The thematic cores in (15)
satisfy the paraphrase requirement (see Rappaport and Levin, 1986) by virtue of the
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substructure that they have in common, 'X causes content Z(Y) to go int%nlo container
Y(Z)'. In fact, this paraphrase relation is more parsimoniously captured at the level of the
thematic core than at the level of individual verb meanings (as in Rappaport and Levin, 1986).
Funhennore, because the set of thematic cores of a domain specifies the range of syntactically
relevant ways in which the verbs of that domain may be interpreted, any pair of thematic cores
constitutes a "broad-range" role that can be used to predict the possible alternation of verbs in
that domain. Thus, the notion of a lexical rule, though one that is semantically based, falls out
of this account (Pinker, 1989).
Second, the postulation of domain-specific thematic cores allows us to systemati7~ the
knowledge of a domain or argwnent space that language learners appear to have. In Experiment
2, we showed that sensitivity to manner or endstate (qua achievement) doesn't necessarily
accompany children's early use of the verb fill. An interpretation consistent with all of the
available evidence is that before a child fixes the meaning of a verb in tenns of Olanner or
endstate, he or she must have learned that contents and containers are the appropriate
arguments over which to define the meaning of a verb. (Encoding domain in a thematic core
also explains the phenomenon of lexical extension without having to resort to special rules of
interpretation.) This requirement is captured in our explicit reference to contents and containers
in (15). Here, content and container should be viewed as labels, ultimately cashed out in tenus
of semantic primitives which specify the topological properties of potential containers and
contents (Talmy, 1983; Jackendoff, 1983). These properties, among others, will be prominent
in our discussion of conflation classes, below. In sum, the child must have experience with the
particular domains of human activity that the verbs of a language make reference to, domains
which may then be reified in terms of thematic cores and their associated PASs.
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Finally, we can also provide a more specific answer to the question of what linking rules
are for. Earlier, we suggested that linking doesn't exist (solely) for the purpose of allowing
children to predict the syntactic privileges of verbs, but serves as a conservative influence on
the syntactic expression of arguments. We can now suggest the particular function that linking
rules might have: linking rules, together with the PASs in a domain, can be used to triangulate
on the language-specific thematic cores within an argument space. This division of labor,
between universal linking rules and language-specific thematic cores, is consistent with the
cross-linguistic evidence (esp., the differences between English and Russian) that we reviewed
above.
We now turn to the second source of mediation between affectedness and objecthood: the
clustering of the verbs of a domain into subclasses. Even if we assume that a child can
accurately classify a verb according to its domain, we are still faced with a leamability problem.
In fact, the logic of Baker's Paradox that we introouced in the General Introouction assumes
that "local errors" of overgeneration are the real threat to learnability; for example, a child may
learn that some l~ative verbs of addition (e.g., load) can be expressed in two fonns, and on
that basis extend the privilege to other similar verbs (e.g., locative verbs such as pour andfill).
Without recourse to feedback about which sentences are not in the language, the child would
then be unable to unlearn any overgenerations (e.g., *John poured the glass with water; *John
filled water into the glass). In our present tenns, a child might even predict that every locative
verb of addition was an alternator on the basis of the broad-range rule in (15). How, then, does
the child learn the correct syntactic privileges for pour,fill, and load on the basis of linking
rules?
In order to explain why pour,fill, and load dontt all have the same syntactic privileges,
Pinker (1989) has hypothesized that a child detennines the sufficiency of a verb to accept a
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panicular PAS (within a domain) on the basis of its membership in a semantically cohesive
subclasf). Linking rules serve as the basis for this process in the following way: the pair of
thematic cores corresponding to alternative PASs in a domain strJcture the domain into two
divisions (e.g., manner (158) and endstate (I5b», alld thus guide the child's search for
relevant subclasses. Crucially, the mere themehood of a content or container argument,
according to (15a,b), is not enourh; the child needs independent evidence that a particular
manner or endstate is incorporatec into the meaning of a verb. Finally, if a verb (e.g., fill) is
found not to belong to any subclass of a given type (e.g., manner), the child reaches the
conclusion that the verb is incompatible with the relevant ("parent") thematic core and its
associated PAS (unless the verb is heard in that PAS in the positive input).
OUf goal here will be to present a list of subclasses, adapted from Pinker (1989), which
could in principle be used by children in learning the syntactic privileges of locative verbs of
addition. (Although we will restrict our remaining discussion to these verbs, a similar analysis
has been performed for locative verbs of removal (Pinker, 1989); in addition, we note that
some manner verbs (i.e., non-directional) may belong to both domains.) The method we
employed was to search the fairly exhaustive list of 126 locative verbs in the Appendix (from
Rappaport and Levin, 1985) for the dimensions of verb meaning which provided for the most
natural semantic clustering of the verbs, while still accounting for their syntactic distribution.
By natural semantic clustering we mean that we attempted to find dimensions that minimized
the semantic distance between verbs which shared a value on that dimension (many of them
differing only in dialect, register, or connotation) and that maximized the semantic distance
between verbs in different clusters or subclasses. The dimensions themselves were divided into
two broad groups on the basis of whether they involved the affe.ctedness of the content (i.e., a
manner dimension) or the affectedness of the reference object (i.e., an endstate dimension).
This broad separation of dimensions into manner versus endstate follows from the hypothesis
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that the pair of thematic cores in (15) liternlly guide the child's search for relevant subclasses.
Our analysis provides for a potential solution to the leamability problem in the following way:
if a verb belongs to at least one manner subclass, it will accept the content-locative fonn; if a
verb belongs to at least one endstate subclass, it will accept the container-locative fonn; and if a
verb belongs to at least one manner subclass and at least one endstate subclass, it will accept
both locative fonns. (Note that the method in Pinker, 1989, differs from that presented here.
Among other differences, the approach there was to formulate subclasses for which all of the
members either alternate or do not alternate.)
The analysis of locative verbs of additic,n into manner and endstate subclasses is presented
in Table 32. The major subheadings (i.e., Spatial Distribution of Content, Geometry of
Reference Object, and Purpose) correspond to dimensions along VJhich included verbs may
vary according to subclass or cluster. The minor subheadings correspond to the following
clusters of verbs: particle/blob, array of particleslblobs, continuous stream, layer, vertical
mound, compressed mass, circle/coil, suspension, edge, surface (coverage), surface
(distribution of a set of objects), surfac(: (support), layered medium, co-extensive medium,
container, path, function, forceful surface contact, qualitative/esthetic (positive),
qualitative/esthetic (negative). Before we discuss each of these particular subclasses, let's be
clear about what is being claimed. We have prc.1posed dimensions which are as general as
possible (though not every endstate verb need specify a value for one dimension if the other
dimension is relevant), and for which different clusters of verbs specify different discrete
values along that dimension. Notice that this is a fairly minimalistic view of the COlTespondence
of verb syntax and semantics (assuming, of cours~, that there is a correspondence) in that
narrowly circumscribed aspects of meaning are taken to be relevant to the syntax of a verb.
Specifically, the manner verbs (i.e., the verbs belonging to manner subclasses) must specify
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Table 32
Manner and Endstate Subclasses of Locative Verbs of Addition
Manner Dimension
Spatial Distribution of Content (as it changes location):
particle/blob: dribble, drip, slop, slosh, spill
array of particles/globs: drizzle, scatter, shake, bestrew, spatter, sprinkle, shower,
duiL splash, splattert .au:u,~
continuous stream: ladle, pour, dump, spew,~, squin, .t1.QQQ.
layer: diU!, dwlh, smear, spread, smudee, plaster, slather (resulting layer ffi:\Y vary in
shape and evenness)
vertical mound: Wk,~, hwz
compressed mass: wad, gmn, crowd, jam, mIff,~
circle/coil: coil, spin, twirl, twist, whirl, wind, wrap
suspension: him&, itI:in&.,~
Endstate Dimensions
Geometry of Reference Object (as it becomes holistically affected):
edge:edge,birn},1Uin&l
surface (coverage): blanket, cover, inundate, line, shroud 1, vest}, bandage}, coat,
deluge}, douse, encrust, face, inlay}, pad, pave, plate, tile, dwJ.hl, spread,~,
~1, fi.QQd,.M:ilR,~1, plaster, slather
surface (distribution of a set of objects): litterl, spot I , stud, blotl, clutter}, riddle 1,
splotch, dapple, bestrew, spatter}, splatter}, sprinkle, splash},~
surface(support):burdenl,~,~,~
Note: Alternators are underlined; non-alternators are presented in plain text. Subscripts indicate
the membership of a verb in two endstate subclasses (but nothing is implied by the pairing of
subscripts to readings). The verbs in this analysis are from Rappaport and Levin (1985) (see
the Appendix).
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Table 32 (continued)
Manner and Endstate Subclasses of Locative Verbs of Addition
Endstate Dimensions (continued)
Geometry of Reference Object (as it becomes holistically affected): (continued)
layered medium: lard1, interlace, interlard, interleave, intersperse, interweave, vein,
ripple
co-extensive medium: drench, saturate, suffuse, imbue1, impregnate, infuse1
container: fill, (re)populate, mun, crowd, mdI,1Ulkk1
path: block, choke, clog, dam, plug, smother}, stop up, bind, entangle}, lash, janl
Purpose (in tenns of abstract changes of state of tIle reference object)
function/potential (the reference object is enabled to perform its function): stock, kmd,
~
forceful surface contact: dAb,~, spraY2, splash2
qualitative/esthetic (positive): adorn, embellish, enrich, deck, lard2, festoon, trim2,
vest2, emblazon, endow, enrich, garnish, imbue2, infuse2, inlaY2, ornament,
replenish, season, bandage2, lw1&, strin&2, drape2,~, shower
qualitative/esthetic (negative): dirty, littef2, pollute, smotheI2, soil, spot2, stain, taint,
blot2, burden2, cluttef2" deluge2, entangle2, infect, riddle2, bombard, shroud2,
dimb2, mD[, smud&e, s.patten, splatter2
Note: Alternators are underlined; non-alternators are: presented in plain text. Subscripts indicate
the membership of a verb in two endstate subclasses (but nothing is implied by the pairing of
subscripts to readings). The verbs in this analysis are from Rappapon and Levin (1985) (see
the Appendix).
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the spatial disttibution of the content as it changes location, and the endstate verbs must specify
either the geometry of (the relevant portion 00 the reference object as it changes physical state
(becoming holistically affected) or the purpose of the action in terms of the abstract change of
state of the reference object. Thus, we are making a claim about some of the elements of
meaning that are conflated into locative verbs; howevef, the~e subclasses are not meant to
exhaust the meanings of the verbs they contain.
As shown in Table 32, the verbs which accept the content-locative form may be rather
transparently organized into seven clusters according to the spatial distribution of the content as
it changes location. The verbs of three of these subclasses specify the "unit" of content that is
transferred: either in single particles (e.g, dribble) or blobs (e.g., slosh), in an array of particles
or blobs (e.g., spatter, shower), or in a continuous stream (e.g., pour, inject). (In this last
subclass we included flood, as in the unaccusative intransitive water flooded into the basement;
this is in keeping with our assumptions about lexicosyntactic representation.) Four of the other
manner subclasses specify a change in the "internal" distribution of the content during the
course of the action: a (usually) semi-solid mass is forced into a layered distribution against a
surface (e.g., smear, plaster); a mass assumes the shape of a vertical mound (e.g., pile, stack);
a mass becomes compressed or smaller in volume (e.g., wad, crowd); and a flexible object
assumes a circular or coiled shape (around a reference object) (e.g., twist, wrap). The final
subclass (i.e., suspension verbs such as hang, string, and drape) is itself a portion of a larger
subclass of surface attachment verbs (including nail, tape, glue, etc.). None of these verbs
really specifies the spatial distribution of the content as it changes location; rdther, they specify
the method of attachment Of, in the case of the suspension verbs, the spatial arrangement of the
static theme with respect to the reference object (e.g., John hung the portrait in the East Room
for years). We have included the verbs of suspension in our analysis because they may be
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extended easily into the content locative (onn, and even into the container-locative fonn (as we
shall see).
One virtue of this analysis is that it succeeds by proposing only one dimension along which
these verbs vary. We have resisted the temptation to propose other dimensions on the grounds
that they either weren't inclusive enough (for all of the verbs which take the content-locative
fonn) or were too inclusive (potentially applying to verbs which could never take the content-
locative form). For example, one possibility which we haven't explored here is that a separate
dimension of verb meaning, having to do with the inception of a transfer of c()nteni, is relevant
to the manner thematic core. This dimension wouid cross-cut the spatial-distribution categories
by clustering verbs according to whether an imparted force causes the ballistic motion of a
mass (e.g., fpray, splash, squirt, inject) or gravity causes the motion of a rrlass (e.g., dribble,
drip, pour, dump) (see Pinker, 1989). Inception, in this sense, would also provide a more
reasonable categori7ation of spill, slosh, and slop, which seem to care less about the spatial
distribution of the content than about the accidental inception or careless execution of the
action. Although such a dimension truly captures new infonnation about the meanings of these
verbs, it seems to do little additional work in providing the child with a sufficient reason for
extending the content locative to a verb (whereas it may be relevant to other PASs; we argue
below that locative verbs of forceful surface contact may be expressed in the container-locative
fonn).
On the other hand, it is perfectly acceptable, from a learnability point of view, for there to
exist a few verbs whose ability to take a PAS is not predictable from the nleaning of the verb.
Only one verb which accepts the content-locative Conn utterly failed to fall into our nlanner
subclasses: load. (It may be possible, however, to fonnulate a manner subclass on the basis of
the form-fitting relation of content and container in load.) Such a verb would constitute a
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positive exception to the rule that verbs expressed in the content-locative fonn specify some
manner in which the content changes location. Crucially, children could always learn the
content-locative syntax of load through positive input. But the good news, from a leamability
point of view, is that none of the manner subclasses applies to any verb which clearly cannot
accept the content-locative fonn. Thus, none of ulese subclasses acceptfill or drench or adorn
as a potential member (unless the verb's meaning is misunderstood); the child would have no
choice but to conclude, eventually, taat these verbs are inconlpatible with the manner thematic
core and its corresponding PAS (i.e., 15a).
For verbs which may be expressed in the container-locative fonn, Table 32 breaks down
the twelve endstate subclasses into two dimensions: eight subclasses vary in the geometry of
(the relevant ponion of) the reference object as it changes state (becoming holistically affected);
four subclasses vary in the purpose of the action, as specified in tenns of the non-spatial
properties of the reference object Interestingly, for those verbs which specify the same type of
reference-object geometry (e.g., a surface), the nature of the holism may vary from cluster to
cluster. Three subclasses involve a surface: a surface may be completely covered by a layer of
either solid (e.g., tile), semi-solid (e.g., spread), liquid (e.g., flood), or fine-grained
particulate (e.g., dust) matter; a set of objects may be distributed over a surface, where the kind
of oLjects is usually specified by the verb (e.g., litter, spot, sprinkle, sow); or a surface may
(exhaustively) support the weight of the content (e.g., burden, heap). Two subclasses involve
a medium: a medium may become layered by the content as a result of an action (e.g.,
intersperse, vein); or a medium may become co-extensive with the content as a result of the
action (e.g., drench, saturate). Finally, three subcla:;ses specify unique geometries: an edge
may be covered by or attached to (at every point) a line of content (e.g., edge, trim); a container
may be filled by the content (e.g., fill, stuff); and a path associated \Viih a reference object may
become blocked, preventing the movement of air (e.g., choke, smother), water (e.g., dam),
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objects (e.g., bind, lash), and so forth. In all of these cases, we argue that the relevant
geometry of the reference object, as well as the type of (potential) holism, is specified by the
meaning of the verb. (We must speak of potent~al because, as we have seen, alternators in
content-locative fonns may not necessarily imply the affectedness of the reference object.)
The dimension of geometry, as outlillOO here, succeeds in clustering many, but not all, of
the verbs which may be expressed in the container-locative form. The remainder of the endstate
verbs, as well as some of those discussed above, appear to specify something about the
purpose of the action; that is, it is possible for a locative verb to specify the non-physical
change of state that a reference object undergoes by means of content being added to that
reference object. Non-physical change of state, in this context, may be illustrated in four
subclasses. First, verbs such 8.S stock, load, and pack specify that the function of a container is
realized (e.g., John stocked the shelf with groceries) or potentially realized (e.g., John loaded
the gun with bullets; John packed the bag with clothes). Notice that these verbs specify nlore
than just the ftlling of a container; thus, ?John loaded the box with toys sounds odd unless the
box is thought of as a vehicle of some kind. Second, verbs such as dab, squirt, spra}', and
splash specify the forceful contact of a surface with some content. One reason for thinking that
forceful surface contact is inc('rporated into the meanings of these verbs is their ability to accept
forms in wnich the reference object is the oblique object of at: John sprayed/splashed/squirted
water at the boy. It is even possible to demote or entirely eliminate the content NP with some of
these verbs, as in the conatives John dabbed at his eyes (with the handkerchief) or John
splashed at the boy (with water). These fonns should be contrasted with the corresponding
"gravity" verb fonns: 1John dumped water at the car; ?John poured water at the pitcher; *John
dumped at the car (with water); *John poured at the pitcher (with water). These contrasts
highlight a component of meaning shared by all verbs of surface contact: the use of the at-
phrase signifies the intention of the a~ent to contact a surface, wt:cther by splashing it or by
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hitting it (cf. John hit at the wall (with his fist). Furthennore, it is quite plausible to assume that
clrildren are aware of this salient component of meaning. III fact, several children in Experiment
1 produced conative sentences with splasll.
The remaining two purposive subclasses both involve some change in the quality or
appearance of the reference object. We have divided up the verbs specifying such a change into
two main clllsters, positive and negative. These clusters could probably be further subdivided
on the basis of whether the charlge is esthetic or more pennanent/substantial. Examples include:
adorn, embellish (p\Jsitive esthetic); endow, bandage (positive qualitative); dirty, stain
(negative esthetic); bombard, infect (negative qualitative). We note that verbs of suspension
(e.g., hang, drape, string) may be extended into the positive esthetic cluster (e.g., John hung
the room with picrures; John draped the window with silk). Although the categorization of
wme verbs as positive or negative may be difficult in a few cases (e.g. inject, depending upon
how you take your medicine!), these two poles seem clear in general.
By proposing that purpose is compatible with the endstate thematic core, especially the
purpose of changing the quality {)r appearance of an object, we have succeeded in clustering the
remaining verbs which may accept the container-locative form. But why are two dimensions
relevant to the expression of container locatives? If we look upon a locative event as a
potentially complex causal chain--a series of causes and effects--then there is a sense in which
the same physical event in space can be interpreted in tenns of successively abstract goals:
changing the location of the content; changing the physical state of the container; changing the
the container in quality, appearance, or potential to function. In fact, the endstate verbs in l'able
32 may be placed into four categories along a continuum of polysemy, as to whether they
ordinarily specify the concrete change in physical state of a container, but nothing more abstract
(e.g., cover); the concrete change in physical state of a container, plus something more abstract
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(e.g., drape); the abstract change of state of a container, but plus something more concrete
(e.g., inlay); the abstract change of state of a container, but nothing more concrete (e.g.,
embellish). Furthennore, this continuum is probably better thought of as a progression with a
fiXed directionality to it (i.e., cause-to-effect), a directionality which appears to be reflected in
the extension and perhaps etymology of some of these verbs. Considerations such as these
argue against any notion that we have introduced the "purpose" dimension merely as a
convenient escape-hatch.
The analysis of endstate verbs according to reference-object geometry and purpose
succeeds in clustering all of the verbs which may accept the container-locative fonn. If this
analysis is to provide a potential solution to Baker's Paradox, however, it must also guarantee
that none of the verbs which accept only the content-locative fonn fall into endstate classes. In
this regard, let us focus on the circle/coil verbs (e.g., coil, spin, wind; we'll return to the case
of wrap): shouldn't they alternate? After all, these verbs appear to specify some sort of
reference-object geometry, just as the vertical-mound verbs (which do alternate) specify that the
reference object must be a surface. Let us assume, for the sake of argument, that these verbs
require a linear reference object. Under this assumption, then, why doesn't there exist an
elldstate subclass in English according to which a linear reference object becomes completely
en(.,ircled? Why can't we say John coiled the post witl, rope if the rope completely encircles the
post? Indeed, there seems to be no principled reason for this gap, and we would expect that
some languages might treat such verbs as alternators. But English, for whatever reason, does
not. This arbitrary fact about English highlights two important points. First, we take this
opportunity to remind the reader that the linking rules, in our conception, don't care about what
entities are affected in the world, only about what entities are taken to be affected in the
meaning of a verb. Second, whether or not an entity is affected in the meaning of a verb
appears to depend crucially on the membership of that verb in a relevant subclass. In this case,
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specifying just any endstate, or even just any reference-object geometry (e.g., linearity), is not
sufficient, despite the fact that reference-object geometry seems to be relevant in generaL For
this reason, it is clear that the relevance of a subclass to a given thematic core/PAS must
sometimes, if not always, be learned on the basis of positive evidence (e.g., hearing verbs of
surface-support, but not "linear-object encircling", in the container-locative fonn).
The final focus of our analysis will be on alternating verbs, which are underlined in Table
32. One of the goals of our analysis was to insure that each of the alternators appears in at least
one of the manner subclasses and at least one of the endstate subclasses. In general, we have
achieved this goal, with the positive exception of load on the manner dimension. In the
exposition of subclasses above, however, we equivocated on the issue of precisely how
alternating verbs specify the affectedness of contents and reference objects. In returnIng to this
issue, let's begin with the following observation: the membership of some of the alternators in
endstate subclasses appears to be unpredictable solely from the content-locative fonn of the
verb. In these cases, the actual holism of the reference object or the actual purpose of acting
upon the reference object may be apparent only in the container-locative form. Notice that this
is a statement about the ability of children to predict syntactic privileges, not (in our view)
about the meanings of verbs. Taat is, because the t\yO locative thematic cores necessitate the
affectedness of different entities, an alternator must at least specify the potential, but not
necessarily the actual, affecte<L-,ess of both the container and content in a particular way. In this
context, the semantic shift known as the "holistic effect" accompanies the locative alternation in
just those cases where an alternator specifies the potential, but not actual, affectedness of the
container.
For example, how would a child be able to predict that sprinkle, but not scatter, alternates
upon hearing each of them in a content-locative fonn? The problem here is that sprinkle in the
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content-locative fonn specifies the potential affectedness of the reference object, a potential
which may difficult for the child to identify. We know that this potential is incorporated into the
meaning of the verb because sprinkle doesn't just specify any affectedness of the container, it
specifies the type of potential holism and the geometry of the reference object (i.e., it belongs
to the subclass of surface distribution, which has been independently established by the
membership of non-alternators.) In particular, sprinkle implies a somewhat controlled, local
dispersal of elements--over food, for example; scatter, on the other hand, implies more of a
random and widespread dispersal, applying to such things as leaves and crowds. The
affectedness of a sprinkled surface, but not a ?scatlered surface, may thus be a function of
subtle differences in verb meaning, inextricably linked with idiosyncratic facts about what sons
of entities are commonly taken to correspond to the arguments of a verb. But the question is:
how are these differences in verb meaning discernible from a few utterances (and contexts)
such as John sprinkled peanuts on the ice cream and the wind scattered leaves over the yard!
Our answer must be that the potential surface-distribution holism of sprinkle may be
unpredictable, depending upon the vagaries of input. This fact aboul the learnir~Y of ~prinkle
and presumably other alternators forces us, in the interests of learnability, to attribl'te a certain
amount of conservatism to the child in such cases: in every case where the subclass of an
alternator is unpredictable on the basis of prior expcsure, our account predicts that the child
will simply not extend syntactic privileges productively to that verb. Our guess is that the
number of such cases is small. Most alternators specify that both the content and the reference
object are actually affected in a particular way (i.e., the potential for affectedness is highly
predictable; e.g., stuff); we would expect children to be able to predict that both locative PASs
are acceptable for these verbs. Also in this category are vl~rbs such as spray, in which one
primary endstate reading is probably predictable (forceful surface contact) although other
readings may not be (surface coverage or distribution, as in John sprayed the wall with paint).
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To summarize our analysis: the subclasses pick out components of verb meaning which are
specific to eithe:r the manner or the endstate thematic core. Of course, these cOlnponents aren't
reducible to their respective thematic cores--they refer to the (potential) affectedness of an entity
plus a particular manner or endstate. But because the subclasses are fonnulated as specific to
thematic cores, the analysis accomplishes the most important work of disallowing the
irremediable overgeneration of non-alternators in ungrammatical fonns, while still allowing for
a substantial antount of productivity. On this account, certain facts must be learned
conservatively: the relevance of a dimension, and of particular subclasses, to a thematic core;
and the syntactic privileges of positive exceptions, which exist either because no subclass
exists for the interpretation of a verb (e.g., load) or because membership of an alternator in a
subclass is otherwise unpredictable (e.g., sprinkle). On the other hand, this analysis grants
children the prod'Jctive capacity to predict the appropriate syntactic privileges of non-
alternators, in those: cases where the subclass membership can be ascertained without exposure
to a locative fonn, and of alternators, in those cases where the potential affectedness of an
entity is highly predictable.
Finally, in cases wllere the miscategorization of a non-alternator has syntactic consequences
(e.g., as when/ill is misconstrued as specifying the distribution of content in a continuous
stream), this account predicts that the syntactic error will be unlearned as the child revises his
or her interpretation of the verb's meaning (on the basis of more exposure to contexts of the
verb's usage). We mllY summarize the full sequence in such a case as follows:
1~ Children le.am, conservatively, the verb domains in their language, and the predicate
argument-structures (PASs) that are available in those domains.
2. They use universal linking rules, plus domain-specific PASs, to "build" or
triangulate on the thematic cores for a domain.
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3. They use these thematic cores to organize the domain: to search for dimensions of
verb meaning, and subclasses along those dimensions, which specify the particular
way in which a thematic core may be realized in their language.
4. They learn, conservatively, the dimensions/subclasses of verb meaning which are
relevant to the (high-frequency) verbs heard in a PAS.
5. Manner dimensions/subclasses are fixerl before Endstate dimensions/subclasses (all
things being equal) due to a general cognitive/perceptual "Manner Bias. II
6. Verbs in a domain are classified with respect to learned dimensions/subclasses. Fill
is miscategorized into a manner subclass. (Note: the data from Experiment 2 can't
really distinguish between the case in which the manner and endstate of fill are
independent (which may be the case for young children) or mutually constraining
(like stuff). Indeed, if independent, there needn't be any endstate meaning at all; no
endstate subclass or dimension may have been found for the verb, due to the
manner bias, despite its being heard in the container-locative form (#4 above).
Thus, the container-locative form of fill may persist in the lexicons of children
because of its positive input, and perhaps also because of a fixed (independent or
interpredictive) endstate meaning.)
7. Syntactic privileges are granted to verbs on the basis of dimension/subclass
membership.
8. Misclassified verbs are eventually reinterpreted, especially as the manner bias is
overcome--and abstract changes of state become more ingrained in cognition and
language.
9. Syntactic privileges are "revoked" in cases such a8fill as the erroneous component
of meaning is dropped.
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Is Each Cluster Specific to a Thematic Core?
The other side of the learnability question, with respect to the alternators, is the following:
if we assume that children can always predict the ability of an alternator to accept both PASs
solely on the basis of the verb's meaning, is it possible to fonnulate subclasses for which all of
the members alternate (vr-rsus other subclasses for which none of the members alternate)?
Subclasses, in this formulation, would be completely independent of, and thus not necessarily
specific to, particular thematic cores (e.g., Pinker, 1989). One seemingly strong piece of
evidence in favor of such an approach is the extent to which the alternators in 'fable 32 actually
clustered together; that is, for many of the subclasses, either most of the members are non-
alternators or most of the members are alternators (i.e., array of particles/blobs, layer, vertical
mound, compressed mass, suspension, container, surface (support), function, and forceful
surface contact). Although our subclasses were not designed to isolate alternators from noo-
alternators, clusters of verbs which share semantic, syntactic, and (in many cases)
phorlological properties emerge from the analysis. Furthennore, the manner and endstate
interpretations of verbs such as cram, crowd, jam, and stuff seem to be mutually constraining,
as we mentioned in Experiment 1; in these cases, "a mass is forced into a container against the
limits of its capacity" (Pinker, 1989, p. 129). Why, then, should we try to tease apart the
properties of alternating verbs (into manner and endstate components) which may be better left
unanalyzed and independent of affectedJless per se?
The best answer to this question is simply that the clusters (probably, no matter how they
are formulated) are not perfectly predictive. This is important because in a system where the
ability of a verb to alternate is based on its membership in a single subclass, the existence of
true non-alternators in that subclass would lead to negative exceptions. For example, the verb
wad is presumably part of the cluster that includes cram, crowd,jam, and stuff. However, wad
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does not appear to alternate: John wadded the paper into the Iwle may be acceptable, but ?John
wadded the hole with paper is odd. (On our analysis, the verb wad specifies that a content is
compressed into a small mass or ball, as in John wadded the paper into a ball, but the potential
involvement of a COlltainer is clearly secondary.) Other likely negative exceptions include
scaner (similar to spatter, splatter, sprinkle, etc., but ?John scattered the field with seeds) and
stock (similar to load and pack, but 1JoM stocked the cans onto the shelf; this marginal locative
fonn is distinct from the use of stock to mean store in a non-motional sense, as in JolIn stocked
the cans on the shelf.) Of course, one may argue that these verbs aren't really locatives, but th~
fact remains that they bear a striking similarity to verbs which are locatives. Such similarity,
coupled with the tendency to fonnulate subclasses of alternators, might lead children to
produce ungrammatical forms. Crucially, the ability of children to unlearn these errors would
be hampered by an analysis of verb meaning which collapsed distinctions between manner and
endstate.
On the other hand, by formulating manner and endstate subclasses, the potential for
negative exceptions is avoided. In addition to accounting for the fact that some alternators and
non-alternators may share components, it also accounts for two other observations. First,
alternators in a cluster may actually agree on one dimension but differ in the other. For
example, jam and stuffboth specify a compressed-mass manner, but the particular endstate of
jam is more applicable to path-blocking than to container-filling (e.g., John ?jammed the box
with clothes I stuffed the box with clothes; John jammed the sink with onion skins / ?stuffed
the sink with onion skins). Second, entlstate verbs (alternators or non-alternators) may belong
to more than one endstate subclass. Numerous exalnples of such polysemy are illustrated in
Table 32. Both of these observations support a more "componential" approach, in which
dimensions are specific to particular thematic cores.
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Finally, we must ask the question: why do the clusters exist? We can offer two (mutually
consistent) explanations for this phenomenon. First, the clustering of verbs, especially the
phonological similarity of verbs in clusters, may be due to historical processes--independent of
syntax-semantics linking. Mistakes or guesses about verbs, based on semantic Of phonologi(;al
analogy, may have been perpetuated generation after generation for their functional value (see
Fodor, 1985). Second, the mutually-constraining nature of the manner and endstate
components of verb meaning (i.e., their inter-predictability; Pinker. 1989) may be plausibly
hypothesized to be an independent constraint on verb meaning--a species of a general constrdint
of coherence that applies to alternators. This would explain why alternating verbs that are
similar in manner are also similar in endstate, and vice versa. That is, this constraint explains
why alternating verbs appear to cluster in subclasses that are non-specific to individual thematic
cores.
Developmental Evidence Concerning Subclasses
The ease, if not transparency, with which locative verbs may be classified into narrow
subclasses provides some support for the psychological reality of the subclasses. Furthennore,
the subclasses involve semantic elements of the sort that have been postulated independently to
be conflated into the meanings of verbs--especially, the notions of force (Talmy, 1988),
geometry (Talmy, 1983; Jackendoff, 1983)t and the count/mass distinction. Yet we have little
direct evidence that narrow subclasses actually playa functional role in language acquisition.
The evidence from Experiments 1 and 2 is certainly consistent with our hypothesis that
children can predict the syntactic privileges of verbs on the basis of their membership in
manner or endstate subclasses. In those experiments, we found thai ~hildren are more than
willing to produce the fill-content form, and our tests of association suggest that the
misinterpretation of filling in terms of a particular manner is a primary source of the
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overgeneration. In these experiments, we focused on one particular misinterpretation offill: we
assumed that a child might take fill to specify a pouring manner, because children are
presumably exposed to many events which are both pouring and filling (i.e., pouring being a
common means of filling). But were children who made syntactic and semantic errors withfill
actually miscategorizingjill in a manner subclass having to do with the distribution of liquid in
a continuous stre:an? This is impossible to answer in retrospect, of course, but the fact that
children are delayed both in learning the particular endstate of filling, and in mislearning the
particular manner of ftIling, is consistent with the view that before a child fixes the meaning of
a verb in tenns of a particular manner or endstate, he or she must have learned the relevant
dimensions and perhaps subclasses for the locative domain.
The evidence from Experiment 6 is il bit more direct: children, as well as adults, can use
models in order to learn the syntactic privileges of new verbs. Specifically, the novel h()listic
verb was interpreted either like put or like cover (with the consequence that relatively more
content or container locatives were produced, respectively). Of course, it is a long jump from
the forced choice betweell two disparate verbs such as put and cover to the fine-grained
semantic distinctions made in Table 32. Thus, the results of Experiment 6 show only that some
metric o~ similarity can be used in learning new verbs; future work must focus on whether, and
how, that metric of similarity is defined in teons of a child's current lexical knowledge (e.g.,
one possible scenario is that children begin with a few verbs in relatively coarse-grained
classes, which are later subdivided as more and more verbs are learned.)
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have presented a strong, multifaceted case for the hypothesis that a
universal linking rule of Object Affectedness is used by children to predict the syntactic
privileges of verbs, but that children must learn what counts as affected. OUf experimental
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evidence has shown that a causal connection between verb meaning and syntax, plausibly
involving Object Affectedness, can account for the semantic and syntactic errors that children
make in learning locative verbs, and for the ability of children and adults to predict the syntax
of novel verbs on the basis of verb meaning. OUf survey of the cross-linguistic literature
supports the view that the affectedness of direct objects is a universal tendency, applying
across domains in English and in other languages. The combined experimental and cross-
linguistic evidence, especially in the light of leamability considerations, argue against any view
in which the linking regularities are wholly learned.
In developing the view that the linking rule of Object Affectedness is innate, we found that
two sources of mediation are relevant to the use of the linking rule: the operation of a set of
linking rules in a domain and the clustering of the verbs of a domain into subclasses. The
influence of these factors forced us to recast the linking rule in tenns of the PASs of a domain
and their corresponding semantic representations, or thematic cores. By framing the linking
regularities at this level, rather than at the level of individual grammatical and semantic
relations, we were able to state the rule more strongly: the matching of a verb to a thematic core
is a necessary condition for the verb to take the corresponding PAS. However, a consideration
of Baker's Paradox shows that detennining the affectedness of an entity in the meaning of a
verb cannot be sufficient for predicting its syntactic privileges. One way out of this paradox,
following the lead of Pinker (1989), is to posit that children determine the sufficiency of a verb
to accept a particular PAS (within a domain) on the basis of its membership in a semantically
coherent subclass. In this regard, we argued that the pair of thematic cores corresponding to
alternative PASs in a domain may structure the domain into two divisions (e.g., manner and
endstate), and thus may guide the child's search for relevant subclasses. Finally, we
demonstrated mat an analysis of locative verbs into narrow subclasses is successful in
disallowing the irremediable overgeneration of non-alternators in ungrammatical Conns, while
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still allowing for a substantial amount of productivity. It is this productivityt and any COJltraints
upon it, which we must characterize if we are to understand language acquisition, innovation,
and change.
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Appendix
Syntactic Classes of Locative Verbs
LOCATIVE VERBS OF ADDmON
Content-Locative Only: dribble, drip, drizzle, ladle, pour, scatter, slop, slosh, spew, spill,
coil, dump, shake, spin, twirl, twist, wad, whirl, wind
Container-Locative Only: adorn, blanket, block, bombard, choke, clog, cover, dam, edge,
embellish, enrich, fill, deck, dirty, drench, festoon, inundate, lard, line, litter, plug, pollute,
repopulate, saturate, shroud, smother, soil, spot, stain, stop up, stud, suffuf.e, taint, trim,
vest. bandage, bind, blot. burden, clutter, coat, deluge, douse, emblazon, eucrust, endow,
enrich, entangle, face, garnish, imbue, impregnate, infect, infuse, inlay, interlace, interlard,
interleave, intersperse, interweave, lash, ornament, pad, pave, plate, replenish, riddle,
saturate, season, splotch, tile, dapple, ripple, vein, stock
Alternators: bestrew, dab, daub, hang, inject, pile, smear, spatter, spread, sprinkle, stack,
string, cram, crowd, dust, flood, jam, shower, stuff, wrap, drape, load, pack, smudge) squirt,
splash, splatter, spray, heap, plaster, slather, sow,
LOCATIVE VERBS OF REMOVAL
Content-Locative Qnly: delete, expel, grab, omit, recover, remove, seize, sever, steal,
withhold
COntailler-Locative Only: absolve, acquit, balk, bereave, bilk, break (of a habit), cheat, cure,
defraud, denude, deplete, depopulate, deprive, disabuse, disencumber, dispossess, divest,
disann, ease, exonerate, fleece, free, pardon, purge, ransack, relieve, rid, sap, unburden
Alternators: brush, iron, rub, rake, shovel, sweep, leech, bledch, comb, distill, dl1St, erase,
expunge, filter, flush, hose, mop, prune, rinse, scrub, skim, shear, sponge, squeeze, strain,
towel, trim, vacuum, wash, weed? t wipe, wring, cure, pluck, scrape, shave, unload, unpack,
wear, clean, cleanse, empty, strip, bail, clear, drain, rob (possessional only), con
(possessional only)
Note: The verbs in this analysis are from Rappaport and Levin (1985), with the exception of
smooth, brush. and wash, for which no clear intuitions were forthcoming. In addition, our
intuitions favor the treatment of bestrew as an alternator and stock as a non-alternator (see text
for discussion).
